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ABSTRACT 

The demonstration of uncooled brittle materials in structural applications at 2500°F is the objective 
of the "Brittle Materials Design, High Temperature Gas Turbine" program. Ford Motor Company, the 
contractor, is utilizing a small vehicular gas turbine comprising an entire ceramic hot flow path 
including the highly stressed turbine rotors. Westinghouse, the subcontractor, originally planned to 
evaluate ceramic first stage stator vanes in an actual 30 MW test turbine engine; however, this objec- 
tive was revised to demonstrate ceramic stator vanes in a static test rig. Both companies had in-house 
research programs in this area prior to this contract. 

In the stationary gas turbine project, the test of ceramic stator vanes in a static rig for 100 cycles up to 
temperatures of 2500°F has been completed. This accomplishment meets the revised objectives for the 
stationary turbine project and, therefore, this project was completed. The report of the last six months 
progress will be included in the final report for the project and published separately. 

Fabrication of duo-density silicon nitride turbine rotors continued during this reporting period. Due 
to persistent bonding problems between the hot pressed materials in the three-piece design, the 
fabrication concept was altered to a simplified two-piece design with the only bond being between 
hot-pressed Si3N4 and reaction bonded Si3N4. This change was also made possible by the results of a 
hot pressing parametric study, which showed that good strength and density could be achieved at 
reduced hot pressing pressures. Ten two-piecs rotors were fabricated, and of these, three are being 
prepared for testing. 

The injection molding of duo-density rotor blade rings has been improved by the addition of a solid 
state automatic control system which was installed on the injection molding machine. A problem of 
unmelted inclusions was discovered and solved by the use of material extrusion and increased nozzle 
temperature during molding. Microfocus X-ray equipment has been evaluated and found advantage- 
ous for blade ring flaw detection. 

Fabrication of turbine inlet nose cones and stators was resumed on a limited basis. A silicon metal 
powder/organic system yielding 2.7 g/cc density reaction bonded silicon nitride material was utilized 
for the first time for injection molding of these components. Two additional test fixtures were built for 
use in pre-engine test evaluations of ceramic stators. One of these fixtures, the stator vane mechanical 
load test fixture, serves a two-fold purpose (1) as an NDE tool to evaluate material and processing 
variations, and (2) as a screening tool to qualify stator vanes for subsequent engine testing. The other 
rig. the stator outer shroud pressure test fixture, evaluates the stator outer shroud quality before 
subsequent engine testing. In the testing area, the primary emphasis was placed on the utilization of 
these new fixtures to enhance the qualification of stationary ceramic flow path components. The initial 
evaluation of the best quality 2.7 g/cc density S13N4 components is underway. In addition, a review of 
past weight gain data for 2.55 g/cc density stators, tested at 1930°F, was completed. 

In order to select the best method of processing S13N4 powder, the optimum MgO content and the 
best hot pressing parameters consistent with the hub forming portion of the duo-density rotor process, a 
parametric processing study was conducted. Strength at two elevated temperatures, along with the 
Weibull slope, were obtained for a number of hot pressed Si3N4 materials. A major concern with the 
three-piece approach to the duo-density rotor has been the degree of bonding and the resultant 
strength of the bond between the two regions of hot pressed S13N4. Test bars were cut from six duo- 
density rotors such that the hot pressed to hot pressed bond could be positioned within the zone of 
maximum stress. Test results showed a strength variation at different locations, being higher at the 
center region and lower at the leading and trailing edges. Strength measurements were performed on 
Refel reaction silicon carbide, the material used for ceramic combustors. Statistical bend strength 
distributions were measured at room temperature and at five elevated temperatures. In addition, 
tensile strength was measured at room temperature. 

      •- 



Previous results obtained from nitriding of large loads of silicon metal powder shapes, such as 
molded Stators and rotor blade rings, have shown that the nitriding reaction was not under control. A 
technique was developed which allows the furnace to control the nitriding dependent upon the 
nitrogen gas consumption rate, resulting in improved material structure. The task on developing high 
strength, stable sintered Sialon materials was terminated as a result of funding reductions; the results 
of this work are summarized. Work was undertaken to evaluate the use of hot isostatic pressing to 
further densify reaction sintered SiaN4 performs, using glass encapsulation. Additives were evaluated 
and some densification and strengthening were obtained. As yet, attempts to densify complex shaped 
parts were not successful. 

Work on analytical codes resulted in the development of relationships for computing time-depen- 
dent reliability of ceramics in the presence of delayed fracture or static fatigue. These equations are 
derived from the subcritical crack growth model and combined with Weibull strength statistics to 
determine failure probabilities. 
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FOREWORD 

This report is the eleventh semi-annual technical report of the "Brittle Materials" Design, High 
Temperature Gas Turbine" program initiated by the Advanced Research Projects Agency, ARPA 
Order Number 1849, and Contract Number DAAG-46-71-C-0162. This is an incrementally-funded six 
year program. 

Since this is an iterative design and materials development program, design concepts and materials 
selection and/or properties presented in this report will probably not be those finally utilized. Thus all 
design and property data contained in the semi-annual reports must be considered tentative, and the 
reports should be considered to be illustrative of the design, materials, processing, and NDE tech- 
niques being developed for brittle materials. 

This report covers the period of FY7T (ihe transition quarter during which the Federal government 
fiscal year changed) and the first quarter of FY77. Starting with the first quarter of FY77, ERDA 
became a participant in this program along with ARPA. The next interim rep-irt, which will cover the 
first full reporting period under the sponsorship of both agencies, will be organized s»uch that work 
sponsored by each agency will be separately reported. 

The principal investigator of this program is Mr. A. F. McLean, Ford Motor Company, and the 
technical monitor is Dr. E. S. Wright, AMMRC. The authors would like to acknowledge the valuable 
contributions in the performance of this work by the following people: 

Ford Motor Company 

N. Arnon. R. J. Baer, R. R. Baker, H. D. Blair.} H. Buechel. D. J. Cassidy, J. C. Caverly, D. A. Davis. G. 
C. DeBell. A. Ezis, W. A. Fate, M. U. Goodyear. |. W. Grant. D. L. Hartsock. P. H. Havstad. J. A. 
Herman, R. A. Jeryan. C. F. Johnson, K. H. Kinsman, C. A. Knapp, J. G. LaFond, 1. A. Mangels, W. E. 
Meyer, M. E. Milberg. T. G. Mohr, P. F. Nicholis, A Paluszny. G. Peitsch, J. R. record. L. R. Swank, W. 
Trela. J. C. Uy. T. J. Whalen, R. M. Williams, IV. Wu 

Army Material and Mechanics Research Center 

G. E. Gazza. E. M. Lenoe. R. N. Katz. D. R. Messier. H. Priest 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As stipulated by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department of Defense at the outset 
of this program, its major purpose is to demonstrate that brittle materials can be successfully utilized in 
demanding high temperature structural applications. ARPA's major program goal is to prove by a 
practical demonstration that efforts in ceramic design, materials, fabrication, testing and evaluation 
can by Jrawn together and developed to establish the usefulness of brittle materials for engineering 
applications. 

The gas turbine engine, utilizing uncooled ceramic components in the hot flow path, was chosen as 
the vehicle for this demonstration. The progress of the gas turbine engine has been and continues to be 
closely related to the development of materials capable of withstanding the engine's environment at 
high operating temperature. Since the early days of the jet engine, new metals have been developed 
which have allowed a gradual increase in operating temperatures. Today's nickel-chrome superalloys 
are in use, without cooling, at turbine inlet gas temperatures of 1800°F to 1900°F. However, there is 
considerable incentive to further increase turbine inlet temperature in order to improve specific air 
and fuel consumptions. The use of ceramics in the gas turbine engine promises to make a major step in 
increasing turbine inlet temperature to 2500°F. Such an engine offers significant advances in efficien- 
cy, power per i»*-'* weight, cost, exhaust emissions, materials utilization and fuel utilization. Successful 
application of < amics to the gas turbine would therefore not only have military significance, but 
would also grea..y influence our national concerns of air pollution, utilization of material resources, 
and the energy crisis. 

At the program beginning, the application of ceramics was planned for two ^as turbine engines of 
greatly different size. One was a small vehicular turbine of about 200 HP (contractor Ford) and the 
other was a large stationary turbine of about 30 MW (subcontractor Westinghouse). In the vehicular 
turbine project, the plan was to develop an entire ceramic hot flow path including the highly stressed 
turbine rotors. In the stationary turbine project, the engine is so large that plans were confined to the 
development of ceramic first stage stator vanes, and design studies of ceramic rotors. The anticipated 
difficulties in applying ceramics to a large stationary turbine engine have been substantiated to the 
extent that the scope of work for the stationary turbine project was revised to demonstrate ceramic 
stator vanes in a static test rig rather than the formidable task of testing in an actual 30 MW test turbine 
engine (8). 

It shouid be noted that both the contractor and sub-contractor had in-house research programs in 
this area prior to initiation of this program. Silicon nitride and silicon carbide had been selected as the 
primary' material candidates. Preliminary design concepts were in existence and, in the case of the 
vehicular engine, hardware had been built and testing had been initiated. 

At the outset, the program was considered to be both highly innovative and risky. However, it 
showed promise of large scale financial and technological payoff as well as stimulation of the pertinent 
technical communities. This reporting period is in the sixth year of the program and major accomplish- 
ments have been achieved. In the vehicular turbine project, the first 100 hour durability demonstration 
of stationary' ceramic hot flow path components (a nose cone and stator, two shrouds and a spacer) was 
carried out in an engine completely coupled with a control system and producing power. In addition, a 
partially bladed ceramic turbine rotor has been tested in an experimental high temperature gas turbine 
engine up to a speed of 52.800 rpm and turbine inlet tamperature of 2650°F before subsequent failure. 
In the stationary turbine project ceramic stator vanes have been tested in a static test rig for 100 cycles 
at temperatures up to 2500°F. This latter accomplishment meets the revised objectives for the station- 
ary turbine project and therefore this project was completed. 

The focus of the FY77 vehicular turbine project is to confirm, via hot spin testing of ceramic turbine 
rotors, the correlation between analytically-predicted rotor reliability and experimental results. This is 
a new interim goal, preceding a 200 hour test. 

This is the 11th semi-annual report of progress The format is different than most previous reports ir. 
that the stationary turbine project has been completed while the vehicular turbine project is continu- 
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ing. The report of the last six months progress on the stationary turbine project will be included in the 
final report for that project and published separately (44). This and future interim reports will cover the 
progress and accomplishments en the vehicular turbine project. 

Note: Numbers in parantheses refer to references listed in Section 6.0 
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2. SUMMARY 

The principal objective of the Vehicular Turbine Project is to develop ceramic components and 
demonstrate them in a 200-HP si:: a high temperature vehicular gas turbine engine. The entire hot flow 
path will comprise uncooled ceiy 'Ac parts. The objective is to demonstrate that these parts can survive 
200 hours of operation over a representative duty cycle at turbine inlet temperatures of up to 2500°F. 
Successful completion of this program objective will not only demonstrate that ceramics are viable 
structural engineering materials, but will also represent a significant breakthrough by removing the 
temperature barrier which has for so long ' Id back more widespread use of the small gas turbine 
engine. 

Development of the small vehicular regenerative gas turbine engine using superalloy materials has 
been motivated by its potentially superior characteristics when compared with the piston engine. 
These include: 

— Continuous combustion with inherently low exhaust emissions 

— Multi-fuel capability 

— Simple machine - fevvpr moving parts 

— Potentially vary reliable and durable 

— Low maintenance 

I 

— Smooth, vibration-free production of power 

— Low oil consumption 

— Good cold starting capabilities 

— Rapid warm-up time 

With such impressive potential, the small gas turbine engine using superalloys has been under 
investigation by every major on-highway and off-highway vehicle manufacturer in the world. 

In addition, the small gas turbine engine without exhaust heat recovery (i.e.. non-regenerative) is an 
existing, proven type of power plant widely used for auxiliary power generation, emergency standby 
and continuous power for generator sets, pump and compressor drives, air supply units, industrial 
power plants, aircraft turboprops, helicopter engines, aircraft jet engines, marine engines, small porta- 
ble power plants, total energy systems, and hydrofoil craft engines. While this variety of applications of 
the small gas turbine using superalloys is impressive, more widespread use of this type engine has been 
hampered by two major barriers, efficiency and cost. This is particularly so in the case of high volume 
automotive applications. 

Since the gas turbine is a heat engine, efficiency is directly related to cycle temperature. In current 
small gas turbines, maximum temperature is limited no; by combustion, which at stoichiometric fuel/ 
air ratios could produce temperatures well in excess of 3500°F, but by the capabilities of the hot 
component materials. Today, nickel-chrome superalloys are used in small gas turbines where blade 
cooling is impractical, and this limits maximum turbine inlet gas temperature to about 1800° F. At this 
temperature limit, and considering state-of-the-art component efficiencies, the potential overall effi- 
ciency of the small regenerative gas turbine is not significantly better than that of the gasoline engine 
and not as good as the Diesel. On the other hand a ceramic gas turbine engine operating at 25O0°F will 
have fuel economies superior to the Diesel at significant weight savings. 

The other major barrier is cost and this too is strongly related to the hot component materials. 
Nickel-chrome superalloys, and more significantly cobalt based superalloys which meet typical tur- 
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bine engine specifications, contain strategic materials not found in this country and cost well over 
$5/lb. This is an excessive cost with respect to high volume applications such as trucks or automobiles. 

High temperature ceramics such as silicon nitride or silicon carbide, on the other hand, are made from 
readily available and vastly abundant raw materials and show promise of significantly reduced cost 
compared to superalloys, probably by at least an order of magnitude. 

Thus, successful application of ceramics to the small turbine engine, with an associated quantum 
jump to 2500°F would not only offer all of the attributes listed earlier, but in addition would offer 
superior fuel economy and less weight at competitive cost with the piston engine. 
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2.1 VEHICULAR TURBINE PROJECT PLAN 

The vehicular turbine project is organized to design and develop an entire ceramic hot flow path for 
a high temperature, vehicular gas turbine engine. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of this regenerative 
engine. Air is induced through an intake silencer and filter into a radial compressor, and then is 
compressed and ducted through one side of each of two rotary regenerators. The hot compressed air is 
then supplied to a combustion chamber where fuel is added and combustion takes place. 

The hot gas discharging from the combustor is then directed into the turbine stages by a turbine inlet 
nose cone. The gas then passes through the turbine stages which comprise two turbine stators, each 
having stationary airfoil blades which direct the gas onto each corresponding turbine rotor. In passing 
through the turbine, the gas expands and generates work to drive the compressor and supply useful 
power. The expanded turbine exhaust gas is then ducted through the hot side of each of the two 
regenerators which, to conserve fuel, transfer much of the exhaust heat back into the compressed air. 

The hot flow path components, subject to peak cycle temperature and made out of superalloys in 
today's gas turbine, are the combustor, the turbine inlet nose cone, the turbine stators, the turbine tip 
shrouds, and the turbine rotors. These are areas where the use of ceramics could result in the greatest 
benefits, therefore these components have been selected for application in the vehicular turbine 
project. 

Successful development of the entire ceramic flow path, as demonstrated in a high temperature 
vehicular gas turbine engine, will involve a complex iterative development. Figure 2.2 shows a block 
diagram flow chart, including the feedback loops, of the major factors involved, and serves to illustrate 
the magnitude of this complex and comprehensive iterative development program. Of particular 
importance is the inter-relationship of design, materials development, ceramic processes, component 
rig testing, engine testing, non-destructive evaluation and failure analysis. 

Combuttor 

Rtftntritor 

Radial 
Comprtttor 

Figure 2.1 — Schematic View of the Vehicular Gas Turbine Engine Flowpath 



One cannot divorce the development of ceramic materials from processes for making parts; no more 
so can one isolate the design of those parts from how they are made nr fr ,m what they are made. 
Likewise, the design of mountings and attachments between metal anc< e^aaiic parts within the engine 
are equally important. Innovation in the control of the environment tl critical engine components is 
another link in the chain. Each of these factors has a relationship with the others, and to obtain success 
in any one may involve compromises in the others. 

Testing plays an important role during the iterative development since it provides a positive, objec- 
tive way of evaluating the various combinations of factors involved. If successful, the test yields the 
credibility to move on to the next link in the development chain. If unsuccessful the test flags a warning 
and prompts feedback to earlier developments to seek out and solve the problem which has resulted in 
failure. Finally, all of the links in the chain are evaluated by a complete engine test, by which means 
the ultimate objective of the program will be demonstrated. It is important then to recognize that this is 
a systems development program — no single area is independent, but each one feeds into the total 
iterative system. 
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2.2 CUMULATIVE PROGRAM SUMMARY 

To meet the program objectives, the work has been divided into two major tasks: 

1. Ceramic Component Development 

2. Materials Technology 

The progress and present status in each of these is summarized in Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. 

2.2.1 CERAMIC COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT 

Two categories of ceramic components are under development: rotating parts (i.e., ceramic rotors), 
and stationary parts (i.e., ceramic stators, rotor tip shrouds, nose cones, and combustors). In this 
iterative development, each component will pass through various phases comprising design and analy- 
sis, materials and fabrication, and testing. In order to assist the reader, those items are italicized which 
describe significant milestones which were achieved in the evaluation of ceramic components. 

CERAMIC ROTORS 

The development of the ceramic turbine rotors is by far the most difficult task in the ARPA program. 
This is because of: 

• The very complex shape of the turbine rotor forcing the development of new and unique fabrication 
capabilities. 

• The high centrifugal stresses associated with high maximum rotor speeds. 

• The high thermal stresses and associated thermal fatigue resulting from both steady state and 
transient high temperature gradients from the rotor rim to the rotor hub. 

• The hostile environment associated with the products of combustion from the combustor. 

• The high temperature of the uncooled blades resulting from turbine inlet gas temperatures of 
2500°F. 

Progress and Status 

• Fully dense Si3N4 first and second stage integral rotors were designed and analyzed (1,2.3.4). 

• A method of attaching rotors was conceived and designed (1.2). 

• The following approaches for making integral rotors were investigated but discontinued: 

— Direct hot pressing of an integral Si3N4 rotor (1). 

— Ultrasonic machining of a rotor from a hot pressed Si3N4 billet (1,2.3). 

— Hot pressing an assembly of individually hot pressed Si3N4 blades (1,2). 

— Pseudo-isostatic hot pressing of an injection molded Si3N4 preform (1.2,3). 

— Hot pressing using comformable tooling of preformed Si3N4 blades and hub (2,3.4). 

— Fabrication of a dense SiC blade ring by chemical vapor desposition (1,2,3,4). 

— Electric discharge machining of a rotor from a hot pressed SiC billet (2.3.4). 

- 



• A "duo-density" Si3N4 ceramic mtor was conceived and designed (3). 

• Tooling to injection mold Si3N4 blade rings was designed and procured (3). 

• Several hundred hot press bonding of duo-density rotors have been carried out (10). These have 
progressed from rotors with flat-sided hubs to fully-contoured hubs made simultaneously with the 
hot press bonding operation. Prior severe blade ring distortion problems have been solved by using a 
double blade fill to support the blade ring during bonding. In addition, the diffusion bond has been 
improved as evidenced by microstructural examination. Experiments were conducted using magne- 
sium nitrate instead of magnesium oxide as a densification aid. Excellent bonding and density were 
achieved but strength was deficient. Successful modifications were made to the graphite wedge 
system to reduce blade ring cracking and tearing problems. Problems which remain are occasional 
blade ring and rim cracking (4,5,6,7.8). 

• Over 110 cold spin tests resulted in blade failures over a range of speeds, some of which exceeded 
full speed requirements of the new Design D' blading. However, an improvement in consistency is 
required if a reasonable yield from the blade ring fabrication process is to be achieved. This 
emphasizes the need for three-dimensional blade stress analysis as well as development of a higher 
strength, better quality blade material. Cold spin testing of rotor hubs of hot pressed S13N4 showed a 
characteristic failure speed of 115,965 rpm with a Weibull rpm slope of 17.66 (7). Several hot pressed 
hubs, made by the hot press bonding process, were cold spun to destruction, and showed results 
consistent with hot pressed hubs fabricated separately (8). A high speed motion picture study (3000 
frames/sec) was conducted of a turbine rotor failure in the cold spin pit (8). 

• A three dimensional model of the rotor blade along with heat transfer coefficients has been gener- 
ated for thermal and stress analysis (5,6,8). 

• Development of better quality blade rings continues. X-ray radiography of green parts has proved 
effective in detecting major flaws. Slip cast Si3N4 test bars having a density of 2.7 gm/cc show four 
point MOR of 40,000 psi. Processes to slip cast a rotor blade ring have been investigated as have 
methods of achieving 2.7 gm/cc density with injection molded material (6,7,8). 

• Thermal shock testing simulating the engine light-off condition was conducted on rotor blade rings 
for approximately 2.500 cycles without damage (5.6J. 

• A technique to evaluate probability of failure using Weibull's theories was developed and applied to 
ceramic rotors (5). 

• A test rig was designed and built to simulate the engine for hot spin testing of ceramic rotors (3.4,5). A 
set of low quality duo-density rotors was spin tested to 20% speed and 1950° F for a short time before 
failure, believed due to an axial rub (7). 

• A revised rotor design (Design D) was conceived, using common rotors at first and second stage 
locations (7). 

• A lower stress version of the Design D rotor, designated Design IY, has been designed using radially 
stacked blade sections. Blade centrifugal stresses were reduced from 21.000 psi in Design D to 13.180 
psi in Design D' (8). 

• The rotor test rig was rebuilt and testing initiated to evaluate the rotor attachment mechanism and 
the curvic coupling mounting design. Hot-pressed SiaN4 rotor hubs were subjected to 10 operating 
cycles from 900 to 1950°F. during a 3-3/1 hour test, without damage (8). 

• Design codes for ceramics were refined to include nonlinear thermal properties of materials and to 
allow for the specification of the MOR-strength and Weibull "m* requirements for a given failure at 
a specified loading and reliability level (9.10). 



• Rotor hubs were successfully densified and press bonded at both 2% and 3-1/2% MgO levels, 
resulting in reduction of MgO migration into the blade ring and improved high temperature strength 
over previous pressings with 5% MgO (9). 

• A design C duo-density rotor with a few obviously flawed blades removed was cold spin tested after 
static oxidation at 1900°F for 200 hours. A single half-blade failure occurred at 53,710 rpm, which 
corrects to 68,000 rpm or 105% speed for the present shorter bladed Design U configuration. The 
results of a number of spin tests of slip cast S13N4 blade segments were combined to yield a median 
failure speed of 64,000 rpm (9). 

• Over five hundred blade rings, previous to Design D, were injection molded for press bonding 
experiments, cold spin tests, and hot tests (9). 

• New tooling to injection mold the lower stressed Design D' rotor blade rings was received and trial 
moldings to establish molding parameters were initiated (9)/,, 

• Progress has been made in several aspects of the press-bonding step of duo-density rotor fabrica- 
tion. A problem of excessive deflection of the graphite support structure beneath the rotor assembly, 
permitting bending and subsequent blade fracture, was solved by the substitution of high modulus 
hot pressed SiC for the low modulus graphite. Increasing the rate of pressure application also 
improved the quality of the hub sections (9). 

• A new hot spin test rig, designed to improve the turn-around-time in testing turbine rotors, has been 
constructed, and is currently in the shakedown testing phase. Using gas burners instead of a gas 
turbine combustion system, this rig simulates the engine environment and was designed to be 
quickly rebuilt following rotor failures (9). 

• In the program to engine evaluate ceramic rotors having reduced blade length (and less risk of 
catastrophic failure), two duo-density S13N4 rotors with the blades shortened to 10% of the design 
length were selected and cold spun to 64,000 rpm (9). These rotors were then hot tested in on engine 
for 45 minutes at 32,000 rpm and 2000°F turbine inlet temperature without failure (10). 

• The aerodynamic design of an increased efficiency turbine, designated Design E, was initiated. 
Flowpath optimization, a one dimensional stress analysis, and preliminary detailed blade section 
definition were completed for both the first and second stage turbine state*, and rotors (9). 

• A process has boen developed to slip cast turbine rotor blade rings (9). 

• 3-D stress and reliability analyses were performed on preliminary blade configurations for the 
increased efficiency Design E turbine rotors (10). 

• 500 Design D' blade rings have been injection molded which will nitride to 2.7 g/cc density (10). 

• A new fabrication approach, called the 3 piece concept, to make duo-density silicon nitride turbine 
rotors, was conceived and demonstrated that a significant reduction of applied loads during hut 
press bonding could be achieved, generally eliminating blade and rim cracking (10). 

• Good correlation was demonstrated between predicted cold burst speed and actual rpin test results 
on nine rotor hubs spun to destruction (10). 

• Six available duo-density turbine rotors of imperfect quality were used to check out the hot spin rigs 
by hot spin testing to failure, with failure speeds ranging from 12.000 rpm to 35.300 rpm at rotor rim 
temperatures ranging from 1780° to 2250° F. (corresponding to equivalent estimated blade tip tem- 
peratures in an engine of 1930°F to 2400°F) (10). 

• A duo-density rotor with flawed blades removed achieved 52.800 rpm in the modified design engine 
with ceramic stationary flowputh prior to an unscheduled dynamometer shutdown. A maximum 



turbine inlet temperature oj 2650°F was observed during this run. Post inspection showed all 
ceramic parts to be crack free. The rotor failed during a subsequent run at 50,000 rpm and 2300°F 
T.I.T. (10). 

• Since the Weibull probabilistic method is being used in the design of ceramic turbine rotors, an 
investigation of various estimation techniques to obtain Weibull parameters from test data was 
carried out. The method selected and used in this program is the "Maximum Likelihood Estimator" 
(MLE) method. Confidence intervals in estimating Weibull parameters using the MLE method were 
computed to vary significantly with the number of samples tested *. 

• An analytical method was prepared, b.sed on the Wiederhorn-Evans approach (11), to predict the 
time-to-failure of complex, multiaxially-stressed ceramic components such as the ceramic turbine 
rotor *. 

• Effort to design improved efficiency ceramic turbine stages (Design E) led to the consideration of a 3- 
stage turbine versus the current 2-stage design. It was shown that, for the same overall level of 
efficiency, a three stage turbine would have a significantly higher reliability and could operate at 
50,000 rpm maximum speed rather than the 64,000 rpm required to obtain the same power output 
from a two stage turbine. Alternately, for equal levels of overall reliability, the 3-stage design can be 
expected to be 3-5 percentage points better in aerodynamic efficiency. Further work on improved 
efficiency Design E turbine stages was terminated as a result of reductions in the overall program *. 

• An automatic control system utilizing solid state logic elements was designed, built and applied to 
the injection molding of ceramic turbine components, particularly rotor blade rings. The objective 
was to consistently control such parameters as molding material temperature, die temperature and 
various sequencing times. The desired setting of each parameter was varied systematically to optim- 
ize the molding process for rotor blade rings based on visual and X-ray inspection. In addition to 
using optimized molding parameters, it was found necessary to clamp the die accurately to avoid 
blade root cracks, and to pre-extrudc the starting material to avoid unmelted inclusions. A quantity 
of Design D' rotor blade rings was molded in the 2.7 g/cc density Si3N4 material system utilizing 
these improvements for subsequent processing *. 

• A parametric study of processing hot pressed S13N4 (HPSN) involving S\^N^ powder quality, hot 
pressing additive, powder milling conditions, and hot pressing conditions, was initiated in an effort 
to improve the expected reliability of duo-density Si3N4 turbine rotors. Sixty HPSN billets were 
made and used to establish Weibull strength data at 1600°F and 2200°F which is representative of 
the maximum operating temperatures at the rotor bore and bond respectively *. 

• Test bars cut from three-piece duo-density S13N4 rotors showed low strength in the bond between the 
HPSN hub und the HPSN bonding ring. Failures of this bond in spin tests also confirmed its lack of 
strength. In parallel, parametric studies on hot pressing Si^N^ showed that flat sided HPSN discs 
could be made at pressures as low as 500 psi. As a result, an improved two-piece, duo-density S13N4 
rotor with a simplified hub profile was considered; this would eliminate the troublesome hub/bonding 
ring bond and facilitate low hot pressing pressures which should minimize blade ring damage. Ten 
such two-piece, duo-density S13N4 rotors were hot press bonded at pressures from 500 to 1500 psi 
using a 3-1/2 w/o MgO additive material for the hub. Three of these had no rim cracks and only minor 
blade cracking, and have been selected for finish machining and subsequent spin testing *. 

• Development of the hot spin rig continued and resulted in improvements in the failure detector 
system, temperature measuring system, and burst absorption capability. To check out the latter, a 
bladeless rotor was accelerated to 64.840 rpm and the temperature gradient increased until failure 
occurred. The attachment bolt fractured as designed, the ceramic fiber insulation and stainless steel 
backing absorbed the failure, and the rotor shaft was only slightly scored a! the bearing journal. This 
damage was quickly repaired to demonstrate a relatively fast turn-around time *. 

Note:   Refer to thi» report for items noted *. 
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• Finite element models of a duo-density Si3N4 rotor tested in the hot spin rig were made and will be 
used to calculate temperatures and stresses in the rotor for a given operating speed and rim tempera- 
ture *. 

• A number of lubricants have been investigated for the rotor ceramic-to-metal curvic coupling 
including Nickel Ease, Molykote, Electrofilm, Borkote, and Molydisulfide. A problem of limited life 
at the 1400°F operating temperature resulted in the development of a 1/4 mi! thick gold coating on 
the contacting surfaces of the curvic teeth. Such a coupling has been tested through four complete 
thermal cycles with no significant deterioration, and will be used in the next engine test of a ceramic 
rotor *. 

CERAMIC STATORS, ROTOR SHROUDS. NOSE CONES, AND COMBUSTORS 

While development of the ceramic turbine rotor is the most difficult task, development of the 
stationary ceramic flow path components is also vitally necessary to meet the objective of running an 
uncooled 2500°F vehicular turbine engine. In addition, success in designing, fabricating, and testing 
these ceramic components will have an important impact on the many current applications of the small 
gas turbine where the use of stationary ceramics alone can be extremely beneficial. The progress and 
status of these developments is summarized, taking each component in turn. 

Progress and Status 

Ceramic Stator 

• Early Design A first stage stators incorporating the turbine tip shrouds had been designed, made by 
assembling individual injection molded reaction bonded S13N4 vanes, a-id tested, revealing short 
time thermal stress vane failures at the vane root (1). 

• Investigation of a number of modified designs led to Design B, with the rotor shroud separated from 
the stator. Short time thermal stress vane failures at the vane root were eliminated (1). 

• In the fabrication of stators. the starting silicon powder, the molding mixture, and the nitriding cycle 
were optimized for 2.2 gm/cc density reaction bonded S13N4 (2,3). 

• Engine and thermal shock testing of first stage Design B stators revealed a longer term vane cracking 
problem at the vane mid-span. This led to modification of the vane chord, designated the Design C 
configuration, which solved the vane mid-span cracking problem (3). 

• A remaining problem in first and second stage Design B stators was cracking of outer shrouds, 
believed due to the notch effect between adjacent vanes. To solve this, a one-piece first stage stator 
(Design C| was designed and tooling was procured (4.5). 

• The Design B second stage stator could not be made in one piece due to vane overlap, so an 
"inverted channel' design was investigated to eliminate notches at the outer diameter. However, 
engine testing showed that axial cracking of the outer shroud remained a problem (3.4.5.6). 

• A 50 hour duty-cycle engine test of the hot flow path components to 1930°F was completed. The 
assembled first stage Design C stator wus in excellent condition; 8 out of 33 vanes in the second stage 
inverted channel stator had developed fine crocks (6). 

• A 100 hour duty-cycle engine test of the hot flow path components (without a second stage stator) to 
1930°F was completed. The reaction bonded silicon nitride (2.55 g/cc densityj.one piece first stage 
Design C stator successfully survived this test [7\. 

• Improvements in materials and processing resulted in the fabrication of flaw free one piece stators 
:>f 2.55 gWcc density (8). 

Note:   Refer to this report for items noted *. 
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• A test was devised for mechanically loading stator vanes to failure which provided useful informa- 
tion for material and process development (8). 

• Thermal shock testing of 2.7 gm/cc density stator vanes reveaied no detectabJe cracking and 
negligible strength degradation after 9000 cycles of heating to 2700°F and cooling in the thermal 
shock rig (8). 

• Processing of 2.55 gm/cc density injection molded stators continued. Consistently high weight gains 
(61-62%) have been obtained using tne Brew all-metal furnace employing a slow, gradual rate-of- 
rise cycle. 4% H2-96% N2 gas under static pressure, and Si3N4 setters and muffles |9). 

• An injection molded stator of 2.55 gm/cc density SJ3N4 survived static testing (no rotors] for 175 
hours at 1930°F steady state. Weight gain of the stator was less than 1%, and this stabilized after 10 
hours of testing. The stator is in excellent condition (9). 

• Testing of stators up to 2500°F in the Flow Path Qualification Test Rig was initiated with over eight 
hours of testing accumulated at 2500°F (9). 

• A reaction bonded silicon carbide stator successfully accumulated 147 hours of testing at 1930°F and 
remains crack free (10J. 

• Over nine hours of testing of a silicon nitride stator were accumulated without incident in the 
modified engine configuration to a maximum turbine inlet temperature of 2650°F (10). 

• As a result of funding reductions in the over,<l • igram, a short-term attempt to fabricate stationary 
ceramic components was made and the be- variable parts were selected for testing. Attempts to 
injection mold one-piece stators in the 2.7 g/jc density S13N4 material system were made and a 
variety of molding parameters were examined. A number of stators were processed with good vane 
quality but questionable outer shroud quality.* 

• Three 2.7 g/cc density S13N4 stators passed mechanical loading tests in the stator vane and outer 
shroud loading fixtures though one was categorizcJ poor due to visual fillet cracks. This latter one 
failed the 10-light qualification test. The other two stators passed the 10-light qualification test*. 

• A review was made of earlier durability testing of 2.55 g/cc density S13N4 stators at 1930°F. The 
weight gain was a measure of incipient failure. For example, the failures of six 2.55 g/cc density 
Si;}N4 stators were associated with weight gains in excess of !.9%. »"his wide variation of weight gain 
is thought to be due to the variation in open porosity caused during the nitriding cycle, ,t is expected 
that this problem will be considerably lessened for higher density 2.7 g/cc density S13N4 having 
good quality microstructure *. 

Ceramic Rotor Shrouds 

• Separate first and second stage ceramic rotor shrouds, which are essentially split rings, evolved in 
the stator change from Design A to Design H 111 

• As a result of rig and engine testing, rotor shrouds made of cold pressed, reaction sintered S13N4 
were modified to have flat rather than conical side faces |2). 

• Because of occasional cracking, cold pressing was replaced with slip casting for making higher 
density rotor shrouds, resulting in a 2-3 fold increase in strength (3|. 

Note:   Refer to this report for items noted *. 
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• Slip casting of rotor shrouds solved the cracking problem but revealed a dimensional change prob- 
lem as a function of operating time. This was solved by incorporation of nitriding aids, heat treat- 
ment cycles, and other changes in the fabrication process which reduced instability to acceptable 
levels (4,5.6). 

• A 50 hour duty cycle engine test of the hot flow path components to 1930°F was completed, after 
which both first and second stage rotor shrouds were in excellent condition (6). 

• A 100 hour duty cycle engine test of the hot flow path components to 1930°F was completed, after 
which both first and second stage rotor shrouds were in excellent condition [7). 

• Further testing of rotor shrouds to 245 hours and over 100 lights showed them to remain crack free 
and in excellent condition [7]. 

• Over nine hours of testing slip cast S13V4 rotor tip shrouds were accumulated without incident in 
the modified engine configuration used for testing a ceramic turbine rotor up to a maximum turbine 
inlet temperature of 2650°F *. 

Ceramic Combustors 

• Combustor tubes made of slip cast Si3N4 and various grades of recrystalized SiC (Crystar) cracked 
during lights off tests in the combustor rig (4). 

• A thick-wnlled, reaction bonded silicon carbide (REFEL] combustor successfully completed the 200 
hour duty cycle test. A total of 26 hours and 40 minutes was accumulated at a turbine inlet tempera- 
ture of 2500°F (10). This combustor was aiso successfully tested in an engine (8). 

• Three thin-walled, reaction bonded silicon carbide (REFEL) combustors were successfully qualified 
over a 10 hour portion of the ARPA duty cycle (10). 

Ceramic Nose Cones (with integral transition ducts) 

• Early Design A nose cones had been designed, made from injection molded reaction sintered Si3N4. 
and tested (1). 

• The nose cone was modified to Design B to accommodate the Design B first stage stator. Several 
Design B nose cones were made and tested in rigs and engines (2). 

• Voids in molding nose cones were minimized by preferentially heating the tooling during molding 
(5). 

• Circumferential cracking and axial cracking problems led to pre-sloited. scalloped nose cones desig 
nated Design C (3.4.5.6). 

• A 50 hour duty cycle engine test of the hot flow path components to 1930°F was completed, after 
which the Design C nose cone was in excellent condition (7). 

• A 100 hour duty cycle engine lest of the hot flow path components to 1930°F was completed, after 
which the Design C nose cone was in excellent condition '(7). 

• Further testing of the 2.2 g/cc density nose cone to 221 hi rs showed it to remain crack free and in 
excellent condition (7). 

• Improvements in materials and processing resulted in the fabrication of flaw free nose cones of 2.55 
gm/cc density |8I. 

Note:   Refer to this report for items noted *. 
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• Processing of 2.55 gm/cc density injection molded nose cones continued. Consistently high weight 
gains (61-62%) have been obtained using the Brew all-metal furnace employing a slow, gradual rate- 
of-rise cycle, 4% H2-96% N2 gas under static pressure, and Si3N4 setters and muffles (9). 

• Testing of nose cones up to 2500°F in the Flow Path Qualification Test Rig was initiated with over 
eight hours of testing accumulated at 2500°F (9). 

• Over nine hours of testing a silicon nitride nose cone were accumulated without incident in the 
modified engine configuration to a maximum turbine inlet temperature of 2650°F (10J. 

• As a result of funding reductions in the overall program, a short-term attempt to fabricate stationary 
ceramic components was made and the best available parts were selected for testing. A number of 
Design D nose cones were injection molded in the 2.7 g/cc density Si3N4 material system using an 
automated molding control system, primarily developed to make high quality rotor blade rings. Nose 
cones were processed through nitriding and appeared visually good except for fine cracks between 
the strut and inner nose.* 

• Three 2.7 g/cc density Si3N4 nose cones successfully passed the 10-light qualification test. One of 
these has accumulated 10 hours of testing at 1930°F *. 

Note:   Refer to ihis report for items noted *. 
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2.2.2 MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY 

Materials technology forms the basis for component development including component design, 
component fabrication, material quality in the component as-made, and evaluation by testing. There 
are three major categories under materials technology — materials engineering data, materials science, 
and non-destructive evaluation. Progress and present status in each of these areas is summarized 
below; 

Materials Engineering Data 

• Techniques were developed and applied for correlating the strength of simple ceramic spin disks 
with bend test specimens using Weibuil probability theories (5). 

• Elastic property data as a function of temperature was determined for various grades of silicon 
nitride and silicon carbide (2,3,4,5,6,7,9). 

• The flexural strength vs. temperature of several grades of SiC and Si3N4 was determined 
(3,4,5,6,9.10). 

• The compressive strength vs. temperature of hot pressed SiC and hot pressed Si3N4 was deter- 
mined (4). 

• Creep in bending at several conditions of stress and temperature was determined for various grades 
of reaction sintered silicon nitride (4,5,6,9). 

• The specific heat vs. temperature of 2.2 gm/cc density reaction sintered Si3N4 was measured, as 
were thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity vs. temperature for both 2.2 gm/cc and 2.7 gm/cc 
density reaction sintered Si3N4 (4). 

• Stress-rupture data was obtained for reaction sintered silicon nitride under several conditions of 
load and temperature (6,9,10). 

• A group of 31 2.7 gm/cc density injection molded Si3N4 test bars, made using the best current 
nitriding cycle and an atmosphere of 4% H2,96% N2. resulted in a Weibuil characteristic strength of 
44.3 ksi and an m value of b.8. Additional material development work is aimed at obtaining a higher 
m value (9). 

• The effects of surface finish and post machining heat treatment on the room temperature strength of 
hot pressed silicon nitride were determined (10). 

• The variation in MOR strength of hot pressed silicon nitride was determined from rotor-to-rotor, 
within one rotor, and as a function of initial material preparation (10). 

• Room and elevated temperature flexure strengths of injection molded reaction sintered silicon 
nitride of 2.7 g/cc density were determined (10). 

• No time dependent failures were observed for 2.7 g/cc density injection molded reaction sintered 
silicon nitride during stress-rupture testing for up to 200 hours at stresses of 20-30 ksi and tempera- 
tures of 1900-2200°F (10). 

• A simple, practical approach, based on the Wiederhorn-Evans (11) theory, was derived to predict the 
life of a ceramic under load. The only material measurements required are two sets of strength 
values at two stress rates. For a given material, this would comprise a statistical number of tond tests 
(preferably > 30) at each of two stress rates for each temperature. Stress-reliability-liletimc design 
diagrams can then be readily constructed. Comparison of predicted lifetimes using this method 
agrees reasonably well with limited published experimental stress rupture data *. 

Note:   Refer to this report for items noted *. 
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• Weibull MOR strength parameters were measured for "Refel" reaction bonded SiC at room temper- 
ature and five elevated temperatures. In addition, room temperature Weibull strength parameters in 
tension were measured but, using probablistic methods, did not correlate with the MOR strength 
data within a 90% confidence band. Suspected parasitic stresses in the tensile test and/or differ- 
ences in specimen surface quality are being investigated *. 

Materials Science 

• A technique was developed and applied to perform quantitative x-ray diffraction analysis of the 
phases in silicon nitride (2). 

• An etching technique was developed and used for the study of the microstructure of ieveral types of 
reaction sintered silicon nitride (2). 

• i he relationship of some processing parameters upon the properties of reaction sintered Si3N4 were 
evaluated (3,4,5,6,10). 

• The oxidation behavior of 2.2 gm/cc density Si3N4 was determined at several different tempera- 
tures. The effect of oxidation was found to be reduced when the density of reaction sintered Si3N"4 
increased (3,7). 

• The relationship of impurities to strength and creep of reaction sintered silicon nitride was studied, 
and material was developed having considerably improved creep resistance (4,5,6,9). 

• Fractogruphy and slow crack growth studies were performed on reaction sintered SiC (5) and hot 
pressed Si3N4 (6,7). 

• The development of sintered Sialon-type materials was initiated (7). The effects of yttria additives 
were being studied, especially in relation to the formation of glassy phases (8,10). 

• A higher density (2.7 gm/cc) molded Si;jN4 has been develop d which will be used for component 
fabrication. Four point bend strengths of 43 ksi at room temperature were measured (8). 

« An experimental study showed that high pressures did not facilitate nitriding of relatively dense 
silicon compacts. A parallel theoretical study showed that to store sufficient nitrogen within the 
pores and avoid diffusion, an Unpractically high pressure would be needed (8). 

• Three techniques to improve the oxidation resistance of 2.7 gm/cc density injection molded S13N4 
were evaluated (9). 

• Nitriding exotherms. resulting in localized silicon temperatures in excess of 1420°C, produced 
silicon melt out" with resulting large porosity and lower strength. Eliminating these exotherms by 
controlling furnace temperature appears to be the key to uniform microstructure. fine porosity and 
higher strengths (10). 

• Work on yttria-containing Sialons showed that melting occurred at about 1200°C whether or not the 
glassy phase was crystallized. A number of further experiments were conducted to prepare single 
phase sialons from either the SJ3N4/AI2O3/AIN or Si3N4/Al203/AIN/SiC>2 material systems. Fur- 
ther work on Sialons was terminated as a result of reductions in 'he overall program *. 

• Use of a programmed temperature/time nitriding cycle resulted in variations of the microstructure 
of reaction sintered S13N4. depending on furnace load. To correct this, a control system was de- 
signed and built to control the furnace temperature/time cycle automatically to maintain a reasona- 

Note:   Refer to this report for items noted *. 
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bly steady consumption of nitrogen (i.e. nitriding rate). Use of this automatic control was shown to 
produce 2.7 g/cc density Si3N4 with consistent, high quality microstructure over a wide range of 
furnace load.* 

• A fabrication technique for turbins components of reaction bonded SiC has been under develop- 
ment by molding a thermoset polymer filled with SiC particles, pyrolyzing the polymer to carbon, 
then reaction bonding the structure by the infiltration of molten silicon *. 

Non-Destructive Evaluation 

• Ultrasonic C-scan techniques were developed and applied to the measurement of internal flaws in 
turbine ceramics (1,2,3,4). 

• Sonic velocity measurements were utilized as a means of quality determination of hot pressed Si3N4 
(2,3,5.9). 

• A computer-aided-ultrasonic system was used to enhance the sensitivity of defect analysis in hot 
pressed Si3N4 (3,4,6). 

• Acoustic emission was applied for the detection of crack propagation and the onset of catastrophic 
failure in ceramic materials (1,2,5,6). 

• A method was developed and applied for the detec'i'on of small surface cracks in hot pressed Si3N4 
combining laser scanning with acoustic emission (4). 

• X-ray radiography was applied for the detection of internal defects in turbine ceramic components 
(2,3.4,5)1. Hidden flaws in as-molded stators and rotor blade rings were located by x-ray radiography 
(5,6,7). Such NDE of as-molded parts has been used to develop processes to make flaw-free compo- 
nents (8). 

• A dye penetrant has been used to detect surface cracks in components made of the 2.55 gm/cc density 
Si3N4 (8). 

• A state-of-the-art summary of r'DE methods as applied to the ceramic turbine programs was com- 
piled (6). 

• 500 injection molded blade rings were examined, most of them in detail using 30X magnification and 
X-ray radiography NDE techniques (10). 

• A blade bend test was applied to a number of rotor blade rings to assess their quality in terms of 
characteristic failure load and Weibull modulus. A distinct difference was demonstrated between 
blade rings nitrided in 100% N2 and those nitrided in a 96% N2/4% H2 mixture, with the latter 
being approximately 30-40% stronger *. 

• Two test fixtures were designed, built and applied for the mechanical loading of stators either to 
failure or to a pre-determined proof load. One fixture simultaneously loads each stator vane, and the 
other pressure loads the stator outer shroud. Testing to a proof load, while not a direct method of 
detecting flaws, can be considered a form of NDE. From testing several stators in these fixtures, a 
marked improvement in failure load was shown for 2.7 g/cc density Si3N4 stators as compared to 
stators made from earlier 2.55 g/cc density material. In addition, low-load vane failures could be 
direrdy related to fillet cracks *. 

• A number of NDE techniques were reviewed for possible application to ceramic turbine compo- 
nents including Microfocus x-ray. infrared thermography, x-ray tomography, an electrostatic 
methtd. and holosonics *. 

Note:   Refer to this report for items noted *. 
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2.3 FUTURE PLANS 

Section 2.2 of this report summarizes the progress made in ceramic component development and 
materials technology over the contract period. Significant accomplishments have been realized in 
terms of design, materials, fabrication and testing on both the statinary ceramic components and the 
ceramic turbine rotors; for both these areas, iterative development is well underway. Nonetheless, 
further iterations are required, particularly in the area of ceramic turbine rotors, to meet the program 
objective and demonstrate that such ceramic components can survive 200 hours of testing ai tempera- 
tures up to 2500°F. 

Finite element analytical techniques based on sub-critical crack growth will be developed and 
applied to the duo-density S13N4 turbine rotor using estimated material time-dependent properties. 
These analyses should enable assessments of rotor lifetime reliability to be made for various operating 
conditions and may also influence the procedures for testing ceramic turbine rotors. 

In line with the ERDA work tasks, a continued, concentrated effort in the next reporting period will 
be made on improved quality turbine rotors. Fabrication development of two piece, duo-density Si3N4 
rotors will be emphasized, using the thicker hub, to eliminate problems of the three-piece rotors and to 
minimize blade ring damage. Tooling and procedures for finish diamond grinding the hub profile will 
be developed, and finish machining of improved quality rotors will be initiated. During the next 6 
months and in accordance with the ARPA work tasks, testing of ceramic rotors will be performed in 
both the hot spin test rig and the modified engine. The major testing objective for final year 1977 is to 
test six duo-density Si3N4 rotors in the hot spin test rig at a fixed speed and temperature to assess their 
lifetime reliability, and establish correlation with analytical predictions. 

In the area of stationary ceramic components, both 1930°F and 2500°F durability testing will be 
conducted using best-quality-available components made of 2.7 g/cc reaction sintered Si3N4- 
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3. 

3.1 

PROGRESS ON CERAMIC COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT 

DUO-DENSITY SILICON NITRIDS CERAMIC ROTOR DEVELOPMENT 

SUMMARY 

A study was performed which showed that, for equal levels of overall turbine reliability, a signifi- 
cant increase in turbine efficiency could be realized with a three-stage turbine versus a two-stage 
turbine. A method of analysis has been prepared for the prediction of turbine rotor tailure reliability 
using the speed and temperature operating conditions experienced in the hot spin test rig. 

Experience with injection molding of ceramic turbine components has indicated the need for very 
accurate control of molding parameters. An automatic solid state control system has been incorporated 
into the injection molding machine. Improved correlation between molding parameters and resulting 
flaws has been achieved through the use of a higher power microscope with improved part illumina- 
tion, and higher resolution of rim voids by oblique x-ray techniques. An instrumentation probe was 
added to the molding die to monitor die movement relative to an established norm. Unmelted injection 
molding material inclusions in the molded parts were discovered and were eliminated by extruding 
the material several times prior to injection molding and by increasing injection nozzle temperature. 

Forty-six turbine rotors of the three-piece concept were fabricated during this reporting period. 
Blade and rim cracking were minimal; however, lack of complete bonding between the hot pressed 
hub and the hot pressed bond ring persisted despite several modifications to the fabrication process 
intended to correct this problem. The fabrication concept was changed to a two-piece design involving 
hot pressing and simultaneous bonding of a simplified, flatter hub to a reaction bonded blade ring. Ten 
duo-density rotors were fabricated, and of these, three rotors are being prepared for testing to evaluate 
two-piece rotor fabrication quality. 

A new tool for non-destructive evaluation of ceramic turbine components was investigated. The 
Magnaflux MXK-100M Microfocus x-ray tube is lightweight, small, and is particularly advantageous 
because of its small focal spot diameter. Using this equipment, a technique of panoramic x-ray of the 
rim of ceramic blade rings has been demonstrated. 

Development of the hot spin test rig for evaluation of ceramic turbine rotors continued. The failure 
detector system was modified to incorporate platinum wire to correct an oxidation problem experi- 
enced with the chrorr.el wire previously used. The turbine rotor temperature measuring system was 
improved bv the addition of a bracket to support the pyrometer, which allows accurate repetition of 
temperature measurements at specific radii. Turn-around time of the test rig after a rotor burst was 
reduced by modification of the bearing and shaft labyrinth seal system. Burst of a rotor hub at 64.840 
rpm resulted in minimal damage to the test rig components which was quickly repaired. Continuation 
of development of an interface material for the Curvic coupling rotor mounting system produced a 
successful demonstration of the capability of gold plating of the Curvic teeth to survive four simulated 
engine thermal cycles without significant deterioration. 
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3.1.1. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

During this reporting period, studies were conducted on a Design E turbine and on the analysis of 
rotor spin test results. 

Design E Three-Stage Vs. Two-Stage Study 

Introduction 

In the two previous reports (9) and (10), the analysis of a high-efficiency turbine with estimated near- 
future material properties, designated design E, was presented. In its final configuration this turbine 
was estimated to be about 7-1/2 percentage points higher in total-to-total efficiency than the current D' 
design. In order to determine if increased efficiency levels of this magnitude could be achieved 
without compromising mechanical reliability levels based on current material properties, a study was 
performed during this reporting period to investigate the relative advantage of replacing the current 
two-stage design with a three-stage design. 

Generally speaking, in adding a stage to a turbine, one anticipates a gain in aerodynamic efficiency 
to be realized for the same blade speed and pressure ratio. Alternatively, the speed may be reduced, 
the efficiency level maintained, and the reliability increased because of the lower stress levels associ- 
ated with the reduced speed. The latter, however, will be counteracted to some degree by the reduc- 
tion in reliability due to the addition of a third rotating component. 

The primary objectives of this study were to establish if a three-stage turbine design would have a 
clear-cut advantage over a two-stage design in either of two directions; (1) increased aerodynamic 
efficiency at current reliability levels; or (2) increased rotor reliability at current (two stage) efficiency 
levels. 

To establish quantitatively the relative efficiency/reliability advantages of the three-stage turbine, 
various flow path configurations of both two and three-stage turbines were analyzed in terms of 
aerodynamic efficiency and mechanical reliability. Simplified stress models of disks and blades were 
used for all configurations. The disks considered were equal in thickness to those currently fabricated. 
In the efficiency analysis, various aerodynamic quantities were investigated to assure that the final 
configurations were reasonably optimum subject to common constraints. 

Aerodynamic Efficiency Analysis 

The conditions assumed in the efficiency calculations are summarized in Table 3.1. Free-vortex 
designs were used rather than non-free-vortex helically stacked designs because of the ease of scan- 
ning different configurations with free-vortex techniques. Helically stacked nen-free-vortex turbines 
as currently designed |8) are generally one percentage point or less lower in efficiency than 
the equivalent free-vortex designs. The existing Ford Turbine Aerodynamic Analysis computer pro- 
gram, based on a modified version of the Ainley-Mathieson (12.13) method of turbine performance 
evaluation, was used for the efficiency calculations The design analysis condition was selected at the 
70«'. of Nmax level (about 30% power) as it was felt that ihis was an appropriate middle range 
condition to assure reasonable low and high power performance. The lower l;mit of rotational speed 
variation for the three-stage turbine of 81.8% of current (52.452< N max<64,240 rpm) was selected to 
give the same average stage isentropic velocity ratio as the current two-stage turbine. Rotational speed 
and flow path configuration were found to have a significant effect on efficiency. Of the three different 
basic flow path configurations studied as shown in Figure 3.1. the constant tip (flow path C| is almost 3 
percentage points higher than the constant hub (flow path A) at the same rotational speed. Both these 
results are due to similar variations in mean blade speed. The remaining quantities shown on Table 
3.1, weight flow, stage work split, annulus area, and stage exit swirl all had generally small effects on 
efficiency. 
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TABLE 3.1 

TURBINE AERODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY STUDY 

Constant Parameters and Conditions 

• Free Vortex Design Turbines 

• Negligible Stator Leakage 

• Solidity, Trailing Edge Thickness, Tip Clearance, Number of Blades 

Turbine Inlet Conditions 

• Design Condition:   70% Speed (1840°F Regenerator Inlet) 

• T7 = 2715°R      W = 0.916 lb/sec 

• P7 » 32.7 psia      PR7.9 =2.21 

Varied Parameters: 

• Rotational Speed:   Nmax Varied From 100% to 81.6%. 

• Flow Path Geometry 

• Weight Flow 

• Stage Work Split 

• Annulus Areas 

• Degree of Reaction:   Stage Exit Swirl 

© CONSTANT HUB DESIGN 

INCH RADIUS 

K P«C pC~X 
®  CONSTANT PITCHLINE DESIGN 

?T 1.S6 INCH RADIUS 

L-2.73 INCH RADIUS 

r       M.se INCH RADIUS 
CONSTANT TIP DESIGN 

1       I   /        I I I  \\  \ \   I 1     ^-273 INCH RADIUS 

.56 INCH RADIUS 

Figure 1.1 — Preliminary Three Stage Flowpath Configurations 
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The incremental total-to-total efficiency levels for the various configurations and rotational speeds 
are shown in Figure 3.2 as a function of mean turbine blade speed squared. The mean blade speed is 
calculated as the product of the arithmetic average blade radius and the rotational speed. The points on 
the left represent reduced blade speed due to reduced radius (constant hub design) and/or reduced 
rotational speed, while those on the right represent higher mean blade radius (i.e. constant tip design) 
and/or higher rotational speed. The relatively good correlation, in spite of the variety of configurations 
and speeds used, indicates that for the given gas conditions mean overall blade speed is the major 
factor of efficiency and, whether one varies blade speed by radius changes or by rotational speed, the 
effect will be the same. 

As would be expected, the two-stage turbines can be seen to have significantly lower efficiencies 
than the three-stage for the rpeed range considered. 

9.0 

8.0 

CALCULATED 
INCREMENTAL 
EFFICIENCY-   5.0 
PERCENTAGE 

POINTS 

PRESSURE RATIO: 2.213 
TEMPERATURE 2255° F 

O CONSTANT HUB 
0 CONSTANT PITCHLINE 
A CONSTANT TIP 

.8      1.0      1.2      1.4     1.6      1.8     2.0 X 106 

(MEAN TURBINE BLADE SPEED AT 100%  ENGINE 
Um*~ft2/sec2 

Figure 3.2 — Comparative Turbine Efficiency at 71 Percent Speed 

SPEED)3 

Stress and Reliability Analysis , 

Simplified stress models were constructed of both the blading and the disks in order to estimate the 
relative fast fracture mechanical reliability of the various two and three-stage turbine configurations 
studied. The construction of the models was particularly oriented towards evaluating the effects of 
those measures which increase aerodynamic efficiency by increasing blade speed (i.e. hub and tip 
diameters and rotational speed). The assumptions used in the stress models are summarized in Table 
3.2 and Figure 3.3 which schematically shows the simplified model used. All stress analysis was done 
at the appropriate 100% speed level (N max). 
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TABLE 3.2 

TURBINE ROTOR STRESS ANALYSIS AND RELIABILITY MODEL 

Disk Model 

• D First Stage Axisymmetric Finite Element Model 

• Diameter Varied 3.1 Inches to 4.2 Inches 

• Max Hub Thickness Maintained 

• Common Temperature Boundary - All Stages 

• Common Blade Number 

• Speed 52,452 RPM to 64,240 RPM 

• Material:   Silicon Nitride • Duo-Density With Bond Ring 

Blade Model 

e One Dimensional Model 

e Tip Diameter Varied 

e Taper Ratio and Root Area Common to all Stages 

e Blade Temperature Constant With Radius 

CONSTANT 
TAPER RATIO = .31 

VARIED 
BLADE 
HEIGHT 

ONE DIMENSIONAL 
BLADE MODEL 

VARIED HUB 
RADIUS 

D' AXISYMMETRIC 
FINITE ELEMENT 
MODEL 

CONSTANT -*-| 
AXIAL DIMENSIONS 

Figure 3.3 — Simplified Turbine Rotor Stress Model 
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The existing axisymmetric finite element modei of the D' first stage disk and its accompanying 
boundary temperatures was used as the basis for all stages. Use of the same temperature boundaries 
for all stages is admittedly a simplification, but was considered to be a reasonable alternative to a 
lengthy heat transfer analysis for a preliminary relative study of this nature. To evaluate the effect cf 
changing the hub radius, all radial dimensions were varied in proportion to their distance from the 
bore. Constant platform thickness was maintained. 

Trr; blade mechanical stress distribution was determined on a one dimensional basis. Blades in 
each stage were assumed to have a constant temperature representative of typical relative gas tempera- 
tures for that stage. 

Weibull failure probability analyses were performed on the disk and blade models separately with 
existing computer programs. Strength properties used are shown in Table 3.3, and represent current 
property levels for silicon nitride. The use of the three piece duo-density rotor configuration with the 
bond ring method of fabrication was assumed. 

Figure 3.4 presents the fast fracture probability of failure for the various flow path configurations 
and rotational speeds studied, plotted as a function of overall turbine mean blade speed squared, the 
same parameter as used in Figure 3.2 for aerodynamic efficiency. The greater reliability at a given 
mean blade speed of the two-stage over the three-stage is to be expected because of the extra rotating 
component in the three-stage design. It should be pointed out that the absolute level of the curvas is a 
strong function of the particular material properties and wheel and blade geometry used. It is felt that 
apparent correlation of probability of failure with mean blade speed over the limited range studied is 
attributable in some degree to the fact that for the disk and blade geometries, and material strength 
properties assumed, the rotors were basically disk strength-limited. That is, the numerical reliability of 
the disks was in general lower than the blades and was therefore controlling. However, there is 
evidence to suggest that if the blade is the limiting component, the reliability is still a function of 
rotational speed, but will become less dependent on blade mean radius. 

TABLE 3.3 

STRENGTH PROPERTIES 

Weibull 
Temp Slope 

°F m 

78 10 
1700 10 
2100 10 
2300 10 
2500 10 

78 10 
1700 10 
2100 10 
2300 10 
2500 10 

78 11.1 
1700 18.2 
2100 13.3 
2300 9.5 
2500 12.1 

MOR 
jpg 

2% MgO Hot-Pressed Si3N4 78 10 109.000 
(Hub) 1700 10 95.000 

78,000 
63.000 
42.000 

5% MgO Press-Bonded S13N4 78 10 90.000 
(Bond Ring) 1700 10 81.900 

65.700 
52.200 
33.300 

Injection Molded S13N4 78 11.1 36.300 
(Blades and Platform) 1700 16.2 33.300 

31.900 
33.000 
31.900 
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Figure 3.4 — Overall Turbine Rotor Failure Probability at 100 Percent Speed 

Discussion 

Table 3.4 represents the results of the study in terms of percentage point gain in efficiency of a 
three-stage turbine over a two-stage turbine for equal levels of overall rotor reliability. It can be seen 
that the three-stage efficiency is significantly higher than that of the two-stage and should be further 
considered. Because of the simplified nature of the stress analysis, and because of the particular 
assumptions regarding material properties and blade-disk geometries, the numerical reliabilities given 
should be viewed as relative levels rather than as absolute numbers for a particular rotor. If higher 
strength material properties were assumed, the absolute reliability levels could increase significantly. 
Similarly, the assumption of a thicker disk or a more tapered blade would be expected to change the 
absolute reliability level. However, the three stage turbine would still show an efficiency gain relative 
to the two stage turbine. 

TABLE 3.4 

EFFECT OF STAGE NUMBER ON AXIAL TURBINE 
EFFICIENCY AFO RELIABILITY 

Relative 
Overall Rotor 
Pliability* 

0.970 
0.950 
0.90 

Aerodynamic Efficiency Increase of 
Three Stage Over Twr Stage Turbino 

(Percentage Joints) 

♦5.1 
+4.5 
+3.7 

Based on Present Disk and Blade Silicon Nitride Properties and Piesent Disk Design. 
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This preliminary study has shown that a ceramic three-stage turbine is an attractive alternative to 
the current two-stage design in terms of increased reliability and/or efficiency. It was shown that, for 
the same overall level of efficiency, a three stage turbine would have a significantly higher reliability 
and could operate at 50,000 rpm instead of 64,000 rpm for a two stage design. Alternately, at equal 
levels of mechanical reliability, a three-stage turbine can be expected to have a 3-5 percentage point 
efficiency gain relative to a two-stage. 

Conclusion 

From Figure 3.2, it can be seen that for a given level of efficiency, a three-stage turbine operates at 
about 80% of the blade speed of a two-stage turbine. This means that, using the same physical size 
ceramic rotor as is currently under development, the maximum speed for a three-stage turbine would 
only be about 50,000 rpm as compared to the 64.00G rpm required for the two-stage turbine to reach the 
same level of efficiency. As a result, the reliability of the three-stage turbine would be significantly 
higher than the two-stage turbine for comps;able efficiencies. 

Analysis of Rotor Spin Test Results 

In the earlier part of the Vehicular Gas Turbine Program, computer codes were developed and 
methodology established for designing with brittle materials. The methodology is based on statistical 
concepts which utilize Weibull's model of brittle fracture. Certain aspects of that methodology have 
been successfully verified in cold spin tests of ceramic disks and rotor blades. A program is underway 
to conduct correlative studies in an environment closely simulating engine operating conditions. These 
studies will be conducted in a hot spin rig described in earlier report*. A ceramic turbine rotor was 
analyzed in the rig environment to assess the feasibility of using the rig as an evaluation tool and to 
determine how closely it will Simula'e the engine conditions. 

The hot spin rig described in an earlier report (0) will be used to conduct correlative studies between 
analytically predicted and experimentally determined failure distributions of ceramic turbine rotors. 
The test program will be similar to the program previously conducted in the cold spin pit (10). except 
the tests will be conducted at elevated temperatures. 

The proposed test procedure is to first establish a temperature distribution in the rotor at a stable, 
relatively low speed. The rotor is then accelerated sufficiently rapidly so that only negligible tempera- 
ture changes occur in the rotor. The failures that occur during acceleration will determine the experi- 
mental fast fracture failure distribution. The calculated failure distribution will be determined using 
finite element computer codes. Temperature and stress distributions in the rotor failure analysis 
prevailing at the time of failure will be computed and the failure probabilities determined using 
appropriate strength distribution (Weibull) parameters obtained from MOR tests. Rotors which survive 
the fast fracture test procedure will be durability tested. The rotor will be operated at steady state 
temperature and speed conditions for a previously determined period of time. Failures which occur 
during the durability test will be correlated with life predictions. 

The finite element model of the hot spin rig rotor assembly is shown in Figure 3.5. The model is 
based on the redesigned hot spin rig configuration (10) and will be used to calculate the temperature 
distributions. The physical parts represented by the finite elements are shaded and labeled. The blade 
finite element mesh has been previously illustrated '6). 

The temperatures in the rotor assembly will be determined by the boundary conditions around the 
assembly and by the thermal conductivities of the interior of the assembly. Heat is applied to the rotor 
at the blades with 12 gas burners. The resulting temperatures are measured at the rim and the blades 
with optical pyrometers. The measured rim temperature forms one boundary condition for the rotor 
assembly. The assembly bolt is cooled with air. and this air flow is assumed to flow out of the end of the 
bolt and up over the nut and cap and then up the upstream side of the rotor. This flow is the second 
boundary condition and is shown as "A* on Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5 — Finite Element Model of Hot Spin Test Rig Rotor »rid Shaft Assembly 

The outer diameter of the shaft is fed with labyrinth discharge air. This flow is assumed to travel 
across the metal cone and s'et e and up the downstream side of the rotor. This flow is the third 
boundary condition and is showi. as "B" on Figure 3.6. The rim temperature is the source of heat for the 
assembly, and the two air flows are the heat sinks, resulting in a temperature gradient in the rotor hub. 

A sample calculation was done to investigate the feasibility of matching engine temperature distri- 
bution in the rotor. The results of this calculation are shown in Figure 3.6 and may be compared to 
engine results previously published (10). The sample calculation assumed a uniform rim temperature 
of 230O°F. For the actual test program, the rim temperature will be measured and the measured values 
will be used as input to the finite element model. The finite element model and the boundary condi- 
tions will be checked with the use of the-mal paints prior to conducting the correlation study tests. 
Adjustments will be made in the model, if required, when experimental temperature data become 
available. 
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3.1.2 MATERIALS AND FABRICATION 

Introduction 

The duo-density process is a multi-step forming procedure beginning with an injection molded 
reaction sintered silicon nitride blade ring, and ending with a hot pressing operation which forms the 
hot pressed hub and bonds this hub to the blade ring. Coupled with these operations are the continued 
use of non-destructive testing techniques both throughout the duo-density process and after finish 
machining of the hot pressed rotor. 

The main thrust of the injection molding effort during this reporting period was 1) the installation of 
automatic controls on the injection molder; 2) improvements in material mixing techniques; and 3) a 
reduction in contamination of the injection molding material. Work in hot pressing consisted of 1] the 
installation of a simplified two piece design rotor assembly; 2) material densification studies; and 3) a 
continued effort to eliminate hot pressing cracks in the rotor blades and rim.The objective of the NDE 
program is to concentrate development and application effort on the methods with immediate potential 
and yet assess other techniques as their development proceeds. In this regard, a preliminary study on 
the use of a Microfocus x-ray tube was accomplished, and several other new NDE techniques were 
assessed for long or short term potential. 

Molded Blade Ring Fabrication 

During injection molding of ceramic turbine components, some variability of molding parameters 
has been observed. Random variations were experienced in molding material temperature, die tem- 
perature, process time, and various other parameters which often exceeded the tolerance limits estab- 
lished for molding acceptable components. These variations led to low yields of good quality molded 
components and served to point out a need for improved molding controls, with the critical parameters 
being accurately controlled automatically rather than manually. 

In designing a control system to eliminate parametric variations affecting component molding, the 
variables to be controlled were first defined. It was desired that all material and die temperatures be 
controlled lo within 1°F. Mold release application and compressed air blowout for cleaning the 
molding tooling were also to be controlled to within 0.1 sec. actuation time. Both ihe vacuum level in 
the molding tool and the injection pressure were to be controlled utilizing pressure sensing limit 
switches. Temperature of the component being formed had previously been measured during ihe 
molding process by means of a thermocouple mounted in the die with the bead projecting into an area 
of the machining stock of the component (Figure 3.7). Utilizing this thermocouple, the die-opening 
portion of the molding cvcle was to be controlled based upon part temperature with a resolution of 
±1°F. 

Implementation of these concepts into a design for an automatic control system was carried out in- 
house. The completed control, shown in Figure 3.8, utilized solid state logic to accomplish all control 
functions as defined in the initial design. CMOS type logic was chosen for its high noise immunity. 

In the component molding operations, all time contiols are set as desired. Tem|>erature or time 
mode die opening is select. ,1 as are the parameters for mold release, vacuum, and cleaning air. In the 
fully automatic mode, the power-on button is depressed followed by the cycle start button. The 
machine molds one component — in this case a rotor blade ring — then stops. After the blade ring is 
manually unloaded from the tool, the process is repeated. If desired, the machine can also be run in a 
manual mode. After the power is turned on and cycle start depressed, the control button for each 
function must be depressed. As each function is completed, the machine returns to standby while 
awaiting a new command. Any step can be skipped or its sequence altered in the manual mode with 
the exception of those which would cause machine damage. 

Although thi system was designed specifically to optimize rotor blade ring molding, it should be 
equally effect!'     m molding other components. 
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Figure 3.7 — Movable Half of Rotor Blade Ring Tool Showing Thermocouple for 
Measuring Temperature 

Figure 3.» — Operator's Controls for Automatic Injection Molding Control Unit 
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With automatic control to reduce variability of parameters successfully obtained, recording the 
actual parameter level and correlating its effect on part quality became increasingly important. To 
record temperature data, two 4 channel strip chart recorders were added to the system. Extra thermo- 
couples were added to tlr, barrel and nozzle, and a temperature comparator was used to provide a 
signal to the recorders. 

Using the recording system during the molding, the effects of process changes were readily seen and 
analyzed. For example, Figure 3.9 shows that nozzle material temperature drops as the nozzle contacts 
the tool. This rapid nozzle cooling was found to cause small, solidified inclusions which were visible in 
the molded component. By adjusting cycle time and nozzle temperature, a critical lower limit of nozzle 
temperature was determined and henceforth maintained above this level. 

DIE a COMPONENT TEMPERATURE MATERIAL TEMPERATURE 
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X 
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h 
I -«^»STATIONARY PORTION OF DIE 

I(__. ^-- ROTOR HUB 

h— 
iV  I «—.-^-MOVABLE PORTION OF DIE ti- 
ll \ 

REAR ZONE 

100 150 
DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 

200 50 200 250 
DEGREES  FAHRENHEIT 

Figure V9 — Example of Temperature Recording Charts From Automatic Molding of 
Rotor Blade Rings 

Two improved techniques of molding flaw detection were also employed to more completely charac- 
terize the as-molded rotor blade rings. A 70 power stereo microscope with several high intensity 
fluorescent lamps at oblique angles to the surface l)oing inspected was found to be superior to the 35 
power stereo microscope previously used. To more completely examine the blade ring rim for internal 
voids, an oblique x-ray technique has been instituted. The part is mounted on a 45° angle relative to 
the x-ray beam and 2 radiographs taken at 90" rotations of the blade ring. These oblique x-rays have 
allowed increased resolution of rim voids. 

Molding of blade rii.gs was continued following installation of the new automatic control system. 
Due to the previous wide degree of process variations, the; exact parameters required to mold accepta- 
ble rotor blade rings had to be determined by means of a parametric study.which yielded an initial set 
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of parameters which produced good rotor blade rings. A quantity of blade rings were molded; how- 
ever, during processing, vane trailing edge root cracks were discovered, as shown in Figure 3.10. 

Investigation of methods of eliminating vane root cracks revealed that they were caused by exces- 
sive tool movement during molding. The pressure of the molding material was pushing the tool open 
slightly during filling. When the pressure was released, the molding machine reclosed the tool, fractur- 
ing the vane trailing edge at the root. Die movement was reduced to an acceptable level through clamp 
adjustment. A Bentley-Nevada proximity probe was installed to measure die movement during mold- 
ing. Curves of normal (acceptable) die deflection were developed and care taken to maintain clamp 
adjustment within this limit (>0.0005 inches). A single channel strip chart recorder was added to the 
control system to record die deflection for each component molded. 

Once it was determined that this improvement resulted in rotor blade rings with no trailing edge 
cracks after processing, additional components were molded. Oblique rim x-ray results for these rotors 
showed many internal voids in the rim areas, thus necessitating further optimization. A reduction in 
material temperature of 20CF was found to reduce internal voids to a level undetectable to oblique x- 
ray. An example of a rim void is shown in Figure 3.11. 

A quantity of rotors was molded at the parameters now optimized to give void free rotor blade rings. 
During this molding run a problem with unmelted inclusions was noted. An example of an inclusion is 
seen in Figure 3.12. These inclusions have been noted periodically in all rotors molded using the 2.7 
g/cc density material. The cause of these inclusions was found to be cooling of the molder nozzle as it 
contacts the cool tool, as noted earlier in this section. If the temperature dropped below 150°F small 
inclusions were noted in the rotor blade ring. Raising the initial nozzle temperature maintained nozzle 
temperature above 150°F, eliminating the inclusion without adversely affecting blade ring quality. 

A quantity of rotor blade rings has been molded for processing using all of the improvements 
discussed in this section. 

Figure 3.10 — Trailing Edge Flaw in Injection Molded Rotor Blade Ring 
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Figure 3.11 — Rim Flaw in Injection Molded Blade Ring 

Figure 3.12 — Unmelled Inclusion in Injection Molded Blade Ring 
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Duo-Density Rotor Fabrication 

After the blade ring has been fabricated and nitrided, the next step in the process is to slip-cast the 
blade fills which completely encapsulate the airfoils and the blade ring rim. This blade filling process 
was described in detail in the last report (10). The purpose of the blade fill is to provide support for the 
blades and the rim during the hot press bonding operation when the dense silicon nitride rotor hub is 
formed and bonded to the blade ring. 

Previous to the last report, the primary approach taken was that of hot pressing a fully contoured 
hub while simultaneously bonding it to the reaction sintered blade ring shown schematically in Figure 
3.13. This two piece fully contoured hub required hot pressing pressures of 4000 psi at 1750-1775°C for 
3 hours when using silicon nitride powder with two weight percent magnesium oxide. The high axial 
load resulting from the 4000 psi acting over the entire area beneath the blade ring resulted in cracking 
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Figure 3.13 — Hot Pre» Bonding Assembly for Simultaneous Forming and Bonding or a 
Silicon Nitride Rotor Hub to a Blade Ring 
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of the blades in the fillet region where the blades join the rim. During the last reporting period (10) a 
three piece concept, shown in Figure 3.14, was introduced which reduced the axial loading during the 
bonding process to one-third of that previously used in the fully contoured two piece concept. The 
three piece concept consisted of hot pressing a hub to theoretical density, machining the outside 
diameter of the hub and attached graphite pistons, and then hot press bonding this preformed hub to 
the blade ring using a circular ring of hot pressed silicon nitride. 

During this reporting period 46 rotors were fabricated utilizing the three piece concept. The hot 
pressed rotor hubs were fabricated from silicon nitride powder with 2-5 weight percent magnesium 
oxide and pressed at 5000 psi for three hours at 1775°C. The bonding ring was formed using 5 weight 
percent magnesium oxide, which was hot pressed at 1500-2500 psi for 3 hours at 1775°C during the 
assembly operation. Blade and blade rim cracking was usually minimal, and in some cases no cracking 
was observed. However, the problem of achieving uniform densification of the bonding ring persisted. 
Since a modification of the bond ring bottom contoured piston in the hot press (10) reduced the 
densification problem, both of the pistons were further modified to a flat configuration. The result 
indicated incomplete densification still occurred, as shown by the circle in Figure 3.15. As mentioned 
in the previous report (10) another technique was investigated to solve the problem. A preformed bond 
ring of silicon nitride powder with 5 weight percent magnesium oxide was cold pressed at 8000 psi and 
the hot press bonded to the hub and blade ring. This approach was taken to insure an even distribution 
of the silicon nitride powder in the bond ring cavity. However, the results, shown in Figure 3.16, 
indicated incomplete densification of the lower portion of the bond ring still occurred. 

During the time this inconsistent densification problem was being investigated, another problem be- 
came apparent. Test bars were cut from several three piece rotors fabricated with systematically varied 
hot press bonding parameters and tested at elevated temperatures. The results, presented in detail in 
Section 4.2 of this report, indicated that the strength of the HPSN-to-HPSN joint between the hub and 
the bond ring was reduced from that of the parent materials. In addition, several rotors exhibited 
crack-like- indications in the HPSN hub-to-HPSN-bond ring joint region which were revealed in an 
inspection of the rotors during the finish machining process. 

As this troublesome bond problem became apparent, a parallel parameter study in hot pressing of 
SJ3N4 showed that flat-sided HPSN disks could be made at pressing pressures as low as 500 psi. As a 
result, a two-piece duo-density Si3N4 rotor with a simplified flatter hub profile was considered. 

The simplified two piece design, shown in Figure 3.17, eliminated the complex contoured shape of 
the rotor hub, thereby making |K>ssihle the densification of the silicon nitride powder at pressures far 
below those previously required to produce a dense fully contoured hub. As noted above, a study on 
hot pressing of silicon nitride with various concentrations of MgO and under various pressures, re- 
ported in detail in Section 4.1 of this report, indicated adequate strength could be achieved in flat sided 
disks with hot pressing pressures as low as 500 psi. Ten design D' duo-density rotors were fabricated in 
this simplified configuration using pressures of 500 iu i500 psi, with 3-1/2 w/o magnesium oxide added 
to the silicon nitride powder which was milled with tungsten carbide balls. Blade and rim cracking 
occurred on all rotors to some degree. A typical leading edge crack is shown in Figure 3.18. Three 
rotors having no rim cracks and minor blade cracking were selected and are in the process of being 
machined for rig and engine testing in order to evaluate this design. 

Other areas in the rotor fabrication process were also evaiuaied during this reporting period. The 
effect of wedge pressure on blade ring deformation was found to be minimized at 1000 pound wedge 
loading. Below 1000 pounds, the hot pressed rotors exhibit axial cracks in the rim indicating insuffi- 
cient load was applied to counteract the outward radial pressures exerted by hub densification. Wedge 
loads above 1500 pounds produced indentations between the blades in the rim as a result of pressure 
through the first blade fill material. 

Another important observation was the significant reduction of blade root cracking problems at the 
blade fillet with the new design O' blade ring. Because of the modified blade profile this blade ring 
design appears to IK: more compatible with the graphite wedge system fabrication concept. 
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Figure 3.15 - Section of Press-Bonded Rotor Made Using Modified Contour Top and 
BVttom Pistons 

Figure 3.1S - Section of Press-Bonded Rotor Made Using a Dry Pressed Preformed 
Bond Ring 
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TYPICAL LEADING 
ED6E CRACK 

Figure 3.18 — Section of Press-Bonded Rotor Showing a Typical Blade Leading Edge 
Crack 

Non-Destructive Evaluation 

A number of Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDF.) techniques were considered for the detection of 
flaws in complex gas turbine components. These techniques are listed in Table 3.5, which shows the 
current level of development for each of these techniques with respect to 1| their capability of detect- 
ing flaws in complex parts; 2) potential for rapid examination of these parts; 3) development time, 
development costs, and equipment costs, and 4) status or recommendation for future »ction. 

A promising NOK tool, evaluated on a preliminary basis during this reporting period, was the 
Magnaflux MXK-100M Microfocus x-ray tube This tube head is portable, weighs about eighi pounds, 
and fits easily into a space less than four inches in diameter. It is particularly advantageous over the 
conventional x-ray tube because of its small focal spot of 0.05 millimeters which permits 1) film focal 
distance as low as 3 inches; 2| direct enlargements up to 36x; and 3) extremely fine resolution and 
geometric sharpness. 

Because of these features the MXK-100M x-ray tube would be particularly useful for in-process 
inspection of duo-density rotor blade rings, where the portable features oi the equipment would permit 
inspection at the molding lite. A problem often encountered in the molding of turbine rotor blade rings 
is the existence of voids directly under the blades in the rim of the rotor. Using conventional x-ray 
equipment these voids can best be detected using 2 or 3 oblique x-ray views, as noted earlier in this 
section. A very important feature of the Microfocus x-ray tube is its suitability for design into a 
panoramic tube. Such a tub«: would emit a 360" circumferential beam, permitting a single radial shot of 
a cylindrical object. An example of a simulated panoramic x-ray of a turbine rotor blade ring can IM; 
seen in Figure 3.19. This particular film was made using the standard Microfocus tube, and even 
though the sharpness is not good for all the blades, it is obvious that a circumferential crack exists as 
well as a void in the rim under one of the blades. 
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Summarizing the NOE work during this reporting period, activity was concentrated on the immedi- 
ately useful techniques such as stator vane load testing (Section 3.2.1 of this report) and the preliminary 
investigation of the Microfocus x-ray tube. As a result the stator vane load test fixture is very nearly 
operational, and the Microfocus x-ray tube, including the panoramic tube design, is expected to be 
procured and utilized during 1977. Other techniques such as infrared thermography and the electro- 
static method, will be assessed at least through a feasibility study. A third group of N.D.E. techniques 
include ultrasonics, holosonics, and x-ray tomography. These techniques are considered to require 
extensive additional development before application could be expected. 

i t 

TABLE 3.5 

CURRENT LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT FOR NDE TECHNIQUES UNDER CONSIDERATION 

CRITERIA N.D.E. TECHNIQUE 

Mechanical High 

Microfocus Infra-red X-ray Elt-troalatlc Holoaonlc Load Frequency 

X-ray 

Large flaws 

Thermography 

N.D.' 

Tomography 

Large flaws 

Method Method Testing 

Delects flaws 

Ultrasonic 

1   Capability of If flaw is N D  feasibility Potentially 

detecting put under demonstrated only through failure. useful for 

flaws in load on simpler Not a direct small flaws. 

cum pie» shapes indication difficult to 

parts of flaw apply to 
com pie» 
shapes 

2   Provides Yes. may ND.« Very attractive ND ND. Yc. ND- 
rapid exam- be im- can store data 
ination of proved for pictorial or 
com pie» with pan- numerical rapid 
parts and oramic output 

gives simple X-ray lube 
answers 

J. Develop- Reasonably NO.' Very expensive Short develop- 1 ong develop- Inexpensive High devel- 

ment time short time. particularly ment time. ment time. opment and 

and cost low devel- equipment costs potentially in- high equip- equipment 

estimates opment 
and equip 
meni cost 

expensive ment costs lists 

4   Status or Proceed to Proceed with Proceed on Proceed Recommend Currently used keep 

recom- develop feasibility small in- with feasibility technique on sl.Morv abreast of 

mend- and study house program demonstration for other ongoing 

ation apply as Seek support programs which development 

rapidly for larger use hi work 

possible program frequency 
equipment 

N [)       not ilrtrrtntned 
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Figure 3.19 — Simulated Radial Panoramic View of Turbine Rotor Blade Ring Made 
Using Microfocus X-Ray Equipment 
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3.1.3 ROTOR TESTING 

Introduction 

Rotor testing during this reporting period concentrated on continuing rotor blade bend testing, hot 
spin rig development, spin pit testing of hot pressed silicon nitride rctor hubs, and lubricant tests for 
interfacing materials between the ceramic rotor and mating meta! components. As reported previously, 
(9, 10) the blade bend test has been used to evaluate blade strength differences between slip cast and 
in; ?ction molded materials and to evaluate hea'ing and thermal shock effects. The vacuum spin pit was 
used to evaluate rotor hubs fabricated by a unique hot pressing technique devised by AMMRC. The 
development of the hot spin rig continued with emphasis placed on improving, the failure detector 
system, temperature measuring system, and burst absorption capability. The curvic teeth on the rotor 
shaft and curvic coupling adaptor, used in engine testing of ceramic turbine wheels, have been gold 
plated to increase the operating temperature capabilities and reduce friction of the ceramic rotor 
interfaces- 

Blade Bend Testing 

Blade bending testing of 2.7 gm/cc density U blade rings and rotors continued during this reporting 
period. The procedure for this test remained unchanged from that described in the previous report (10). 

The blade bend test supplies useful information on the quality of the nitriding cycle For example, 
comparing the results for blade rings 1773,1775,1778, and 1779 versus 1377,1386 and 1410 as shown in 
Table 3.6. the characteristic failure loads of the first group nitrided in 100 percent nitrogen are noti- 
ceably lower than the second group nitrided in a 4 percent hydrogen — 96 percent nitrogen atmo- 
sphere. 

Table 3.6 also shows blade failure load test results for a third group (1759,1747, and 1737) of blade 
rings nitrided in four percent hydrogen — balance nitrogen. The characteristic failure loads of thi«= 
group of blade rings arc also significantly higher than blade rings nitrided using 100 percent nitrogen. 
This third group of blade rings also had slightly higher characteristic failure loads than the second 
group, even though both groups were nitrided under the same conditions. No apparent reason was 
found for this difference. 

TABLE 3.6 

SILICON NITRIDE DESIGN D BLADE BEND TEST RESULTS 
Injection Molded 2.7 gm/cc Density Material 

Blade Ring Number of Weibull Characteristic Nitriding No. 
Number Data Points Slope 

6.5 

Load (lbs.) 

67 

Atmosphere 

1773 8 B-56/100':', N2 
1775 11 10.0 71 B-56/100'7. N2 
1778 7 12 2 65 B-56/100'', N2 
1779 !() 10.0 71 B-56/100'", N2 

1377 18 6.6 82 B-48/4''.  H2 %r< N2 
1386 15 13.Ü 89 B-48/4 rV H2 96r, N2 

1410 19 14.1 95 B-48/4 % H> 96'", N2 

1759 24 8.9 99 B-54/4'. H2 96<7< N-> 
1747 24 16.3 no B-£4/4'7.  H2 96r,, N2 

1737 24 8.0 105 B-54/4«".  H-> 96r« N- 
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Cold Spin Testing 

The vacuum cold spin pit was used to evaluate four silicon nitride rotor hubs fabricated by the Army 
Materials and Mechanics Research Center (AMMRC). These hubs consisted of two individually hot 
pressed halves which were ground flat at the adjoining surfaces and bonded into an integral hub 
configuration 

Figure 3.20 shows a finish machined rotor hub, made by this process, ready for spin testing. The 
bond interface between the two hot pressed halves is visible as a lighter colored line on the hub outer 
diameter. The only machining required to prepare the hubs for test was grinding of the axial faces, 
centerbore, outside hub diameter, and radii on all edges. The rotor hubs were inspected radiographi- 
cally and by fluoresent dye penetrant. The dye penetrant revealed tight cracks on the inner axial faces 
of hub A. 

Figure 3.20 — Hot Pressed Silicon Nitride Final Test Hub 

Test procedures reported |2,7,8,9,10) were used in cold spin testing these rotor hubs. The test results 
are shown in Table 3.7. 

TABLE 3.7 
COLD SPIN TEST RESULTS OF AMMRC ROTOR HUBS 

Hub Number 

A 

Failure Speed — RPM 

73.450 
7<>,820 
81,050 
73,050 

A finite element stress analysis was made for rotor hub A. which failed at 73.450 rpm, thai showed 
the maximum principal stress at this speed was 25,250 psi .it the center bore The fragments from these 
tests have been returned to AMMRC for analysis. 
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Hot Spin Test Rig 

Development of the hot spin test rig continued in preparation for the determination of the correla- 
tion between predicted and experimentally determined failure distributions of ceramic turbine rotors. 
Serveral problem areas in the test rig were identified and modifications in the rig design were evaluated. 

Failure Detector 

The failure detector system in the hot spin test rig, which was described in the previous report (10), 
consists of a cylinder of insulating material wound with closely spaced 0.010 inch diameter chromel 
wire. Figure 3.21 shows the detector mounted in its metal housing. When a turbine rotor fails, the 
chromel wire is broken by fragments and provides a signal for shut-down of the driving dynamometer 
by loss of electrical continuity. 

A problem with the failure detector developed when failures were signaled, and subsequent exami- 
nation showed the test rotor to be intact, although a wire in the detector circuit had broken. Examina- 
tion of the wire revealed that oxidation was occuring and causing tin; wire to become brittle. Turbine 
rotor testing in the hot spin test rig subjects the failure detector to many combustor light-offs, wire 
temperatures to 1800°F, and a cool down before the next light-off. It is believed that the stresses 
imposed in the chromel wire by expansion and contraction during this cycling were excessive because 
of the oxidized, brittle condition of the wire. A search was begun to find a new wire with improved 
high temperature capability and resistance to oxidation. Platinum wire, 0.010 inch diameter, was found 
to meet these criteria. 

Figure 3.21 — Hot Spin Rig Failure Detector Mounted In the Bunt Shield Housing 
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Another problem which was discovered was that the insulation ring around which the wire was 
wrapped was drying out and shrinking from the housing during the hot tests. The normally taut wire 
moves and touchs its neighbor, shorting out the entire assembly and shutting down the test. A proce- 
dure has been developed to wrap the insulation ring with wire after the ring has been pre-shrunk in an 
oven at 1500°F for two days. 

Testing of pre-shrunk, platinum wound detectors is in progress and these modifications appear to 
have solve the problems encountered. 

Radiation Pyrometer Mounting 

Accurate temperature measurement by a radiation pyrometer requires a clear view of the target 
object without interference from another object at a different temperature. Until the present reporting 
period, the radiation pyrometer was mounted on a tripod and focused on the rotor rim by viewing 
through a hole in the combustor cover between two combustor tubes through a slot in the nose cone 
insulator. Considerable time was consumed in setting up the pyrometer. Additionally, the pyrometer 
required resetting each time a temperature measurement at a different radius on the rotor was desired. 
During this reporting period, a mounting bracket for the pyrometer was designed and built (Figure 3.22} 
which, when bolted to the hot spin rig adaptor, will automatically align the radiation pyrometer with 
the rim of the rotor. During rig operation, the bracket arm can be swiveled to record temperature at 
four radii on the blade, the rotor rim, and four radii on the rotor hub with assurance that the line of 
vision of the optical pyrometer is unobstructed. This bracket has functioned as designed. 

RIG ADAPTER 

[\    ^-" RADIATION PYROMETER- 

SPRING LOADED PLUNGER 

t-SIGHT CONE 
INDEXING HOLES TOR 
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 
AT DISTINCT RADII 

COMBUSTOR TUBE CENTERLINE 
NOSE CONE INSULATOR 

Figure 3.22 — Radiation Pyrometer Mounting in the Hot Spin Rig, Showing 
Temperature Measurement Locations on a Test Rotor 

Hot Spin Rig Burst Absorption Capabilities 

Several design changes were previously made in the hot spin rig to reduce turn-around time I'Oj. 
During this reporting period, further improvements were made which reduce the shaft damage caused 
by a high speed rotor burst. These include a silver plated turbine shaft labyrinth seal and a silver 
plated turbine shaft bearing. Thus, contact between the bearing and labyrinth and the turbine shaft at 
failure should confine the resulting damage to the soft labyrinth seal and bearing and cause minimal 
damage to the rotor shaft. A bladeless ceramic rotor was accelerated to 64.840 rpm and the temperature 
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gradient was increased until failure occurred, to assess the burst absorption capability of the test rig 
and resulted in the following damage: 

• The tension member of the bolt fractured as designed and as experienced in previous tests. 

• The ceramic fiber insulation and its stainless steel backing absorbed the energy' of the burst rotor. 
Only slight deformation of the insulation backing was noted (Figure 3.23) and this was easily re- 
paired. 

• The turbine rotor shaft at the bearing journal was slightly scored (Figure 3.24). 

All of the above damage was quickly repaired, which demonstrates relatively fast turn-around time. 

N0llVWd0J30 IVOIdAl 

Figure 3.23 — Stainless Steel Insulator Shell After Full Speed Rotor Burst (Ceramic 
Fiber Insulation Removed) 

Rotor Attachment 

Investigation of improvements, in the nurvic coupling rotor attachment system was continued. 

One problem was to reduce the high frictional forces generated when the metal parts expand more 
than the ceramic parts with which they mate. Some reduction of these forces has been accomplished 
by two methods: 

(1) Separating the ceramic to metal interfaces with a shearable intermediate? substance such as Nickel 
Kase |TM), Molykote (TM|, Klectrofilrn (TM). etc. which would not allow ceramic-to-metal contact 
which would produce high friction and loads. 
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Figure 3.24 — Rotor Shaft Turbine Journal Bearing After Full Speed Rotor Burst 

(2) Changing the basic characteristics of onj of the two contacting surfaces and hence alter the 
frictional nature of the interface. 

The search for a durable, high temperature lubricant between the ceramic rotor Curvic teeth and 
metal parts, discussed in previous reports (4, 5, 9. 10), has continued. The best lubricant previously 
tested 110) was a ceramic-bonded graphite and molydisulfide lubricant called Electrofilm 1000X |TM). 
This compound has survived three cycles of a simulated engine load and thermal cycle test (10). 
Observation of the lubricant after test indicated that it has limited life because of the high operating 
temperature (1400°) required. The manufacturer recommends a maximum operating temperature of 
only 1000°F. 

During this reporting period, the Curvic teeth of a metal Curvic adaptor 110) were coated with 99.5'/. 
pure gold to form a permanent layer of shearable material between the ceramic rotor Curvic and the 
metal Curvic adaptor. The gold coating was electroplated to a thickness of 0.00025 in. over nickel strike 
on the Inconel 750 adaptor. Only the contacting surfaces of the Curvic teeth were coated. The Curvic 
adaptor was tested through four simulated engine thermal cycles to 1400°F witheut failure of the 
ceramic and without significant deterioration of the gold plate. 

Observation of the parts after testing indicates that part of the gold plate transfers to the ceramic 
material during cycling and lightly bonds the metal Curvic adaptor to the ceramic. However, the parts 
are easily separated using only a slight force. The frictional character of the interface appears to be 
changed to that of a gold to gold interface, considerably reducing the frictional loads. 'I his gold coating 
will be further tested in engine tests of rotors at both the metal Curvic adaptor and main shaft Curvic 
coupling locations. 
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3.2 CERAMIC STATOR, SHROUD, NOSE CONE AND COMBUSTOR DEVELOPMENT 

SUMMARY 

Fabrication of turbine inlet nose cones and Stators was resumed on a very limited basis. A 2.7 g/cc 
density silicon nitride material was utilized for the first time for injection molding of these compo- 
nents. 

Two additional test rigs were built for use in pre-engine test evaluations of ceramic stators. One of 
these rigs, the stator vane mechanical load test fixture, serves a two-fold purpose 1) as a tool to evaluate 
material and processing variations, and 2) as a screening tool to qualify stator vanes for subsequent 
engine testing. The other rig, the stator outer shroud pressure test fixture, evaluates the stator outer 
shroud quality before subsequent engine testing. These new tools were utilized to enhance the qualifi- 
cation of stationary ceramic flow path components. The initial evaluation of the 2.7 g/cc density Si3N4 
components is underway. In addition, a review of past weight gain data for 2.55 g/cc density Si3N4 
stators tested at 1930° was completed. 

Work continued in a number of areas relating to the operation of the 2500°F flowpath qualification 
test rig. To date the rig has accumulated 74 lights and 181 hours of hot time above 1900°F. Fifteen of 
these hours were run at a combustor exit temperature of 2500°F. 

,   «K«w»P4fliauiiLwrnuoD 
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3.2.1 MATERIALS AND FABRICATION 

Introduction 

While the major effort on materials and fabrication development continued to be applied to ceramic 
turbine rotors blade rings, a very limited fabrication run of nose cones and stators utilizing the recently 
developed 2.7 g/cc density Si3N4 was made. 

Stator Fabrication 

During this reporting period, initial atiernpis were made to mold some 2.7 g/cc density silicon nitride 
stators needed for testing. Using the 2.7 g/cc density material developed for rotor blade rings, attempts 
were made to optimize the molding conditions. Although it was possible to fabricate stators with no 
visible molding flaws, fold lines or voids, fillet cracks remained in the stator inner shroud-vane area. 
The initial composition exhibited shrinkage incompatible with the stator tooling over the range of 
molding conditions investigated. To reduce shrinkage, the tool temperature was raised, but the materi- 
al tended to stick in the gate area of the sprue detail. The particular sprue detail utilized was the 
overflow type which feeds three vanes at the inner shroud inner diameter (Figure 3.25). Sticking in the 
gate area resulted in fillet cracks in the stator inner shroud-vane area when the tool was opened. The 
sprue detail was removed to have the gate area teflon coated. 

In order to continue development of the stator molding process, an available sprue detail of alter- 
nate design was installed in the tool. This detail contains 25 large runners (Figure 3.26). Because of the 
large runner cross-section, sticking in the gate area was not a problem. Other problems, however, 
associated with this sprue detail have been previously reported. Molding at the previously established 
conditions awl »be higher tnnl iompnratnre resulted in several crack free stators. The predominance of 
fabricated parts, however, exhibited fi'let cracks attributed to high material shrinkage. 

Switching to a different organic molding composition — still at the 2.7 g/cc density level — having a 
lower shrinkage rate during cooling, was attempted. This composition was previously used successfully 
at the 2.55 g/cc density level in both the stator and nose cone tooling. The composition was altered to 
the 2.7 g/cc density level and stator molding attempts initiated with limited success. A sufficient 
quantity of crack free stators, as evaluated in the as-molded condition, was obtained to warrant further 
processing. Blade quality was good but outer shroud quality was poor as a result of using the 25 gate 
sprue detail. Future plans for stator fabrication are to utilize this latest 2.7 g/cc density composition in 
conjunction with the teflon coated overflow sprue detail. 

Nose Cone Fabrication 

As was the case with the stator fabrication effort, the new 2.7 g/cc density Si3N4 material was 
utilized in the first attempts to mold turbine air inlet nose cones. This effort was further complicated 
with the tooling revisions needed to produce the new Design D' nose cone, shown along with the 
Design C nose cone in Figure 3,27, and the installation of an automated molding control system 
(Section 3.1.2 of this report). 

The low-shrinkage 2.7 g/cc type material developed in the stator fabrication effort was utilized from 
the onset for these molding trials. Initial problems were encountered with the Design D' tooling. 
Excessive leakage necessitated rework of the tool. Following this rework, visually good nose cones 
were molded. However, further processing of nose cones (burnout, argon sintering and nitriding) 
revealed fine cracks at the fillet between the strut and the inner nose. These cracks have been traced to 
outer slide movement during withdrawal of the strut core pins in the tool. A system to pull core pins 
without moving the outer slides has been designed and will be implemented during the next nose com; 
molding run. 

An automated molding control system was installed on the injection molder and evaluated. Its use 
significantly aided optimization of the nose cone molding parameters and resulted in increased yield 
from 6/day to 32 visually good nose cones/day in the as-molded condition. 
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Figure 3.25 — Design D' Stator with Overflow Sprue Detail; Directions of Material 
Flow Shown by Arrows and Numbers 

Figure 3.26 — Design D' Stator with 25 Gate Sprue Detail; Directions of Material Flow 
Shown by Arrows and Numbers 
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DESIGN C NOSE CONE DESIGN D' NOSE CONE 
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Figure 3.27 — Cross-Section View of Design C and Design D' Nose Cones 
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3.2.2 TESTING 

Introduction 

The Design D' stationary hot flow path components include the combustor, turbine inlet nose cone, 
common first and second stage stators, and first and second stage rotor tip shrouds. A very limited 
fabrication effort of turbine inlet nose cones and stators resulted in a few of these parts of imperfect 
quality being received for testing. 

The testing centered on qualification of components for subsequent engine testing. As described in 
previous reports (6,9,10), stationary ceramic flow path components are initially subjected to a qualifica- 
tion test before being considered acceptable parts for engine testing. This is done in order to screen out 
parts with fabrication and/or processing defects. This qualification test, in the past, consisted of 
subjecting the part to 10 cold lights, each followed by a prescribed hold time at temperature and an 
engine shutdown (10). 

However, past testing of components indicated that this 10 light qualification test was successful in 
eliminating poor quality nose cones and rotor tip shrouds but did not adequately screen out poor 
quality stators. In order to better evaluate stators prior to engine testing, two additional non-destructive 
qualification tests are being developed. They are a stator vane bend test and a stator shroud pressure 
test. 

Stator Vane Bend Testing 

Stator vane testing was initiated as a basis for establishing a quality control measure to assess 
material and process improvements (8). For stators to be accepted as engine test candidates, the stator 
vane bend test must be non-destructive. A need was recognized for a simple test fixture that would 
permit the proof testing of stators prior to machining. Such a test fixture would not only eliminate poor 
quality parts at a substantial cost savings, but would also permit rapid correlation between visual 
inspection data and the mechanical integrity of the stator vane. 

During this reporting period such a fixture was built and calibrated, and preliminary testing was 
initiated. The test fixture, shown in Figure 3.28, consists of a series of twenty-five 0.250 inch diameter 
pins which independently load the vanes at the inner shroud of each vane. The inner shroud is 
separated from its neighbors by a thin slot, thus each vane is loaded independently. The part is secured 
in the fixture by means of six clamps around the outer shroud of the stator. A variable load is applied at 
the inner shroud by the pins, which places the leading and trailing edges of the vanes in tension. To 
obtain this variable load, pressure is applied to the pins via a hydraulic system. 

Figure 3.29 illustrates the initial calibration results for the stator vane load testing fixture This curve 
shows a maximum variation between pins to be about 5 pounds over the 0-700 psi calibration range. 
Although considered to be acceptable, it is possible that the spread between pins could be improved by 
reducing friction. This is currently being investigated. 

During shake down of the proof test fixture, the fixture was also used as a destructive test device to 
evaluate the new 2.7 g/cc density SißN4 stators. 

Figure 3.30 gives statistical results of data presented in a previous report (9) for stators 829 and 848 
along with that from more recently tested stators 1036. 1047 and 1124. The data reveals a marked 
improvement in stator vane load carrying capability for the more recent stators. Of note is that a 
significant difference in density exists. Stators 829 and 848 are 2.55 g/cc density while stators 1036.1047 
and 1124 are 2.7 g/cc density. All five of these staiors were nitrided in a similar manner. 

Figure 3.31 gives statistical results of data from two groups of stators which are all 2.7 g/cc density 
Si3N4 but are processed under different nitriding conditions. Stators 1057,1083 and 1064 were part of a 
nitriding run during which a malfunction of the nitrogen gas sensors occurred. The resulting vane load 
capability shows a deterioration to a level comparable to properly nitrided 2.55 g/cc density parts. The 
importance not only of density but of close control of the nitriding cycle can be seen from these results. 
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In Section 3.2.1 of this report on stator fabrication, it was noted that initial 2.7 g/cc density stators 
contained fillet flaws in the outer shroud - vane area. The stator vane bend test was utilized to evaluate 
the effect of these flaws with regard to vane load capability. Figure 3.32 gives statistical results from 
two 2.7 g/cc density stators. Stator 1036, previously referred to, yielded results typical of good quantity 
2.7 g/cc stator vanes. Stator 1103, without including data from vanes 6, 7, and 8, yielded comparable 
results. Of note is that vanes 6, 7, and 8 broke at loads less than seven pounds. These low failure loads 
can be directly attributed to the presence of fillet cracks which extended to the leading edge of the 
vanes. Work continues towards the determination of the correlation of flaw size and orientation with 
acceptance for engine testing. 

Use of the stator vane bend test as a screening tool required the establishment of a screening load. 
Based on data contained in a previous report (8), it can be seen that stator vanes capable of greater than 
4-5 pounds bend load did not fail under actual engine light offs (0.30 hours and 16 lights). Using this 
information and the fact that flaw-free vanes typically are capable of greater than 10 pounds bend 
load, an initial screening bend load of 10 pounds has been selected. To date, five 2.7 g/cc stators have 
been subjected to the stator vane bend qualification test. Two of the stators, 1055 and 1086, were of 
extremely poor quality, being from the group of initial 2.7 g/cc density stators which experienced the 
molding fillet crack problem. Stator 1086 passed, but five vanes on stator 1055 failed. The other three 
stators successfully passed the 10 pound stator vane bend test. 

Figure 3.2« — Stator Vane Mechanical Test Fixture 
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Stator Outer Shroud Pressure Test and 10 Light Test 

The second of these new qualification tests is the outer shroud pressure test. In this test the stator is 
supported between two flat steel plates and a pressure is applied to the stator outer shroud inner 
diameter, putting the stator shroud in tension (Figure 3.33). 

As in the case of the vane bend test, it was necessary to establish an appropriate screening stress 
level. A thermal analysis indicated that the maximum transient thermal stress in the outer shroud is 
tonsile and is approximately 200 psi. This was established as a minimum level for outer shroud 
qualification. In order to obtain an upper bound on the qualification stress, four good quality 2.55 g/cc 
density stators were pressure tested to failure. The data was plotted on Weibull paper and yielded a 
characteristic strength of 11,000 psi and a slope of 7.6. From this data, a maximum level of 9 (MH) psi was 
established for outer shroud qualification. For initial 2.7 g/cc stators, the minimum L-vel will be 
utilized with the intent of modifying it if future data indicates a change is warranted. 

During this reporting period, several stators of 2.7 g/cc density were fabricated and finish processed. 
Although many of these stators contained flaws as discussed in Section 3.2.1 of this report, it was 
de timed worthwhile to obtain initial data from these components. 

Of the 2.7 g/cc stators which passed the bend test, as noted earlier in this section, three have 
proceeded to the stator outer shroud pressure test. All three stators successfully passed this step in 
stator qualification prior to engine testing. 

The last step in pre-engine test qualification is the 10 light test. Three stators, 1086,1099 and 1117, 
have been subjected to the bend test and the 10 light test. Stator 1086 was categorized as poor quality 
because of the presence of numerous fillet cracks as previously noted. However, these cracks did not 
extend to either the leading or trailing edges and the part passed the bend test. During the 10 light test, 
seven vanes failures and one shroud crack were noted. The other two stators, 1099 and 1117, passed the 
10 light test. 

PRESSURE 
CONTROL 
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Figure 3.33 — Stator Pressure Test Fixture 
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Because of the results of testing stator 1086 — the apparent inability of the 10 pound bend test to 
screen out a part not capable of passing the 10 light test — the stator vane bend test load level 
specification is being reassessed. To date, the test data indicates a reassessment of the stator outer 
shroud pressure level specification is not warranted. 

In addition to the Stators, three 2.7 g/cc density nose cones were finish processed and received for 
testing. All were subjected to and successfully passed the 10 light test. 

Engine and Rig Testing 

Limited testing of turbine inlet nose cones and first and second stage stators was conducted in 
engine test rigs. No testing of combustors and turbine rotor tip shrouds was conducted during this 
reporting period. Tables 3.8 to 3.10 show the results to date of engine testing on silicon nitride and 
silicon carbide stationary components. 

1930° F Durability 

After completion of qualification testing, components may bo subjected to static durablity testing in 
engine test rigs at 193C°F. During the past six months, two nose cones were subjected to this static 
durability testing. Nose cone 894 has survived 10.25 hours. The first 2.7 g/cc density nose cone, 1018, 
has successfully accumulated 10 hours. 

In addition to this testing, a review of the weight gain data on 2.55 g/cc stators tested at 1930°F in the 
engine test rig was made. This data has not been previously reported and therefore covers a time span 
greater than just this reporting period. 
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Figure 3.34 summarizes the percent weight gain versus time data gathered on a total of twelve 2.55 
g/cc density stators. The curve labeled "minimum observed" is a result of the data from stator 954 (9). 
Stator 954 achieved 175 hours of test time at 1930°F without failure. Stator 954 weight gain was minimal 
over the last 125 hours and the total percent weight gain after 175 hours was 0.74%, the lowest achieved 
to date. 

The wide variation in possible weight gain rates for similar density stators is reflected by the data 
between the maximum and minimum curves. Figure 3.35 offers a possible explanation for this occur- 
rence. In reviewing the numerous variations which have occurred during the 2.55 g/cc density stator 
fabrication development process, one aspect — the nitriding process — appears responsible for differ- 
ences in the weight gain versus time data. All but two stators (889 and 955) lent themselves to the 
process groupings noted as Zones A, B and C. Zone A contains all data from stators nitrided in a 967« 
N2/4% H2 atmosphere (9,10). Zone B contains all data from early stators nitrided at an outside vendor 
(A) in a 100% N2 atmosphere. Zone C contains data from two processing variations — stators nitrided 
at an outside vendor (B), in a 100% N2 atmosphere and stators partially nitrided at vendor A then 
renitrided in-house in a 96% N2/4% H2 atmosphere. A vendor A furnace malfunction caused this last 
processing variation which, from weight gain criteria, proved to be undesirable. 

The importance of this grouping, from an engine durability viewpoint, is addressed in Figure 3.36. 
Of the twelve stators from which the data was gathered, nine have failed. Three of the nine failures 
can be attributed to extraneous circumstances and are not included in the noted failures (F). The data 
from the remaining six failures indicate that, for 2.55 g/cc density stators of relatively similar strengths, 
a total percent weight gain to failure relationship may exist. All failures were associated with total 
weight gains in excess of 1.9%. 

Further testing of available 2.55 g/cc density stators and initial testing of 2.7 g/cc density stator is 
planned. 
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Figure 3.34 — Weight Gain Vs. Engine Test Time at 1830°F for 2.55 gm/cc Density 
Silicon Nitride Stators 
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2500°F Durability 

Work continued in a number of areas relating to the operation of the 2500°F flowpath qualification 
test rig. To date the rig has accumulated 74 lights and 181 hours of hot time above 1900°F. Fifteen of 
these hours were run at a combustor exit temperature of 2500°F. 

During this reporting period, work continued on instrumentation and component durability and 
reliability for the 2500°F test rig. Areas of concentration were as follows: 

1. Durability of the ceramic adaptor tube which houses the hot flow path components (Figure 3.37) 

2. Procurement of durable and reliable high temperature thermocouples. 

3. Determination of the spectral emittance of the ceramic flow path parts under actual test conditions. 

4. Further automation of the rig operation. 

5. A solution to the problem of carbon build-up in the combustor. 

OIMMMION pom 

Figure 3.37 — Schematic View of High Temperature Test Rig Showing Location of 
Ceramic Adaptor Tube 

The current status of each of these areas is as follows: 

1. The original design slip cast. S13N4 adaptor tube demonstrated limited life |3 lights and 5 hours hot 
time) and typically cracked as shown in Figure 3.30. An investigation of the problem resulted in a 
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design modification to the downstream end of the tube (Figure 3.39J. A slip cast tube of the rede- 
signed cor:figuration has been successfully tested for 12 lights and 24.2 hours of hot time with five of 
these hours at gas temperatures of 2500°F. 

2. A major effort was made to evaluate vendor-supplied high temperature thermocouples. All thermo- 
couples received are: 

a. Tested in a calibration furnace to check their accuracy. 

b. X-rayed to verify the integrity of the very fine (0.012 dia.J thermocouple wires. 

c. Pressure checked for braze joint leaks. 

d. Flow-tested to determine aspiration air flow rate. 

The above quality checks resulted in the rejection of a major portion of the thermocouples received. 

3. In conjunction with the high temperature thermocouples used to measure 2500°F gas temperatures, 
an Ircon one-color infra red radiation pyrometer is being utilized to determine surface temperatures 
of the ceramic flow path components. Determination of this data requires that the spectral emit- 
tance value of the target surface at each operating conditions be accurately established. For the 
radiation pyrometer being used, the wavelength band of interest is 2.0 to 2.6 microns. As previously 
stated, the spectral emittance value for the; various ceramic surfaces being tested is not a constant 
nor is it constant over the full operating range of testing conditions. Influencing factors are material, 
density, surface finish, degree of surface oxidation, surface contamination, surface temperature, 
radiation wavelength, etc. Hence, directK applicable data from the literature is not available. 
However, trend data is available and a testing program has been initialed to enhance the available 
information. Twenty segments of Ford ceramic components were sent to NASA-bangley Research 
Center for emittance determination. These specimens were selected to represent several different 
material densities, surface oxidation, and contamination levels. 

Figure 3.38 — Typical Failure of Original Design Adaptor Tube 
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ORIGINAL DESIGN 
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Figure 3.39 — Adaptor Tube Design Modification 

The expected Langley data will include: 

a. Total emittance. 

1). Spectral emittance for wavelengths being used by our two types of radiation pyrometers, 
i.e. 2.0 to 2.6 micron band for the Ircon one-color pyrometer, and 0.81 & 0.95 microns for the 
Milletron two-color pyrometer 

c. The change of emittance with surface temperature. 

Further refinement of the Langley data will be required in order to include the effect of the unique 
rig enclosure which may result in somewhat higher effective emittance values. The expected data 
from NASA-Langley Research Center and further data from in-house work should increase the 
confidence level of using radiation pyrometry for accurate surface temperature measurements. 

4. An automatic, closed loop control system was incorporated in the test rig to maintain constant exhaust 
cooling to 500°F. After considerable development, the system is operating very satisfactorily. 

5. The problem of carbon build-up in the combustor dome became apparent as soon as testing at 100', 
flow conditions began. In the 2500°F flow path qualification rig. the temperature rise requirement 
of up to 1400°F and the air flow rate of up to 2.14 pounds per second requires a fuel supply rate of up 
to 165 pounds per hour. This fuel, when being consumed by a standard size engine combustor. 
creates a rich combustion condition resulting in carbon formation; this does not occur in the engine 
or in the engine test rigs whera the use of regenerators greatly reduces the needed temperature rise. 
A series of tests were conducted to establish the carbon formation map. and at the present time, a 
number of combustor design modifications are being evaluated. 
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4  PROGRESS ON MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY 

SUMMARY 

Materials technology is a very important portion of the systems approach employed in this project 
for the development of high temperature gas turbine engines. The generation of ceramic material 
property data, in progress since the beginning of the project, has been instrumental in component 
design modifications and failure analysis. As testing and fabrication experience was gained, improve- 
ments in materials have also been made. The properties of these improved materials are determined 
and fed back into assign modifications and failure analysis, thus closing the loop. The work on 
determining material properties and on generating material improvements is reported in this section. 

In order to select the best method of processing SJ3N4 powder, the optimum MgO content and the 
best hot pressing parameters consistant with the hub forming portion of the duo-density rotor proces~ a 
processing parametric study was conducted. Strength at two elevated temperatures, along with the 
Weibull slope, were obtained in a number of hot pressed Si3N4 materials. Some of these materials 
were pressed at pressures as low as 500 psi. Preliminary results of this study shows that the best 
material would be prepared by ball milling with WC media and would contain 5% MgO. 

A major concern with the 3 piece approach to the duo-density rotor has been the degree of bonding 
and the resultant strength of the bond between the two regions of hot pressed Si3N4. Test bars were cut 
from six duo-density rotors such that the hot pressed to hot pressed bond could be positioned within 
the zone of maximum stress. Test results showed a strength variation at different locations, with higher 
strengths obtained at the center region and lower strengths found at the outer regions. 

Strength measurements were performed on Refel reaction silicon carbide, the material used most 
recently for ceramic combustors. Statistical bend strength distributions were measured at room tem- 
perature and at five elevated temperatures. In addition, tensile strength was measured at room temper- 
ature. 

A process for producing complex shapes of silicon carbide by injection molding and reaction 
sintering has been under development in recent years. Principles of the process and strength data are 
given. Both one piece stators and monolithic rotors have been fabricated. 

Previous results obtained from nitriding of large loads of silicon metal powder shapes, such as 
molded stators and rotor blade rings, have shown that the nitriding reaction was not under control. 
Undesired exothermic reactions could cause silicon melting before nitriding was completed, with 
subsequently reduced mechanical properties and degraded microstructure. A technique is described 
which essentially allows the furnace to control the nitriding rate dependent upon the nitrogen gas 
consumption rate. Data are given which show that this r>'?e of nitriding improves the material structure 
for a wide range of furnace loads. 

The work on developing Sialon materials has been terminated as a result of funding reductions. The 
effort to develop high strength, stable Sialon materials by sintering is summarized in this section. 

Work was undertaken to evaluate tha use of hot isostatic pressing to further densify reaction 
sintered S13N4 preforms, using Vycor encapsulation. Additives were evaluated and some densification 
and strengthening were obtained. Attempts to densify complex shaped parts were not successful. 
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4.1 PROPERTIES OF HOT PRESSED SILICON NITRIDE 

In order to obtain the best Weibull strength and resulting rotor hub reliability, a parametric study 
was initiated which considered the following variables: 
1. Material purity: "CP85" versus "KBI" SJ3N4 powders. The powder designated CP85 was the as- 

received powder purchased from A.M.E. The KBI powder refers to the CP85 after (1) magnetic 
separation to remove 0.3% of magnetic material and (2) air classification at 50 microns at the rate of 
9.07-11.33 kg/hr (20-25 lbs./hr.). Starting with 136 kg (300 lbs.) of CP85, 0.45 kg (one lb.) was removed 
by magnetic separation, 43.5 kg (96 lbs.) were classified as plus 50 microns, 7.7 kg (17 lbs.) were 
classified as dust collector fines (ultrafine material), 1.81 kg (4 lbs.) were used for cleanout run, 0.45 
kg (one lb.) was used to make screen size distribution analysis, and 78.9 kg (174 lbs.) were classified 
aa minus-50 microns. The minus-50 micron powder was designated "KBI". "KBI" is Kjwecki 
Berylco Incorporated, a supplier of silicon powder and recently also licensed by AME to manufac- 
ture and sell Si3N4 powder in the U.S.; they conducted the separation and classification of the 
powder. 

2. Hot pressing additive content: 2 to 7 weight % MgO. 
3. Powder milling conditions. 

a. Milling balls: WC versus AI2O3 
WC balls were 0.95 cm size and AI2O3 balls were 1.9 cm size. In a gallon size milling jar, 30,000 
gm. WC were used with 800 gm. Si3N4 in dry milling, and with 2000 gm. Si3N4 in wet milling; 
6000 gm. AI2O3 balls were used with 800 gm. Si3N4 in dry milling and with 2000 gm. Si3N4 in 
wet milling. 

b. Wet versus dry milling. Wet milling was done with methanol. 
c. Milling time: 24-72 hours. 

4. Hot pressing pressure: 3.45-34.5 MPa (500-5000 psi) 

Approximately 60 hot pressings were made over several months with a combination of variables 
based mainly on past experience. Towards the middle part of the program, a factorial analysis plan 
was started. Table 4.1 shows the processing conditions used and Table 4.2 shows the Weibull parame- 
ters obtained for those billets. 

The billets were flat discs 7.6 cm. in diameter by 2.5 cm. thick. Approximately 40 "A" size (14) MOR 
test bars were machined from each billet. Generally, half of the bars were tested at 871 °C(1600°F) and 
the balance were tested at 1204°C (2200°F) in four-point bending using 0.953 cm. upper span and 1.905 
cm. lower span at a stress rate of 2200 MPa/min. The two test temperatures were selected because they 
represent the temperatures at the bore and at the bond ring of the rotor. 

From the MOR data such as shown in Table 4.3 for billet 1019, Weibull strength parameters of 
characteristic MOR \a0) and Weibull modulus (m) were calculated by a maximum-likelihood (15,16) 
program and are tabulated in Table 4.2. Evaluation of the results in Table 4.2 shows that, within the 
conditions investigated: 
1. Wet milling with AM);j balls produced low strengths 
2. Little difference was apparent among dry WC, dry AI2O3. and wet WC milling 
3. Surprisingly, the extensive powder cleaning did not show significantly superior results. 
4. High strengths were obtainable even at as low as 1500 psi pressing pressure. This is important since 

the use of high pressure in rotor hub fabrication tends to damage the delicate blade ring 
5. Within the range investigated, milling time had no significant effect on the results 

In order to evaluate the effect of each variable in a more quantitative manner, a factorial analysis 
experiment was initiated halfway i.uough the project. Because of the large number of variables 
involved, a full factorial to evaluate six variables plus a possible unknown variable .it four levels each 
would require 16.384 experiments Even then, each experiment, to be truly significant, would involve 
approximately 20 billets for proper sampling. Thus, the task would he horrendous. Instead, a saturated 
fractional factorial analysis for six variables, plus an unknown variable, at two levels each, was made 
as an initial effort, and without statistical hillet-to-hillet sampling, as shown in Table 4 4 
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TABLE 4.1 
PROCESSING CONDITIONS FOR VARIOUS DISCS 
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TABLE 4.2 
WEIBULL PARAMETERS 

871°C 1204°C 

Disc No. aO, MPa (ksi) 

519 I  75.2) 

IB (70, MPa (ksi) 

431 (62.5) 

m 

977 8.5 18.6 

989 412 (59.7) 11.1 

990 237 (34.4) 11.9 

993 394 (57.2) 14.6 

995 554 ( 80.3) 16.2 435 (63.1) 20.5 

996 370 (62.5) 11.2 

997 377 (54.7) 12.4 

998 418 (60.6) 12.6 

1000 359 (52.1) 11.0 

1001 371 (53.8) 10.2 

1003 385 (55.8) 11.1 

1004 357 (51.7) 9.8 

1006 224 (32.5) 6.2 

1007 237 (34.4) 12.4 

1008 408 (59.1) 13.2 

1009 564 ( 81.8) 10.3 428(62.1) 17.4 

1010 639 ( 92.6) 21.7 368 (53.3) 11.2 

1011 375 (54.4) 22.3 

1012 509 ( 73.8) 3.7 360 (52.2) 16.7 

1013 340 (49.3) 11.3 

1014 450 ( 65.3) 4.8 299 (43.3) 17.2 

1015 288 (41.7) 19.0 

1016 485 ( 70.3) 6.2 290 (42.1) 14.9 

1017 593 ( 86.0) 11.6 421 (61.1) 15.6 

1018 541 78.4) 11.6 381 (55.2) 19.1 

1019 724 (105.0) 9.4 420 (60.9) 12.7 

1020 458 ( 66.4) 8.9 390 (56.5) 11.7 

102 i 399 (57.9) 20.6 

1025 394 (57.2) 19.6 

1026 408 (59 1) 13.2 

1027 

1028 505 ( 73.2) 8.3 367 (53.2) 13.1 

1030 470 | 68.2) 5.0 345 150.1| 21.1 

1031 535 ( 77.6) 7.7 414 (60.1) 10.7 

1032 506 | 73.4) 5.8 

1033 679 | 98.51 11.3 372 154.0) 15.6 

1035 339 (56.4) 11.3 

1036 395 (57.3| 12.1 

1037 360 152.2) 14.5 

1039 605 | 87.8) 7.1 432 (62.6| 146 

104(1 569 | 82.5) 11.3 419 160.7) 15.5 

1042 445) 64.5) 8.0 390 (56.6) 71.0 

1043 454 | 65.8) 7.9 354 (51.3) 16.5 

! KM) 586 | 85.0) 9.9 354 (51.3) 104 

1101 641 | 93.0) 10.1 439 |63.6) 13.0 

1133 599 ( 86.9) 12.9 425 (61 6) 12.3 
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TABLE 4.3 
SAMPLE MOR DATA (BILLET 1019) 

871°C (1600°F) 

MPa ksi 

96.8 

MPa ksi 

667 745 108.0 
703 102.0 618 89.6 
710 103.0 645 93.6 
508 73.7 717 104.0 
663 96.2 772 112.0 
689 99.9 681 98.8 
800 116.0 582 84.4 
710 103.0 696 101.0 
841 122.0 601 87.1 
758 110.0 

1204°C (2200°F) 

MPa ksi MPa ksi 

373 54.1 453 65.7 
389 56.4 409 59.3 
440 63.8 356 51.6 
413 59.8 437 63.4 
350 50.7 399 57.9 
415 60.2 415 60.2 
458 66.4 389 56.4 
397 57.6 405 58.8 
454 65.8 389 56.4 
318 46.1 429 62.2 

TABLE 4.4 
FACTORIAL ANALYSIS MATRIX 

EXPERIMENT 

1A 

DISC 

NUMBER POWDER 

CP85 
%M|0 

5 
BAU TYPE 

WC 
WET/DRV 

WET 
TIME 

72 

MACHINING 
SOURCE* 

B CO 

DUMMY 
VARIABLE" 

i 

II) 1(112 CP85 \> wc WET 72 B CO + 

2 1029 CP85 5 AI0O3 WET 48 T CO. - 

:i 1010 CP85 •> WC DRY 72 TCÜ - 

4 1030 CP85 - AU>3 DRY 48 B CO + 

5 101« kB! 
r> wt: DRY 48 BCO - 

« 1017 Kill 5 AljOj DRY 72 TCO. + 

7 1019 KBI •1 wc WET 48 TCO + 

8A 1014 KBI » AU>3 WET 72 B CO - 

»II 1016 KBI ■» AM)3 WET 72 BCO - 

MACHINING SOURCE   NAME OF SHOP WHICH MACHINE» TtiE MOR TEST BARS 

»I IMMY VARIABLE A FICTITIOUS VARIABLE TO INDICATE WHETHER THERE IS A STRONG INTK" ACTION AMONG THE 
REAL VARIABLES OR WHETHER THERE IS A STROM, VARIABLE WHICH HAS NOT BEEN CONSID- 
ERED 

Because the strength data might be influenced by subtle differences in test bar machining quality, u 
variable called the "machining source" was included to indicate whether the machining source would 
have a strong influence on the results. The dummy variable was included to indicate if any strong 
interaction or unknown variable existed. Duplicate runs were made in experiments 1 and 8 to evaluate 
the reproducibility of results. The matrix as shown represents the very minimum amount of experi- 
mental data in this initial work for factorial analysis, and siiould be considered preliminary informa- 
tion. 
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Since the ultimate objective is highest reliability of the rotor hub, reliability numbers were used as 
the basis for comparing the billet qualities. The method used for the calculation of reliability was 
discussed by Swank and Uy (17). A sample data base for calculating reliability is shown in Table 4.5. 
The characteristic MOR and Weibull modulus m measured a! 871°C (1600°F) and 1204°C (2200°F) 
were used to estimate the values at the other temperatures by assuming straight line functions. These 
strength parameters plus thermal and elastic properties measured elsewhere in the piogram were used 
in conjunction with the calculated mechanical and thermal stress contours to calculate reliability 
values by means of the Weibull equation. The rotor blade ring was considered to be fixed in material to 
be 2.7 g/cc injection molded Si3N4 (IMSN) which was calculated to have a reliability of 0.99190. The 
Weibull parameters for the various billets and the calculated rotor reliabilities assuming those billets 
were made into rotor hubs are shown in Table 4.6. Using these reliability numbers, the factorial 
analysis matrix of Table 4.4 was evaluated as follows: Taking each variable at a time, the average effect 
of each level of that variable was calculated. For example, consider the powder variable: the average 
reliability in using CP85 powder is 

1/4(0.94617 + 0.89297 + 0.99097 + 0.11273) = 0.73571 

while the average reliability in using KBI powder is 

1/4(0.98775 + 0.98987 + 0.98826 + 0.16247) = 0.79209 

Therefore, the KBI powder is superior by 

0.78209 - 0.73571 = 0.04638 

This procedure is repeated for all the other variables at each of their two levels, including the 
dummy (+) and dummy (-) levels. 

As shown in Table 4.7. the strengths of the variables were ranked from 1 to 7. As A turned out. the 
milling ball type had the strengest effect on reliability while the wet/dry milling variable had a weak 
effect. Fortunately, the dummy variable had the least effect, which means that there was not a strong 
interaction among the variables considered and there was no other significant variable which needed 
to be taken into consideration. The significance of the effect of each variable was next evaluated at the 
bottom of Table 4.7 by comparing the strength of each effect with the average irreproducibility of 
reliability in experiments la, lb, and 8a. 8b. Since the irreproducibility in reliability was 0.19299, all 
the effects smaller than this number would be considered insignificant or within the irreproducibility 
limits. In Table 4.7, only the variables consisting of bail type machining source, and 7. Mgt) showed 
effects larger than the irreproducibility range. The best material would therefore be WC milled and 
would contain 5''< MgO. The results also indicate that the machining source did have a strong influ- 
ence on the results and that company "T" would be preferred over company "B". 

All of the above evaluation assumed, of necessity, that the material sampling was large enough to be 
significant, which it really was not, as previously pointed out. This analysis was taken as an initial step 
towards a logical parametric study and is presented here to illustrate the approach. 

There is however, a definite conclusion to I>e drawn from the alw ve study, and that is: assuming the 
calculated reliabilities are correct, it is possible to utilize CP85 powder, under proper processing 
conditions, to achieve the required short term rotor reliabilities of over 0.9 in this program. Included in 
the above statement is the additional assumption that the MOR data on test bars of 2.7 IMSN represent 
the properties of the rotor blade ring as it goes into the engine. Both above assumptions are currently 
being evaluated experimentally for accuracy. In the meantime, it is also obvious from these results that 
tightening rotor fabrication quality control to ensure better reproducibility of properties is helpful in 
improving the reliability picture. 
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TABLE 4.5 
TYPICAL DESIGN PROPERTIES FOR ROTOR HUB MATERIAL 

Material: Hot Pressed Silicon Nitride 
Designation: Billet 1018 
Density: 3.17 g/cc 
Composition: 2.2 Mg, 0.8 Al, 0.6 Fe, 0.2 Ca 

TEMPERATURE, 'K 
PROPERTY UNIT 300 530 »e lOH 1370 1040 

"■—" —*"• —■"•       
WEIBULL MOR0 MPa 617 617 617 566 429 303 

STRENGTH mw — 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6 22.9 
a 10-6 / °K 1.84 239 2.87 3.20 3.46* 3.66* 

k WATTS 294 25.9 22.5 19.0 15.9 13.8 
THERMAL m x°K 

PROPERTIES cp lOULES 
k«X*K 

745 950 1100 1209 1372 1360 

E GPa 294 294 294 292 291* 286* 
ELASTIC V — 0.25« 0.254 0.251 0.246 0.239* 0221* 

PROPERTIES G GPa 117 117 117 117 117* 117* 

* EXTRAPOLATED VALUE OR CALCULATFD FROM EXTRAPOLATED VALUES 

TABLE 4.8 
WEIBULL PARAMETERS AND CALCULATED RELIABILITIES 

CHARACTERISTIC WEI3ULL ROTOR 
BILLET MOR. MPi SLOPE RELIABILITY 

NO. m'C 12*M*C 071*C IIM'C RING HUB ROTOR 

1011 500 375 163 22.3 099190 099970 0.99160 
AVERAGE 

1012 50» 360 8.7 167 099190 0.90810 0.90074 0.94617 

1029 449 324 105 165 099190 090027 089297 

1010 639 3H 21.7 112 0 99190 099917 C 99097 

1030 471 346 50 21 1 099190 0 11365 011273 

1018 541 301 116 191 099190 099542 0.9077S 

1017 593 422 116 156 0.991911 098796 098987 

1019 725 420 9 4 12 7 099190 099633 0 98626 

1014 451 299 48 172 099190 001513 0.01491 
AVERAGE 

101« 4S5 290 62 149 099190 031256 031003 016247 



TABLE 4.7 
FACTORIAL ANALYSIS 

VARIABLE 
MACHINING DUMMY 

LEVEL POWDER % MgO BAU TYPE WET/DRY TIME SOURCE VARIABLE 

CP85 0.73571 
KBI 0.78209 

KB1 0.04638 
2% MgO 0.56361 
5% MgO 

5% MgO 
0.95419 
0.39058 

WC 0.97829 

Tc3 0.53951 
0.43878 

WET 0.74747 
DRY 0.77033 

DRY 0.02286 
48 HOURS 0.74543 
72 HOURS 0.77237 

72 HOURS 0.02694 
BCO. 0.55228 
TCO. 0.96552 

TCO. 0.41324 
DUMMY (+) 0.75926 
DUMMY (-) 0.75854 

DUMMY ( + | 0.00072 

RANKING OF STRENGTH OF VARIABLES AT THEIR INDICATED I 2VEL CHANGES: 

RANK: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
VARIABLE: BALL MACHINING          % MgO POWDER TIME WET/DRY DUMMY 

TYPE SOURCE 

EFFECT: 0.43878 0.41324 0.39058 0.04638 0.02694 0.02286 0.00072 

AVERAGE REPRODUCIBILITY IN EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 8 = l/2(0.99160-0.9( )074) + l/2( 0.31003-0.01491) = 0.19299 
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4.2 STRENGTH OF THE HPSN/HPSN BOND 
IN THREE-PIECE DUO-DENSITY ROTORS 

In the three-piece rotor fabrication approach, one of the major concerns has been the quality of the 
HPSN/HPSN bond at the neck region of the hub. Therefore, six rotors made under varying conditions 
of bonding were evaluated for bond strength. All the hubs and bond rings were made from CP85 
powder. Four rotors had 2% MgO in the hub and 5% MgO in the bond ring, one rotor had 5% MgO in 
the hub and 7% MgO in the bond ring. The prp- pressures varied slightly from 1500 to 2000 psi. 
The milling conditions also were varied, as shown in Table 4.8. It can be noted that wet alumina 
milling was excluded. 

TABLE 4.8 
ROTOR PROCESSING CONDITIONS AND SUMMARY DATA 

1114 1111 
ROTOR NUMBER 
11(5                 1151 1111 1157 

HUB: 
BOND RING: 
BONDING PRESSURE. MPa (PSI): 

2% W72D 
5% W72W 
10.3 (1500) 

2% W48W 
5% W144W 
10.3 (1500) 

2% A48D 
5% A48D 
10.3 11500) 

2% A48D 
5% A48D 
13.8 (2000) 

5% A48D 
5% A48D 
13.8 (2000) 

5% A48D 
7% A48D 
13.8 12000) 

FLAT CUT BARS. SURFACES IN TENSION 
«MPA (ksi) CHARACTERISTIC STRENGTH 
m WEIBULL MODULUS 
n NUMBER OF BARS 

283 |41.1| 
3.7 
6 

394 (57.2) 
6.0 
6 

206 (29.9J 
5.5 
6 

207 |39.1) 
3.0 
6 

343 |49.8) 
5.0 
7 

230 (33.41 
1.5 
6 

EDGE CUT BARS 
#» 
m 
n 

243 |35.3) 
5.3 
8 

328 (47.5) 
6.1 
6 

215 (31.2) 
4.2 
6 

246 (35.7] 
3.9 
7 

412 (59.7) 
11.7 

6 

345 |50 1 
14.7 

7 

FLAT CUT BARS. CENTER IN TENSION 
9 
m 
n 

363 (52.6) 
5.4 
6 

406 (58.9| 
7.3 
6 

285 (41.3) 
7.9 
6 

348 (50.5) 
3.1 
6 

441 |63.9| 
16.6 

5 

374 |54.3| 
7.7 
6 

TYPE OF BREAK 
FOLLOWS BOND COMPLETELY 
STARTS AT BOND, SHIFTS TO HUB 
NOT AT BOND LINE 

9 
5 
6 

6 
6 
6 

18 9 
8 
2 

8 
5 

1! 
8 

BARS CUT FROM CURVIC (i.e.. HUB| 
» 
m 
n 

389 (53.51 
12.8 

8 

424 |615) 
9.2 
g 

448 (64.91 
13.7 

8 

*U (60.11 
6.4 
8 

464 (67.31 
14.6 
6 

447 (64.81 
15.1 

8 

Code (or compositions: 
2".',; 5% - percenl MgO added 
W; A • WC or AI2Ü3 milling balls 
48. 72: 144 » hours of milling 
W:D — wet or dry milling 

The six rotors tested represented six different compositional or forming conditions. The center section 
of the bond ring, (determined on bars tested with the leading and trailing edges in compression) 
consistently showed higher characteristic MOR and Weibull moduli than the outer section of the bond 
(leading and trailing edge.« in tension). This is probably due to lower density near the surface and to 
voids remaining after the skin was removed during machining. Variation in bond quality existed from 
leading edge surface to trailing edge surface, most noticeably with rotor 1157 in which the leading edge 
strengths were four times those of the trailing edge. In other cases, such as rotor 1159, a variation about 
the circumference of the rotor occurred. 

By grouping the data, with rotors based on 2% MgO bond rings, hubs and 5% MgO mixes using S3N4 
ground with WC balls (1114 and 1118) were stronger than mixes based on material ground with AI2O3 
balls (1165 and 1159). Using the same MgO content (5% in rotor 1161) in both hub and bond appeared 
advantageous. 

In summarizing the bund strength evaluation, the numerical data obtained from th>s series of rotors, 
combined with visual observation of this group and numerous other rotors, demonstrated that consid- 
erable variation existed from pressing-to-pressin^ and within the individual rotor. When the bend was 
properly formed, it approached the strength of the basic HPSN materials. These results have pointed 
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out the difficulty of obtaining consistently uniform, high strengths under current methods of fabrica- 
tion. 

Bond strength was evaluated by cutting MOR test bars across the HPSN/HPSN bonds in different 
orientations and locations according to Figure 4.1 and testing the bars in different orientations at 
1204°C (2200°F) according to the sketches in Tables 4.9 to 4.14. This particular test temperature was 
chosen because it represented the bond joint conditions at 100% speed and 100% turbine inlet temper- 
ature. 

The test bars were cut from the hubs in the radial direction and included material from the blade 
ring, the bond ring, and the inner hub This technique permitted the HPSN/HPSfvf bond line to be 

11T11B 11T 11B 
IIB^-IJ—^4B 

10T 10B 

1157 

10T 10B 4T4B 

BLADE 
RING HUB 
RSSN HPSN 

BOND RING     [ 
,, HPSN 

EDGE CUT 
BARS 

BOND 
LINE 

,1   FLAT CUT 
1|       BARS 

ft 

Figure 4.1 — Location of Test Bars within Rotor Hubs 
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positioned within the upper span of the test jig, and therefore within the zone of uniform maximum 
stress. The dimensions of the hub permitted cutting bars with two orientations: "on edge" in which the 
0.635 cm (1/4-inch) width of the test bar was parallel to the pressing direction or axis of the rotor, and 
"flat" in which the 0.318 cm (1/8-inch) thickness was parallel to the pressing direction. The edge-cut 
bars therefore represented the center portion of the bond, since most of the material at the surfaces of 
the hub as formed was removed during cutting and finishing. The flat-cut bars were cut in two layers 
so that, with reference to the pressing direction, the top surface of the upper bar, and the bottom 
surface of the lower bar represented material close to the machine•* surfaces of the rotor. The lower 
surface of the top bar and the top surface of the lower bar would be typical of the material in the center 
of the bond. The bars were broken with either surface or interior portions of the bond in tension in 
order to determine if different s in strength occurred across the bond width. The data obtained are 
summarized in Table 4.9, and the individual values are shown in Tables 4.9 through 4.14. 

TABLE 4.9 
ROTOR 11H BOND STRENGTHS 

Hub I« 1080) Material: 

Bond Material: 

Bars Cut on Edge 
Bars» ! 

3 
5 
7 
8 

10 
12 
14 

740 MPa 
190 
171 
192 
270 
285 
280 
203 

34.800 psi 
27.500 
24,800 
27.800 
39.200 
41.300 
37.700 
29.400 

KBI-1 powder, milling GR-2. dry milled 72 hours with 
WC balls. Two percent MgO. pressed at 34 5 MPa |5000 psi) 

CP-85-B powder, milling GQ-5. wet milled 72 hours with 
WC balls Five percent MgO. pressed at 103 MPa |1500 psi) 

13) 
13) 
HI 
13) 
(3) 
(31 
(31 
13) 

> 243 (211-282) MPa 
•35.300 (30.600-40.900) pti 
- 5.28 (2.62-7.33) 4     II 

Ban Cut Flat 
Leading Edge in Tension 

2B    192 MPa    27,800 psi (1) 
6B    154              22.300 (1) 

11B    338              49,000 (2| 

Trailing Edge in Tension 
2T    282 MPa    40.900 pti |2) 
6T    318              46.100 |2| 

UT    280             40.600 |2| 

Leading Edge in Compression 
4B    345 MPa    50.100 psi |3) 
9B    416              60.300 |2) 

13B    397              57.600 |3) 

Trailing Edge in Compression 
4T 306 MPa 44.400 psi    |1| 
9T 284 41.200 |1) 

12T 290 42.000 |2I 

Bars from Curvic 
15 339 MPi 49.200 psi 
16 331 48.000 
17 379 54.900 
18 393 57.000 
19 366 53.400 
20 322 46.7&1 
21 385 55.900 
22 334 48.400 

» - 286 (221-375) MPa 
- 41.400 (32.100-54.400) psi 

m - 369 (1.51-5.29) 

I - 363 1305-437) MPa 
- 52.600 144.200-63.3001 psi 

m - 5 42 I2.Ö-778! 

F it direction of forming 
B is direction of breaking 

# - 309 (348-3921 MPa 
- 53.500 150.400-56.800) pti 

01 - 12.8 1634-17 8) 

Notes: |1| Break initialed al bond line tut moved into bonding material 
|2) Break in hub material, away .'root bond line 
|3| Break lo'lowed bond line 
|4| Break initiated outside upper knife < +\» 

Numbers in parentheses following 0 and m </• the 91»% confidence limits 
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Hub (01055) Material: 

Bond Material: CP 
W( 

Bars Cut on Edge 
Bar #        5     291 MPa 42,200 psi 13) 

7     200 '37,700 ID 
8     260 37.700 13) 

10     361 52.300 (3) 
12     330 47.800 13) 
14      375 54.400 13) 

Bars Cut Flat. 
Leading Edge Tension 

2B    392 MPa 56.900 psi 111 
6B    442 64.100 |2| 

UB    410 59.500 HI 

TABLE 4.10 
ROTOR 1118 BOND STRENGTHS 

KBI-l powder, milling CC-2. Wet milled 48 hours with 
WC balls. Two percent MgO. pressed at 34.5 MPa (5000 psi) 

CP85B powder, milling CU-5. Wet milled 144 hours with 
WC balls. Five percent MgO. pressed at 10.3 MPa (1500 psi). 

I- 

328 (286-379) MPa 
47.500 (41.500-54.900) psi 

m - 6.09 (2.79-8.581 

« - 394 (337-466) MPa 
« 57,200 148.900-67.600) psi 

.1 - 5.S8 (2.46-8.59) 

Trailing Edge Tension 
2T   248 MPa 36.000 psi    (2) 
6T    387 56.200 (2) 

UT    336 48.700 (2) 

Leading Edge Compression 
4B   440 MPa 63.800 psi    |2| 
9B   423 01.300 |3) 

13B    427 61.900 |1) 

Trailing Edge Compression 
4T   370 MPa 53.700 psi    |2| 
9T    282 40.900 |1) 

13T    364 52.800 HI 

Bars From Curvic 
15 390 MPa 56.700 psi 
16 387 56.200 
17 476 69.100 
IS     368 53.400 
19 422 61.200 
20 417 60.500 
21 392 56.900 

I - 406 1357-467) MPa 
- 58.900 (51.800-67.700) psi 

m - 7.27 (2.98-10.41 

I - 424 1387-466) MPa 
- 61.500 IS6.200-47.600) psi 

m - 9.17 (4.20-12 91 

F is direction of forming 
B is direction of breaking 

Notes: |1| Break initialed at bond line, but moved into bonding materta.. 
12) Break in hub material, away from bond line. 
|3| Break followed bond line. 
|4| Break initialed outside upper knife i 

Numbers in parenthesis following I and m are the 90% confidence limis. 
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TABLE 4.11 
ROTOR 1165 BOND STRENGTHS 

Hub 101158) Material: 

Bond Material: 

Bars Cut on Edge 
Bar tt 1 

3 
5 
7 
8 

12 

282 MPa 
189 
179 
197 
273 
194 

Bars Cut Flat 
Leading Edge Tension 

2T    210 MPa 
6T    108 

10T    221 

40.900 psi 

27,400 
25.900 
28.500 
39.600 
28.200 

30.500 psi 
15.600 
32.000 

Bars From Curvic 
13 433 MPa 62.800 psi 
14 467 67.700 
15 389 56.400 
16 390 56.600 
17 462 67.000 
18 453 65.700 
19 467 67.800 
20 399 57.900 

CP-85-B powder, milling HB-2. Dry milled 58 hours with 

AI2Ü3 balls, two percent MgO. Pressed at 34 5 MPa 15000 psi) 

CP 35-B powder milling HD-5. Dry milled 48 hours with 
AI1O3 balls, five percent MgO. Pressed at 10 3 MPa 11500 psi) 

131 
(31 

(3) 
13) 
13) 
(3) 

(3| 

(3| 

(31 

» - 214 (189-302) MPa 
» 31.000 (27.400-43,8001 psi 

m » 4.2 11.7-6.0) 

« - 206 (176-248I MPa 
- 29.900 I2S.200-35.9O0) psi 

m - 5 5 I2.3-7.9I 

Trailing Edge Tension 
2B    224 MPa 32.500 psi (3) 
6B    185 26.800 |3) 

10B    203 29.500 |3| 

Leading Edge Compression 
4T    226 MPa 32.800 psi |3| 

9T    310 44.900 |3) 
11T    250 36.300 (3) 

Trailing Edge Compression 
4B    307 MPa     44.600 psi |3| 
9B    263 38.2W |3| 

11B     272 39.'JO |3| 

» » 285 (253-3241 MPa 

- 41.300 136.700-47.900) psi 
m - 7.9 (3.2-11.31 

F is direction of forming 

B is direction of breaking 

* - 441 (423-4741 MPa 
- 64.000 (61.400-68.700) psi 

m - 13 7 (681-19 1) 

Notes  |1| Break initialed at bond line, but moved into bonding material 
|2| Break in hub matenal. away from bond line. 
|3| Break followed bond line 
|4| Break initialed outside upper knife edge«. 

Numbers in parenthesis following f and m are the 90% confidence limits 
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TABLE 4.12 
ROTOR 1159 BOND STRENGTHS 

Hub (»1155) Material: 

Bond Material: 

CP-85-B powder, milling HB-2. Dry milled 48 hours with 
AI2O3 balls, two percent MgO Pressed at 34.5 MPa (5000 psi). 

CP-85-B powder, milling HD-5. dry milled 48 hours with 
AI2O3 balls, five percent MgO. Pressed at 13.8 MPa |2000 psi]. 

Bars Cut on Edge 
Bar U 1 

4 
6 
7 
9 

11 
13 

164 MPa 
253 
260 
308 
246 
192 
155 

Bars Cut Plat 
Leading Edge tension 

2B    253 MPa 
5B    217 

10B     181 

Trailing Edge Tension 
2T    154 MPa 
5T    320 

10T     339 

23.800 psi 

36.700 

37,700 

44.600 
35.700 
27.800 
22.500 

36.700 psi 
31.400 
26.200 

22.300 psi 
46.400 
49.200 

Leading Edge Compression 
3B    248 MPa    36.000 psi 

8B     429 62.200 
12B     233 33.800 

Trailing Edge Compression 
3T     323 MPa     46.700 psi 
8T     427 61.900 

12T     232 33.700 

Bars Cut From Curvic 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

397 MPa 
356 
435 
4*3 
328 
409 
ir 
293 

57.600 psi 
51.600 
63.100 
70 <>0 
47.WÜ 
59.300 
60.500 
42.5C0 

(31 
111 
(3) 
13! 
ID 
01 
111 

ID 
|3| 
«3| 

131 
ID 
ID 

ID 
121 
131 

ID 
13) 
121 

■ 246 (199-308) MPa 
• 35.700 (28.900-44.600) psi 
• 3.92 (1.80-5.53) 

8 « 270 (198-376) MPa 
- 39.100 (28.700-54.500) psi 

m » 3.03 (1.25-4.35) 

348 1256-483) MPa 
< 50.500 137.200-70.000) psi 
> 3.07 11.26-4.41) 

F is direction of forming. 
B is direction of breaking 

I - 414 (369-488) MPa 
■ 60.100 (53.StXM7.S00l psi 

m - 6.44 (3.19-8.94) 

Notes: |1| Break initiated at bond lime, hut moved into bonding material. 
(-1 Break in hub material, away from bond line. 
|3| Break followed bond line 
|4| Break initialed outside upper knife edges. 

Numbers in parenthesis following # and m are the 90% confidence limits. 
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TABLE 4.13 
ROTOR 1161 BOND STRENGTHS 

Hub|#1156| Material: 

Bond Material: 

Bars Cut on Edge 

CP85B powder, milling HC-5 Dry milled 48 hours with 
AI2O3 balls, five percent MgO. Pressed at 34.5 MPa 15000 psi|. 

CP85B powder, milling HD-5. Dry milled 48 hours with 
AI2O3 balls, five percent MgO I .essed at 13 8 MPa (2000 psi) 

Bar «         1      397 MPa 57,600 psi in 
1A     415 60,200 |2| 
3      439 63.600 121 
5      352 51.000 121 
8      361 52.400 131 

11       419 60.800 121 

Bars Cut Flat 
Trading Edge Tension 

7T     293 MPa 42.500 psi 131 
10T     350 50.700 in 

Trailing Edge Tension 
7B    421 MPa 61.100 psi HI 

10B     339 49.200 in 
2T     246 35.700 13! 
4B     308 44.600 131 
6T     286 41.500 HI 

141 

Leading Edge Compression 
9B     429 MPa 62.200 psi 11] 
2B     423 61.300 121 
4T     437 63.400 131 
6B     462 67.000 HI 

Trailing Edge Compress ion 
9T     405 MPa 58.800 HI 

Bars From Curvic 
12       458 MPa 66.400 psi 
13      456 66.200 
14       494 71.700 
15       459 66.500 
16       422 61.200 
17       427 61.900 

412 |379-448) MPa 
■ 59.700 (55.000-65.0001 psi 
»11.7 (4.8-16.7) 

» « 343 (290-409) MPa 
- 49.800 142.100-59.3001 psi 

m - 5.0 12.3-7.01 

441 (4124751 MPa 
> 63.900 159.700-68.900) psi 
• 16 6 16.0-24.31 

I • 464 |435-497| MPa 
• 67.300 163.100-72.1001 psi 

m - 14 6 15.99-20.91 

F is direction of forming 
B is direction of breaking 

Notes: (!) Break initialed al bond line, moved m.'j bonding material 
I — I Break in hub material, away from bond line 
Ml Break followed bond line 
|4) Break initialed outside upper knife edges. 

Numbers in parenthesis following # and m are ir.e 90% confidence limits 
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TABLE 4.14 
ROTOR 1157 BOND STRENGTHS 

Hub (01154) Material: CP85B powder, milling HC-5. Dry milled 48 hours with 
AI2O3 balls. Five percent MgO, pressed at 34.5 MPa 15000 psi! 

Bond Material: 

49.000 psi 
51.600 
53,000 
43.800 
44.600 
50.400 
48.200 

CP85B powder, milling HE-7. Dry milled 41 
AI2O3 balls. Seven percent MgO. pressed 
at 13.8 MPa (2000 psi). 

|3|    t - 345 (327-367) MPa 
(3)        - 50.100 (47.400-S3.200) psi 
(3)    m - 14.7 (8.72-20.7) 
13) 
13) 
(3) 
13) 

1 hours 1 

1 

with 

Bars Cut on Edge 
Bar tt        IT    338 MPa 

.3      356 
5      365 
7      302 
8.     308 

10      348 

«    ! 

13      332 

Bars Cut Flat 
Leading Edge Tension 

2B    302 MPa 
6B    316 

11B     325 

43.800 psi 
45.800 
47,100 

12.200 psi 
11.800 
16.100 

(31 
(31 

(31 

Ml 
m 
(11 

i 

11 

8 - 230 (121-460) MPa 
- 33.400 (17.500-66.700) psi 

m - 1 46 10.60-2.09) 

Trailing Edge Tension 
1 

2T      84 MPa 
6T       81 

11T     111 
A   II 

Leading Edge Compress lion 
56.400 psi 
38.600 
52.300 

don 
55.600 pal 
46.900 
58.900 

».4M pat 
M.4M 
63.1M 
6S.2M 
61.100 
M.5M 
62.1M 
M.2M 

HI 
HI 
ID 

HI 
131 
HI 

•   1 
4B    389 MPa 
9B    M 

12B     361 
* - 374 (331-4271 MPa 

- 54.300 (48.000-61.900) psi 
m - 7.69 I3.1S-11.0I 1 5 ; 

Trailing Edge Comprea 
4T    383 MPa 
9T    323 

12T     4M 

Bars Cut From Curvic 
14 388 MPa 
15 479 
16 435 
17 450 

IB      421 
19 417 

20 428 
21 456 

F is dire 
Bis dim 

* - 447 I42S-470) MPa 
- 64.8M I61.6M-M.2MI psi 

m - 15 1 (7 47-209) 

ction of forming 
crjon of breaking 

Notes: |1| Break initialed at bond line, but moved into bonding material 
|2| Break in hub material, away from bond line. 
|3| Break followed bond line. 
|4| Break initiated outside upper knife adg— 

Numbers in parenthesis following I and <n are the 90% confidence limits. 
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The six rotors tested represented six different compositional or forming conditions. The center section 
of the bond ring, (determined on bars tested with the leading and trailing edges in compression) 
consistently showed higher characteristic MOR and Weibull moduli than the outer section of the bond 
(leading and trailing edges in tension). This is probably due to lower density near the surface and to 
voids remaining after the skin was removed during machining. Variation in bond quality existed from 
leading edge surface to trailing edge surface, most noticeably with rotor 1157 in which the leading edge 
strengths were four times those of the trailing edge. In other cases, such as rotor 1159, a variation about 
the circumference of the rotor occurred. 

By grouping the data, with rotors based on 2% MgO hubs and 5% MgO bond rings, mixes using Si3N4 
ground with WC balls (1114 and 1118) were stronger than mixes based on material ground with AI2O3 
balls (1165 and 1159). Using the same MgO content (5% in rotor 1161) in both hub and bond appeared 
advantageous. 

In summarizing the bond strength evaluation, the numerical data obtained from this series of rotors, 
combined with visual observation of this group and numerous other rotors, demonstrated that consid- 
erable variation existed from pressing-to-pressing and within the individual rotor. When the bond was 
properly formed, it approached the strength of the basic HPSN materials. These results have pointed 
out the difficulty of obtaining consistently uniform, high strengths under current methods of fabrica- 
tion. 
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4.3 PROPERTIES OF REACTION SINTERED SIC 

Introduction 

As previously reported (10), Refel reaction sintered SiC has proven to be a suitable material for the 
gas turbine combustor. During this reporting period, the statistical strength distributions at room tem- 
perature, in both four-point bending and tension, were determined for a batch of the material. In 
addition, the statistical bend strength distributions at five elevated temperatures were also measured in 
order to provide Weibull strength parameters for design and for correlation of bend strength distribu- 
tion with tensile strength distribution. 

Material Testing 

Bend strength testing was conducted according to the Proposed Military Standards for Testing of 
Structural Ceramics (14).The MOR vs. temperature data for Refel SiC are presented in Table 4.15. The 
MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimator — see Section 5 of this report) Weibull parameters are plotted in 
Figure 4.2 as a function of temperature. The 907< confidence bands are also shown. 

TABLE 4.15 

FOUR POINT BEND STRENGTH, KSI, OF REFEL SILICON CARBIDE 

Test Temperature 

78°F(26°C 47.2 68.3 68.4 66.2 62.1 56.1 
64.0 65.5 51.0 66.1 73.3 71.4 
64.1 64.8 59.1 67.1 47.2 52.6 
64.6 50.3 74.4 56.5 52.6 72.1 
57.6 52.7 54.0 66.4 53.7 54.3 

932°F(500°C|: 64.4 72.4 61.0 62.2 •31.4 69.5 
41.7 61.9 60.6 75.4 84.3 72.3 
66.1 61.6 61.3 68.2 72.8 67.5 
61.6 57.3 

1832°F|1O00°C|: 64.1 60.6 61.6 59.4 64.8 51.1 
65.8 60.4 43.0 60.3 57.6 53.9 
61.9 66.9 55.4 57 3 50.4 54.4 
58.9 61.7 

2191oF|1200°C|: 74.9 84.3 63.5 71.7 80.0 62.4 
64.3 74.5 56.6 68.9 71.9 72.5 
82.0 79.1 57.5 61.1 70.7 69.1 
76.6 60.9 

2372°F|13O0°C): 59.9 51.3 70.6 52.9 51.7 80.6 
58.4 66.0 55.9 67.6 67.4 70.6 
«8.7 72.1 67.6 74.7 70.5 71.7 
70.2 63.0 

2462°F|1350°C|: 60 5 53.3 59.1 57.1 664 70.4 
73.1 57.8 58.3 681 66.3 53 9 
70.7 63.0 62.5 65.0 64.8 63.5 
65.1 56.2 

The tensile testing was carried out at Pennsylvania State University by Dr. H. Eugene Shull accord- 
ing to a method he developed |18|. Figure 4.3 shows a sketch of the tensile specimen. Samples were 
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finish ground in the longitudinal direction using a 200 grit diamond wheel. Crosshead speed was (0.02) 
in./min. (0.05 cm./min.). 

Fifty nine samples were tested. Eight broke on shoulders where the load was transferred to them by 
carbide balls. Table 4.16 shows the tensile strength data Table 4.17 shows the different statistical 
summaries based on: 

(1) All 59 values — Group 1. 

(2) All values in Group 1 excluding the two lowest ones regarded as outlyers without quantative 
justification — Group 2. 

(3) All values in Group 2 excluding the eight tests involving shoulder fractures — Group 3. 

It can be seen that there is little difference among the three ways of grouping. 

Correlation Between MOR and Tensile Strength Distribution 

By converting the MOR strength distribution into tensile strength distribution through the Weibull 
equation, one can compare the converted tensile strength distribution with the experimental distribu- 
tion. 

30 
100 r1 

°6 60 
BEND 

STRENGTH, 
KSI 

20 20 
L 

20  20 20 -*- N (SAMPLE SIZE) 
J L_L 

14    m 
WEIBULL 
MODULUS 

1000 
TEMPERATURE 

Figure 4.2 — Bend Strength and Weibull Modulus of Refel SiC Vs. Temperature 
190% Confidence Limits) 

Ü.9" 

£: 
►|    I>„4-H 1 

0.05--0.06" 

0.135 

T 
Figure 4.3 — Tensile Test Specimen 
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TABLE 4.16 

ROOM TEMPERATURE REFEL TENSILE DATA, KSI 

35.8 46.0 43.7 42.7 27.8 37.4 38.5+ 
40.6 40.2 39.6 46.1 37.3 39.9 44.0 
44.9 40.6 46.6 46.4 33.1 44.2 32.6 
45.3 52.1 33.9 51.4 43.3 35.9 47.1 
16.6 47.2+ 33.3+ 47.2 30.1 34.8+ 48.4 
34.4 44.8 32.2 25.2 36.0+ 32.8 41.6+ 
32.1 42.8 45.7 39.0 42.3+ 46.6 46.1 + 
41.8 31.8 44.9 52.7 47.4 53.4 41.9 
37.4 19.7 13.3 

+   Shoulder Fracture. 

TABLE 4.17 

STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF TENSILE TEST RESULTS 

Group 
Sample Characteristic Weibull 

Size Tensile Strength, psi 

43,200 

Slope m 

59 6.3 
(41,600 - 44.800) (5.2 - 7.4) 

57 43 700 7.3 
(42.300 - 45.200) (6.0 - 8.4) 

49 44.000 7.1 
(42.400 - 45.600) (5.7 - 8.3) 

See text for explanation of grouping 
Based on MLE Weibull program. 
Numbers in parenthesis are 90''. interval estimates. 

Comparison of the calculated and experimental tensile strength distributions is shown in Figure 4 4 
It can he seen that the distribution calculated from the MOR data is outside the 90''. confidence limits 
of the experimental tensile strength distribution 

The higher characteristic strength and slightly higher Weibull modulus of the calculated distribution 
suggests that there may s'ill IM; significant parasitic stresses ami/or inadequate specimen surface 
quality in the experimental tensile testing. 
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4.4 PROCESSING OF INJECTION MOLDED REACTION SINTERED SILICON CARBIDE 

Introduction 

A process for preparing complex shapes of silicon carbide by injection molding and reaction 
sintering has been developed in-house over the last several years and has been reported in some 
detail. (19, 20, 21, 22). Briefly, the process consists of three steps: 

1. A molding step in which a thermoset polymer filled with SiC particles is injection molded into 
the desired shape. 

2. A carbonization step in which the polymer is pyrolyzed to carbon and a pore structure is formed. 

3. A reaction sintering step in which the porous body is infiltrated with molten silicon and the 
carbon phase is converted to silicon carbide. 

The final microstructure and the behavior of the material in each of the processing steps is influ- 
enced by the particle size, particle size distribution, and volume fraction of silicon carbide filler. These 
parameters were investigated to permit optimization of the entire process. 

Mechanical Properties 

The mechanical properties determined by transverse rupture testing on a brittle solid such as SiC 
are closely related to the pample surface preparation, gross flaws within the sample, volume of sample 
under maximum stress, and rate of stress application. Strength normally measured in 4-point loading 
of SiC samples 1/4 x 1/8 x 1 inch with both as-molded and diamond ground surfaces ranged from 
values of 30 Kpsi (21 x 107N/m2) to 70Kpsi (48 x 107N/m2), and examination of fractured pieces 
indicated that flaws in molding or in surface preparation were strength controlling. 

Complex Turbine Parts 

To obtain early experience in processing complex shaped parts, several turbine staiors have been 
fabricated. Silicon carbide rotors, as shown in Figun. 4.5, have also been substituted as part of an in- 
house program. 

Testing of Stators was performed in a modified turbine engine with special provision for securing 
the staler. The modified engine was alternately ignited and cooled for 10 cycles, after which the stator 
was examined for damage. After successful completion of this 10-light test, the stator was further tested 
in a modified engine under controlled heating and cooling conditions, with the maximum stator 
temperature of 1900°F. 

Several SiC stators have been molded and suicided. Figure 4.6 is a photograph of a stator which 
passed the 10 light test described earlier as well as 147 hours of engine testing without apparent change 
or deterioration. Further testing of this stator is planned. 
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Figure 4.5 — Molded Reaction Sintered Silicon Carbide Rotor 
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Figure 4.6 — Molded Reaction Sintered Silicon Carbide Stator 



4.5 NITRIDING OF REACTION BONDED SILICON NITRIDE 

Introduction 

In the previous report (10) it was concluded that a microstructure of uniform fine porosity yielded 
the best physical properties for 2.7 g/cc density injection molded reaction bonded Si3N4. It was also 
concluded that the nitriding exotherm must be controlled in order to obtain a uniform microstructure. 
A time-temperature cycle was proposed that accomplished these goals for small furnace loads. How- 
ever, when this cycle was used with large furnace loads, typical of loads used for nitriding of turbine 
engine components, a microstructure characteristic of an uncontrolled exotherm resulted. 

This section will describe work on a control system to nitride large furnace loads without encounter- 
ing the exotherm. Typical microstructures will be presented to show that this system does control the 
nitriding exotherm and can produce components with optimum microstructure. 

Background 

The furnace used for nitriding large loads of silicon was a cold wall vacuum furnace with molybden- 
um heat shields and tungsten heating elements. The furnace was equipped with a temperature control- 
ler, programmer and recorder. The nitridings were performed in a static atmosphere controlled at 3 psi 
positive pressure. It was observed that during the course of a niti iding run, the furnace pressure would 
frequently drop below the desired control pressure. When the pressure falls below the control pres- 
sure, a solenoid is automatically opened and gas is admitted to the furnace to bring the furnace 
pressure back to the control pressure. An event marker was installed in the temperature recorder 
which indicated when the gis inlet solenoid opened. Over a large number of runs, the pressure 
fluctuations seemed to correlate with temperature increases. As temperature holds were encountered, 
the fluctuations decreased with time. This indicated that there seemed to be a correlation between the 
pressure behavior of the furnace chamber and the nitriding reaction. 

The Nitrogen Demand Cycle 

The nitriding and microstructure data indicate that the nitriding reaction cannot be controlled when 
a programmed temperature cycle is employed. In order to control the exothermic behavior of the 
reaction, it seemed reasonable to allow the reactants to control the rate of reaction. This was accom- 
plished by monitoring the reaction rate at one temperature and allowing the reaction to reach comple- 
tion at that temperature before allowing the temperature to increase. This reasoning forms the basis of 
the nitrogen demand cycle. 

The schematic of the nitrogen demand control system is shown in Figure 4.7. The components are 
the same as previously described, except that a logic system has been added. This nitrogen demand 
control behaves in a manner such that when a pressure fluctuation occurs, the temperature program is 
instructed to hold and a timer is activated. Every additional pressure fluctuation resets this timer to its 
starting position. The timer must operate for a prescribed period of time |Tc| before the temperature 
programmer is allowed to advance. The temperature will then increase until another pressure fluctua- 
tion is noted and the sequence repeats itself until the maximum temperature of 1400°C is reached. The 
purpose of the time constant. Tc. is to insure the reaction has reached equilibrium before the tempera- 
ture is increased. In practice. Tc is between 7 and 12 minutes. 

Other control techniques have been employed in attempts to implement this basic concept. Lumby 
1231 has used thermocouples imbedded in the silicon in conjunction with temperature comparator 
circuitry to measure the difference between part temperature and furnace temperature. When the 
temperature difference incomes too large, the partial pressure of nitrogen in the furnace is decreased, 
thereby retarding the reaction. Messier (24) has employed mass flow meters to detect increased de- 
mand for nitrogen by monitoring changes in gas flow. When the flow exceeds predetermined limits, 
temperature holds would occur. The closed loop pressure control system just described has the advan- 
tages of l>eing easy to instrument and allowing the nitriding to lie earned out in a quasi static environ 
ment. which a naml>er of investigators (25. 26| deem desirable. 
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Nitriding Results 

The nitriding information discussed in this section consists of the temperature cycle, percent nitro- 
gren consumption and typical microstructure. The percent gas consumption was calculated based on 
the number of pressure fluctuations recorded. During the course of this nitriding development pro- 
gram, the quality of the test bars in terms of molding flaws varied to a large extent, making the resulting 
modulus of rupture values questionable. Consequently, only the microstructure was presented because 
it was felt that it formed the most reliable basis for evaluating material quality. 

Figure 4.8 shows the results for three nitriding runs which were performed using a fixed tempera- 
ture program. Two runs. B-3f> and B--45, consisted of two temperature hold periods followed by a 
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constant rump rate up to the maximum nitriding temperature of 1400°C. One run, B-48, was a constant 
rate cycle as defined in the last report (10). The gas consumption curves were similar in that a large 
portion of the ait riding occurred during the first 20 hours of the cycle, with no appreciable nitriding 
being performed over the long initial hold period. For the B-36 and B-45 cycles a second large gas 
consumption region corresponds to the second temperature ramp and hold period. For the constant- 
rate cycle B-48, the gas consumption rate in the second "use" region is lower than for the other cycles. 
This corresponds to the; slower temperature ramp rate. 

The microstructures of the silicon nitride (Figure 4.9) from these three cycles arc all similar in that 
then! are regions of large grains (see arrows) which have been identified with the nitriding exotherm 
and the temperature exceeding the melting point of silicon (10). This type of microstructure has been 
associated with low strength RBSN, and is considered undesirable. 

Figure 4.10 shows the results of three nitrogen demand cycles. The input for the temperature 
programmer is shown to be a linear increase (10°C/hr) from 1000°C to 1400°C. However, the demand 
cycle logic extends this cycle from 40 hours to as much as 160 hours with the actual cycle time 
depending on the number and frequency of occurance of the pressure fluctuations. The gas consump- 
tion curves an; approximately !; ;ar with time, showing that the nitriding proceeds at a continous, 
constant rate. 

Examination of the microstructures from these nitridings. Figure 4.11, yields no evidence that the 
melting point of silicon (1420°C) was exceeded. The structure is uniform with no apparent large 
porosity or grains, which could act as defects. The structures obtained w'th the nitrogen demand cycle 
also appear to be nitrided more completely. There is very little evidence of free silicon in these 
structures as compared with structures from the temperature programmed cycles. This structure is 
typical of high strength material (10). 

Discussion 

In the last report (10), data was presented concerning the nitriding of 2.7 g/cc density RBSN at a 
constant temperature of 1177°C. This data is compared to the gas consumption data from run B-36 in 
Table 4.18. It shows that there is good agreement between the weight gain data and the gas consump- 
tion data. The shape of the gas consumption curves are also very similar to the nitriding kinetic curves 
presented by consumption data (27). This indicated that the gas consumption data is a good approxima- 
tion of the nitriding behavior of the material. 
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Figure 4.9 — Typical Microstructure of 2.7 gm/cc Density Silicon Nitride from 
Programmed Nitridings 
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TABLE 4.18 

NITRIDING BEHAVIOR AT 1177°C 

(4% H2/96% N2 Atmosphere) 

Weight Cam 
Results 

Gas Consumption 
Data from Run B-36 

Time at 1177°C 

0 
24 
72 

% Nitrided 

19.2 
60.8 
59 2 

Time at 1177°C              % Gas Consummed 

0                                           25 
24                                              70 
72                                           70 

The gas consumption data from the nitrogen demand cycle shows that the nitriding kinetics have 
been drastically changed. With the demand cyde.the nitriding rate is approximately linear with time 
over the entire temperature cycle. Table 4.19 shows that the gas consumption rate (or nitriding rate) 
seems to van.' with increasing furnace load. Because of the nature of the nitrogen demand cycle, the 
nitriding times are also dependent on the furnace load. 

TABLE 4.19 

SUMMARY OF NITRIDING DATA 

Gas 
Furnace       Time Consumption 

Run Nitridin; ■ Pressure Constant Furnace Cycle Rate 
No. Cycle Time 

Temp. V 

ATM 

No 

(Pc) 

3 psig 

(Tc) 

N.A. 

Load 

1250g 

Time (Nitriding Rate) 

B36 . lb/96'/. 100 hr N. A. 
Programmed 

B45 Temp. 
Programmed 

4' H2/967« No 3 psig N.A. 1500g 120 hr N. A. 

B48 Temp. 
Programmed 

4' , Hp/967. No 3 psig N.A. 1500g 125 hr N. A. 

B42 No 
Demand. 

4' H2/96r/i Ho 3 psig 10 Min. 1200g 45 hr 3.0  './hr 

B55 No 
Demand 

4' Ho/96', No 3 psig 10 Min. 2350g 140 hr 0.87'./hr 

B65 N 2 

Demand 
4' Ho/96'. No 3 psig 7 Min. 2500g 160 hr 0.75'. /hr 

Previous experience shows ihat the furnace load affects the severity of the nitriding exotherm (10). It 
is desirable, therefore, to have a cycle which is dependent upon the furnace loud. This system does 
effectively control the nitriding exotherm. 

Summary 

Nitriding results from temperature programmed cycles have been presented which show that, for 
large furnace'loads, the microstructure of the resulting 2.7 g/cc density Si;iN4 is undesirable. The data 
also shows that the gas consumption for these cycles occurs over a very small period of time. This 
implies that the nitriding reaction is not under control. 
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A control system was developed which allows the furnace load to effectively control the nitriding 
cycle. The results of this type of nitriding show- the n'icrostmcture, for a wide range of furnace loads, 
does not vary appreciably When compared to previous results (10), this microstructure is typical of high 
quality material. The gas consumption data shows that nitriding proceeds in a continous fashion, with 
the nitriding occurring uniformly over the complete cycle time. 

i 
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4.6 SIALON RESEARCH 

Further work on Sialon research has been terminated by the agencies supporting the overall pro- 
gram. Therefore, this section of the report will review the work which was performed in an effort to 
develop stable, high strength, sintered Sialon materials. 

Summary of Work to Date 

When Sialon work was initiated (7), the original Oyama-Jack formulation (28,291 had not yet been 
shown to be improbable. Therefore, early efforts were concentrated on the pressureless sintering of 
silicon nitride-alumina mixtures (7,8). It was discovered (8) that high room temperature strengths (80-90 
kpsi in four-point bending) could be obtained by the pressureless sintering of slip cast bars of such 
mixtures with 3-6'7< yttria additive, in an argon atmosphere at relatively low temperatures (1600- 
1650°C) for long times (8-24 hours). As long as the bars were prepared with not more than 16r/< by 
weight alumina, they contained only Sialon as a crystalline phase. Materials preps'ied with higher or 
lower yttria contents were not as strong, and those with 16-257: yttria additive showed a glass halo in 
their x-ray diffraction patterns. 

The strengths of all the Si3N4-Al2Ü3 and Si3N4-Al903-Y203 Sialons started to decrease at about 
1000°C. This behavior, coupled with the glass halo observed in the x-ray diffraction patterns of the 
high yttria materials, strongiy suggested the presence of a glassy phase whether or not yttria was 
present. Attempts to crystallize the glass in the yttria-containing Sialons by heat treatment resulted in 
an additional crystalline product which was predominantly Y?03-2Si02 (8). After the crystallization 
treatment, the room temperature strength was less than before but with little further decrease in 
strength at elevated temperature. 

In the course of some thermal shock tests, it was discovered (10) that those materials containing more 
than a very small amount of yttria melted to some extent at about 1200°C. The extent of mehing 
increased with increasing yttria in the Sialon, and appeared to be independent of crystallization 
treatment. The discovery of this melting phenomenon discouraged further work on yttria-containing 
Sialons. 

Continuing studies of additive-free S13N4-AI2O3 Sialons showed that room temperature strengths 
could be; increased to the 60 kpsi range (MC)R in four-point bending) by suitable selection of sintering 
conditions, but that strength still decreased at elevated temperature, although only one crystalline 
phase was present. Presumably these materials still contained a glassy phase 

While these studies of Si3N4-Al2i)3 and Si3N4-Al2()3-Y2(>3 materials were in progress, consider- 
able evidence (30.31) was being collected to the effect that Sialon was really the vacancy-free material 
Si3N4-XAl203-XAlN. rather than S13N4-XAI2O3 This being the case, it was not surprising that an 
additional phase was formed in trying to prepare it from just Si3N4 and AI2O3. 

In efforts to prepare single phase Sialons by pressureless sintering of Si3N4. AM>3 and AlN or 
equivalent combinations in the Si3N4-Al2()3-AlN-Si()2 system, difficulties were encountered in 
maintaining the desired composition. Although samples were buried in powders of the same composi- 
tion, with an intervening thin Ijoron nitride jniwder layer and placed inside a covered boron nitride 
crucible, the bars tended to lose weight during sintering, the loss being least for the burs nearest the 
center of the crucible. In addition, it was found that considerable contamination of the starting pow- 
ders occurred during milling. Since the powders were milled with high alumina balls, the contaminant 
was mostly alumina. However, the results of analysis for alumina were markedly dependent U|H»n the 
analytical technique employed, so that the compositions of starting powders milled in this manner 
were uncertain. 

In order to control weight loss, a sealable boron nitride crucible was fabricated and proved success- 
ful. Since c mtaminant alumina could not IM> accurately compensated ft r, work was Ix-gun on reducing 
particle size with an air jet mill. In addition, some fine particle .Mailing powders were obtained. A 
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number of Sialon specimens have been prepared from unmilled, coarse silicon nitride and aluminum 
nitride (325 mesh) powders and nominally 0.3 pm alumina as well. Attempts to deal with the silica 
contamination from the silicon nitride were made by compensating for this contaminant in prepara- 
tions from Si02, Si3N4, AI2O3 and AlN. 

In general, the results obtained, in terms of the phase composition of products, were in good 
agreement with predictions made from the product diagram of Land, Wimmer, Burns and Chandbury 
(32). This particular product diagram was especially convenient for comparison because the x-ray 
diffraction patterns of all phases were given. Specimens prepared from alumina-rich starting materiais 
which lost little or no weight on sintering contained "J" phase as well as Sialon. Specimens which lost 
weight generally contained phases near the aluminum nitride corner of the diagram, a reasonable 
observation if the weight loss resulted from the formation and subsequent decomposition of silica. 

Preparations from four-component starting materials tended to contain silicon as well as Sialon, 
suggesting that some of the silica decomposed before it could react. Materials prepared from Si02, 
AlN, and AI2O3 generally contained Si and AI2O3, indicating incomplete reaction as well as silica 
decomposition. A possible consequence of Si02 contamination was the frequent finding of a trace of Si 
materials prepared at relatively high temperatures (1760°C) from Si3N4, AI2O3 and AlN. The Si was 
absent from lower temperature preparations. 

Sialon specimens prepared at 1760°C from slightly alumina-rich starting materials which contained 
a trace of "J" phase were of moderate room temperature strength (about 40 kpsi in four-point bending) 
and remained so at 1200°C. Specimens prepared from stoichiometric but coarse mixtures of Si3N4, 
AI2O3 and AlN, buried in powders of the same composition in sealed crucibles, reached theoretical 
apparent densities whether sintered for one hour at 1650°C under argon or nitrogren, or for one hour at 
1760°C under argon. The open porosities were about 277< for the materials prepared at 1650°C and 
25'. for the 1760° material, not surprising in view of the coarse starting powders. The 1650° materials 
were single phase, while those prepared at 1760°C contained traces of silicon. 

It appears that these twe sets of compositions, slightly alumina rich and stoichiometric. bear further 
investigation with a view toward optimizing materials preparation and sintering conditions. 
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4.7 ISOSTATIC DENSIFICATION AND STRENGTHENING OF 
REACTION BONDED SILICON NITRIDE 

Introduction 

The objective of this effort was to explore methods of forming SJ3N4 turbine rotors by forming the 
entire part of RBSN and then hot pressing to densify the areas requiring high strength. This subsequent 
hot pressing can be unidirectional if the region to be densified is simple in shape, or isostatic if it is 
complex. Because of the large movements required in hot pressing powder into fully dense material, it 
is difficult to find a suitable cncapsulant which can produce an accurate geometry. In densification of a 
RBSN part of much greater density than powder, there '"•• \HH only less movement involved but it is also 
much easier to seal off the surface contours. 

Process Development 

Coupons 1-1/4 x 1-1/4 x 1/4 inch and individual rotor blades were made by injection molding of 
silicon wi?h an organic binder. The chemical analysis of the silicon powder used was: 98.56r/< Si, 0.04'/, 
Ca, 0.82" Fe, and 0.20*7« Al. After burn-out of the binder, the silicon coupons were then nitrided into 
Si;jN4 of 2.46-2.76 g/cc density. The variability of starting microstructures from batch-to-batch was not 
considered in this feasibility study. 

To prepare these coupons for further densification under a hot, high-pressure gaseous environment, 
the porous surfaces had to be sealed off. Sealing consisted of a coating of boron nitride followed by 
encapsulation in a vacuum tight Vycor casing. Without the boron nitride barrier, the low viscosity of 
the Vycor glass at the high temperatures used would permeate the surface layers of the RBSN and pose 
,i differential thermal expansion problem. Figure 4.12 shows a coated and an uncoated Si3N4 rotor 
blade; Figure 4.13 shows an encapsulated specimen. 

Hot isostatic pressing was accomplished at Ceramic Systems. Inc., by subjecting the glass encapsu- 
lated coupon to argon gas at temperatures of 1730 - 1760°C |3150-3200°F) and pressures of 3000 - 7700 
psi for intervals from 15 to 200 minutes at maximum temperature and pressure. The hot isostatic 
furnace is shown in Figure 4.14 

Hot pressing additives, when used, were introduced into the silicon molding mixture. The nominal 
additive contents mentioned in this paper refer to the weight percent additive wiih reference to the 
silicon powder. These additives improved the plasticity of the S13N4 during densification and reduced 
the tendency for local cracking. Another way to introduce the densification aids into the RBSN waste 
soak the RBSN in a suit sol.ition containing the proper metal cation. However, this litter procedure 
was not employed in the major portion of this project. 

Results and Discussion 

A total of thirty runs were made, four of which had more than one sample in the furnace. Fight runs 
were repetitions of the same conditions in order to generate more material for strength evaluation. The 
effects of additives, hot pressing time, and specimen geometry are presented and discussed below. 

Effect of Additives 

Under the ex|>erimental conditions used, the need for additives to enhance the degree of densifica- 
tion was indicated. Without any additives at ail. a slip cast Si;{N!4 sample of 2.05 g/cc density, after 
being isostatically pressed at 3000 psi and 3150 F for 60 minutes, broke readily during removal of the 
glass Its final density was only 2.15 g/cc. In addition, as shown in »Figures 415 and 4.16. the degree of 
densification increases with MgO content at constant Fe;»C*3 contents and vice versa. In Figures 4.15 
an I 4.16. the degree of densification was calculated as: 

7, Densification    =   ..  ~~ ,       X    100 
At — 60 
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whore if is the final density, A0 tne initial density, and the theoretical density 6t of SJ3N4 is 3.18 g/cc. 
Although no experiments were made to specifically evaluate the effect of increasing Fe2Ü3 content, 
Figure 4.16 shows that, at 3.7'/« MgO, increasing the FC-2O3 content from zero to 37< despite shorter 
pressing times and lower pressing pressures improved the degree of densification. Or, going back to 
Figure 4.15, one can also see that at constant 0.57, MgO, 60 minutes pressing time, and 7300 psi 
pressing pressure, the addition of 3% Fe203 improved the densification from 387, to 857,. 

Figure 4.12 — Reaction Sintered Silicon Nitride Before (Left) and After (Right) Boron 
Nitride Coating 

Figure 4.13 — Glass-Encapsulated Specimen Ready for Hot luwtatic Pressing 
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Figure 4.14 — Interior of Hot Isostatic Furnace 
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The data show also that there are various experimental conditions by which one can achieve 
approximately 90% densification, i.e., 3.14 g/cc final density if starting density were 2.60 g/cc. These 
conditions include: 

1. 3.77« MgO, 07. Fe203, 7700 psi. 60 minutes pressing time. 

2. 3.7% MgO, 3% Fe203. 3000 psi, 20 minutes pressing time. 

3. 1.27« MgO. 3% Fe203. 3000 psi. 30 minutes pressing tim° 

All the above parameters are minimum values. In other words, exceeding them should not detract 
from densification. 

Because of the presence of suicides and free silicon in the material, the theoretical density is less 
than 3.18 g/cc. As shown in Figure 4.17. the isostatically hot pressed material on the right side has 
nearly zero porosity, but because of the presence of suicides and silicon, its final density measured 
only 3.15 g/cc. The reason for not using 3.15 g/cc as the theoretical density instead of 3.18 g/cc in 
computing the percent densification was the variability in the amount of dlicides and silicon from 
sample-to-sample. For more accurate calculations, each sample could be individually measured on a 
quantative metallograph for % suicides and silicon, and individual density values could be calculated 
and assigned to each starting RBSN material. 

Without any additives at all, some voids crushed leaving localized cracks within the part. This 
usually occurred in conjunction with a low degree of densification. 

Strengthening 

Eight coupons made under similar conditions of 3.7% MgO. 07. Fe^ty. 7700 psi. and 60 minutes 
pressing time were machined into 1/8 x 1/8 x 1 inch bend test bars and tested in four-point bending 
(3/8 inch top span. 3/4 inch bottom span) at a loading and of 320 ibs/min. to assess the change in the 
strength-temperature curve due to this densification. Seven coupons made under varying other pro- 
cessing conditions were also evaluated for the degree of strength improvement. 
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Figure 4.18 shows a comparison of the strengths of several hot isostatically densified (VIP) materials 

with strengths of various popular classes of SJ3N4. It can be seen that the VIP materials fall somewhere 
between RBSN and HPSN. If the starting material had no extraneous silicides and silicon, higher 
strengths might be expected of the VIP material. 

AS-NITRIDED RSSN 
250X 

AFTER HOT ISOSTATIC PRESSING 
500X 

Figure 4.17 — Microstructure of Reaction Sintered Silicon Nitride Before and After 
Hot Isostatic Pressing 
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Figure 4.11 — Comparison of Strengths of a Hot Isostatically Densified Silicon Nitride 
Versus Other Types of Silicon Nitride 
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The alpha/beta content of the starting material could also play a part in the final strength obtaina- 
ble, since it has been well known in the hot pressing of Si3N4 that starting with alpha powder produces 
stronger hot pressed SJ3N4 than starting with beta powder. 

It is interesting to note in Figure 4.18 that the RBSN, which contained 3.7% MgO and 3"/< Fe2C>3, did 
not show a strength drop-off up to 2500°F. This is similar to regular RBSN of the same composition 
made without MgO. Apparently the presence of MgO did not degrade the high temperature strength 
(beyond 2200°F) until the material had been subjected to the hot isostatic pressing conditions. This is 
probably due to the formation of the silicate. 

Banding 

Two attempts were made to determine the feasibility of diffusion bonding RBSN to HPSN employ- 
ing hot isostatic pressing. In the first attempt, a bar of RBSN containing no MgO and 37< Fe203 was 
encapsulated in intimate contact with a bar of the commercial NC-132 HPSN. After hot isostatic 
prci-'n> at 7700 psi and 30 minutes, the RBSN showed very little densification and the bond broke 
easily during machining. 

In the second attempt, the RBSN bar contained 3.77< MgO and no Fe2Ü3 and the HPSN bar was 
made from the commercial CP85 powder with 5% MgO. This pair was hot isostatically pressed at 7700 
psi for 60 minutes. A good diffusion bond was obtained, as shown in Figure 4.19. The shrinkage of the 
RBSN bar also caused a pull on the HPSN bar resulting in a bowed bi-ceramic couple as shown in 
Figure 4.20. To reduce residual stresses, a long hold time at the pressing temperature may be required 
tt: ensure completion of plastic flow. In addition, a stress relief treatment may be essential at lower 
temperatures to reduce the differential thermal contortion stresses. 

Complex Parts 

Four attempts were made at various times during the course of this work to extend the densification 
technique to a rotor blade, which represented a part having complex geometry. All the samples were 

***.     .     *V--.r- 
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Figure 4.19 — Interface Between Reaction Sintered and Hot Pressed Silicon Nitrides 
After Hot Isostatic Pressing 



broken, such as shown in Figure 4.21. It is believed that the differential thermal expansion between 
Vycor and the Si3N4 caused the breakage. One contributing factor is believed to be the use of a thick, 
1/4 inch glass encapsulant relative to the thin 1/8 inch rotor blade. 

PTT" 
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Figure 4.20 — Deflection of Bonded Reaction Sintered and Hot Pressed Silicon Nitrides 
After Hot Isostatic Pressing 
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Figure 4.21 — Broken Rotor Blade and Ring After Hot Isostatic Pressing 
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Conclusions 

The feasibility of hot isostatically pressing reaction sint« HC! S\^A to high density has been shown, 
along with the effect of densification agents. Higher densities and improvements in low temperature 
(below 2200°F) strength have been achieved over that of the reaction sintered material.The feasibility 
of simultaneously diffusion bonding RBSN to HPSN while densifying the RBSN has also been demon- 
strated. However, further investigation is needed to reduce the resulting residual stresses which may 
be set up across the interface. 

The current encapsulation system is not suitable for isostatic densification of complex parts such as 
thin rotor blades. 
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5. ANALYTICAL CODES 

Summary 

The maximum-likelihood method was selected as the procedure for the estimation of the param- 
eters of the Weibull Distribution. This result was based on extensive literature surveys and Monte 
Carlo investigations. The maximum-likelihood method provides the desirable properties for estima- 
tions which are exact for small sample sizes and yields a basis for hypothesis testing. The effect of 
sample size on the confidence of estimation has also been determined. 

Analytical relations are developed for computing time-dependent reliability for ceramic structures 
which exhibit the phenomenon of delayed fracture or static fatigue. The equations are derived from 
the subcritical crack growth model using fracture mechanics relations which are combined with Wei- 
bull's statistical model of strength and the time to failure is described probabilistically. 
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5.1 STATISTICAL DATA ANALYSIS 

The reliability of ceramic structures as a function of stress and/or time and the strength of ceramic 
materials are random variables which are widely accepted to follow the Weibull distribution (3-10, 33, 
34). The three-parameter Weibull probability density function is give by 

w (x; x, 0, /;) 

m 
8 

0, 

/        \m_1 '        /        \m~ 

x < n;  m, 0  ■ O;  ft > 0. 

The distribution parameters are m, the shape parameter or Weibull slope; 0, the scale parameter or 
characteristic value; and M. the location or threshold parameter. It has been commonly assumed that, 
for ceramic materials and components, the threshold parameter is zero. The cumulative distribution 
function of the two-parameter Weibull distribution is give by 

W (x; ro, 0) 

I - exp 

0. 
[-Ml    - 

x    O. 

The previous report (10) shows the effect of Weibull slope on the material characteristic MOR 
strength requirement for a specified component reliability. A 20 percent increase in Weibull slope 
from a nominal slope of 10 produces a 16 percent decrease in the strength requirement; a 20 percent 
decrease in slope causes a 27 percent increase in the strength requirement. 

The Weibull parameters used in reliability analyses are estimates of the true distribution parameters 
based on a finite sample. Many different estimation techniques exist and, in general, they will produce 
somewhat different results. During the preliminary analysis of material strength data, two statistical 
methods had been used: the method of moments. MOM (34), and the method of pseudo-least-squares, 
PLE (35.36,37). One example of the differences in the methods follows. Table 5.1 contains the failure 
stresses of 26 'A'-size MOR bars (14) taken from hot-pressed Si3N4 billet 989, tested at 2200°F in 
quarter-point four-point bending. 

TABLE 5.1 

MOR STRENGTH VALUES 
HOT PRESSED SILICON NITRIDE BILLET 989 

51800.0 52000.0 52100.0 52600.0 53000.0 53300.0 

53600.0 53700.0 54700.0 55600.0 56600.0 57300.0 

57900.0 58200.0 58200.0 58300.0 58800.0 59000.0 

59800.0 60200.0 60800.0 60800.0 61100.0 62800.0 

63600.0 71100.0 
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The point estimates of the Weibull slope and the characteristic values are given in Table 5.2 for each 
method. 

TABLE 5.2 

WEIBULL PARAMETER ESTIMATES 

Method m 8 
MOM 16.16 59468 
PLE 14.41 59648 

The estimates of the characteristic value are very close while the Weibull slope estimates vary and 
would yield considerable differences in the component strength requirements. These differences 
prompted an investigation to determine what method should be used for the estimation of the Weibull 
parameters and to establish uniform statistical procedures for the entire program. 

An extensive literature survey of estimation techniques was conducted and discussions were held 
with numerous statisticians. Chou (35) discusses the criteria by which the quality of a classical estima- 
tor may be judged. These criteria include unbiasedness, consistency, efficiency and sufficiency. Berger 
and Lawrence (37) point out that modern estimators are available which are not only efficient but also 
provide confidence intervals. Mann, Schäfer and Singpurwalla (15) discuss moment estimators, least- 
square estimators, best linear invariant estimators and maximum-likelihood estimators. They state that 
the last two of these should be used for hypothesis testing because they have the smallest mean- 
squared error. 

Mann and Fertig (38) indicate that it has been shown that a Bayesian approach to the estimation of 
confidence bounds offers no particular improvement over classical methods. Thoman, Bain and Antle 
(16) discuss the method of maximum-likelihood and present exact confidence intervals, unbiasing 
factors, tests of hypotheses and asymptotic methods. 

The maximum-likelihood estimators (MLE). m and 9 of the Weibull parameters m and 0, satisfy the 
equations: 

and n - Xj   t'" *{ 

[■ *]• 
These equations may lie solved by the Newton-Raphson iterative procedure (39) which will require the 
use of a computer. Thoman, et. al. (16) conducted a Monte Carlo study of the MLE and compared their 
results to Menon's estimator (40). Comparison of the MLE to ether methods may be made through the 
comparisons with Menon's estimator given in Bain and Antle (41). The maximum-likelihood estimator 
was shown to be the most efficient of the methods studied and. although it is highly biased for small 
samples, the bias may he removed. 

A Monte Carlo study was conducted to compare the maximum-likelihood ulcthod to the methods of 
moments and of pseudo-least squares which were recently being used. Approximately 5000 samples 
each of size 5. 10 and 20 were used. The ex}>ected value and the variance of each parameter for each 
method was calculated and a gctodness of fit test based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic was 
conducted. At each sample size the maximum-likelihood estimators were unbiased, showed the least 
variance and most often provided the l><>st fit. Because this method will provide for significance tests 
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and confidence intervals for the parameters and the distribution, and because this method is highly 
respected in the literature, the maximum-likelihood method was selected as the single Weibull param- 
eter estimation technique for this program. 

The maximum-likelihood estimate for billet 989, mentioned earlier, for the Weibull slope is 11.07 
and for the characteristic value 59707 psi. A Fortran computer program (see Appendix A) was written 
to calculate the maximum-likelihood estimates. The program calculates the point and 90 percent 
interval estimates for the parameters and the distribution Bio. tne distribution mean and standard 
deviation. A nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness of fit test is conducted and the test statistic 
Do was printed. An example based on the data of Thoman et. al. (16) is provided in Appendix B. 

The exact confidei ~e intervals for the parameters are based on the distributions obtained by Monte 
Carlo methods presented in Thoman et. al. (16). It is not unexpected that the uncertainty in the 
estimation of a parameter will increase as the sample size decreases. This uncertainty, however, has 
rarely been quantified. The width of the confidence intervals for the parameters is a measure of the 
uncertainty and aids in the selection of the sample size of a test. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are drawn from 
Tables 1 and 4 of Thoman et. al. (16) and show the 90 percent confidence bounds for the Weibull slope 
and the characteristic value. The bounds for the Weibull slope are a function of sample size only while, 
for the characteristic value, they are a function of both the sample size and the Weibull slope. As can 
be seen from the graphs, the error or uncertainty in estimates from small sample sizes is very large. 
Important judgments and significant analysis should not be based on small samples. Sample sizes of at 
least 30 should be used for all but the most preliminary investigations. An uncertainty of ± 10 percent 
in Weibull slope requires more than 120 samples. This uncertainty is not peculiar to just ceramics but is 
intrinsic to the statistical analysis of data whether that data be material strength or the life of some 
electronic component. The choice of sample size depends on many factors including the cost and 
timing of testing and the degree of conservation which is acceptable, but erroneous judgments may be 
made and unacceptable designs pursued if the sample sizes are too small. 

Figure S.l 
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Figure 5.2 — Characteristic Value Error Vs. Sample Size 
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5.2 LIFE PREDICTION IN THE PRESENCE OF SUBCRITICAL CRACK GROWTH 

Introduction 

Certain ceramics that are being considered for the highly stressed turbine rotor exhibit the phenom- 
enon of delayed fracture or static fatigue. While under stress, the material experiences degradation of 
strength with time and fails at a stress less than that necessary to induce fast fracture. This strength 
degradation and the resulting time-dependent failures are attributed to the subcritical crack growth 
which, in ceramics in question, is usually associated with higher operating temperatures (> 1000°C). 

Since the turbine rotor is expected to operate in that temperature regime, the subcritical crack 
growth is of concern and the time-dependence of strength must be considered when estimating safe 
loads, strength requirements, reliability, etc. 

The method originally developed by Evans and Wiederhorn 111,42) for predicting time-to-failure of 
simple uniaxially-stressed structures has been extended in this work to complex, multiaxially-stressed 
ceramic components, notably turbine rotors. 

In order to facilitate a subcritical crack growth analysis of such complexly stressed structures, the 
following simplifying assumptions are necessary: 

1. Insofar as the effects of creep on high temperature crack propagation are concerned, Evans and 
Wiederhorn (11) have indicated »h;' 'he use of conventional fracture mechanics relations will 
provide adequate approximations .ong as the high temperature plastic deformations accompany- 
ing creep) are linearly visco-elastic • his qualification has been shown to be true of the hot pressed 
varieties of Si3N4, which are prime candidates for the turbine disks. 

1. It is assumed that only the normal stress crac* propagation, i.e., the opening mode |Kj| is operating; 
shearing modes II and III are neglected 

;t In the cast; of the time-dependent load |<r|l|), the orientation of principal stresses throughout the 
structure is assumed to remain constant with time, which generally is far from reality but should 
lead to conservative results. 

I. The time to failure is treated probabilistically using Weibull's statistical model of fracture Previous 
in-house work has shown considerable success with this mode! in treating fast fracture failures of 
ceramic materials that are being considered for turbine rotor application Since the flaws th.it 
control strength are usually identical for both the fast fracture and the time-dependent failure 
modes, it was though! logical U> continue with ihe Weihuli model. 

5. It is assumed that the effects of subcritical growth can be neglected at temperatures below 10OO°C. 
In actuality, sulxrritical crack growth does occur at much lower temperatures. However, the rate of 
crack propagation is so slow at these temperatures th.it measurements are extremely difficult if at all 
possible. 

Presently, the full implications of all these simplif\ing assumptions cannot be assessed However, the 
time to failure equations, as derived in this work, are being applied to turbine rotors in preparation for 
life-testing in hot-spin and engine test rigs, where the validity of these assumptions will be evaluated. 

Analysis 

In line with the assumption that only the normal stress crack propagation |opening| mode is being 
considered, one can take advantage of the relations derived for the uniaxial state of stress case by 
treating a multiaxially-stressed ceramic structure as an assembly of uniformly stressed finite elements 
and applying these relations to the individual elements. An assumption is here made that the suhcriti- 
cal crack growth occurs independently in each clement, so that a failure of any one element constitutes 
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the failure of the entire structure. This assumption is justified because the critical flaw size at the time 
of fracture is expected to he smaller than the typical dimensions of an individual element. 

A stress condition of an element of H structure is completely defined by three principal stresses a\, 
ff2i' ff3i «ind their respective direction cosines. A normal stress is related to the principal stresses by a 
known equation 

"ni = °h    \( cos2 ^ * ( —)   s,n2 6 ) cos2 ^ +   ( — )     SI"2 *   \    =   ali ^i ^',4>) (1! 

4/ and 6 are the position angles of the normal stress !xnj with respect to the maximum principal tensile 
stress ffij. In a most general case, both o\\ and tfj will be functions of time. ß\ is defined by the 
expression in the square bracket. 

For ceramics which exhibit subcritical crack growth, the crack velccity has been shown (11.42) to be 
related to the stress intensity factor Kj by a power law 

da n 

where the parameters A and n are determined experimentally — either in double torsion or similar 
fracture mechanics teste — or in MOR-tests conducted at several different strain rates (11). 

Upon application of a normal stress ani to an element of the structure, the stress intensity factor at 
the fracture controlling flaw becomes 

Kli     "n,Y,"; (3) 

Yj being a geometric factor (43) for the element. As the normal stress approaches the fast fracture 
strength of the material, the stress intensity factor reaches its critical value, as follows: 

KIC.      'nc,V'; (41 

Since only the normal stress crack propagation mode |i ,) is considered here, the time-to-failure for 
an uniformly-sircssed element is obtained by combining equations (2) and j3|. separating variables and 
integrating: 

f-.««-rf-,[(if-g)*] 
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tfj is the time to failure. In a typical finite eloment model of a turbine rotor, the dimensions of the 
strength controlling flaw are generally small, even at fracture, compared to the controlling dimension 
of an element so that the geometric factor Yj can be considered constant up to fracture and can be 
taken out from under the integral sign: 

f" 
L 

A; (t)dt 
(rt-2) Y' 

n-2 

[&r- a 
n-2 

2 
(6) 

Once the time-function Aj|t) and unj (t) are determined for each element from the load history of the 
structure, equation (6) can be solved for the time to failure, provided, both the initial (aaj) and the final 
(aci) flaw sizes are known. 

The initial size of the strength-controlling flaw will be usually determined in Non-Destructive 
Evaluation (NDE) tests. However, the resolution of currently available NDE techniques for ceramic 
materials is still far from adequate in identifying the sizes of flaws that are commensurate with the 
stress levels found in the highly stressed ceramic turbine components, notably, turbine rotors. In cases 
like this, an indirect method has been suggested in which the initial size of the strength-controlling 
flaw, as well as it's distribution are inferred, by way of fracture mechanics relations, from the fast 
fracture strength measurements. The premise is that the flaws which control the strength arc identical 
for both the fast fracture and the time-dependent fracture. In this method, the analysis of failure 
probabilities |P) for the fast fracture is combined with analysis of subcritic^l crack growth and the time 
to failure is described statistically. 

The fast fracture strength of a multiaxially-stressed element is expressed in terms of maximum 
principal tensile stress oifj in the element and is associated with a reliability level Rfj by way of 
characteristic strength <r^: 

1 

"lfi "W 
Rf i i~) 

The threshold strength <xuj is customarily set equal zero for most structural ceramics. 

The initial flaw size is related to the fast fracture strength according to equation (4) 

IHi 

<rnfj being the fast fracture strength of an element measured normal to tin? strength controlling flaw 
in the absenct; of crack propagation and KlC0j is the corresponding value of the critical stres> iniensiry 
factor, both measured at the same tem|>erature. 

Similarly the critical size of the flaw at the time of the fracture is 

■"     (vv), 
PI 

where <tnCj is the value of the applied stress normal to the strength controlling flaw at the time of 
frac'ure. ami KiCj the value of critical stress intensity factor corresponding to the environmental 
conditions |tomperature| prevailing at fracture. K|Cj usually varies with temperature, so ;hal 
generally K|C| # KlC0j 
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For a specific loading (stress distribution), the relation between the normal stress and the maximum 
principal tensile stress remains constant regardless of the stress level, i.e., 

&),■&),-*<**" 

1.0 (10) 

Let Rai be the desired survival probability of a ceramic structure subjected to some load history <r(t) 
for which the time to failure is being sought and Raj the corresponding reliability required of an 
individual element. On the basis of (7), (8) and (10), the initial size of the strength-controlling flaw 
which corresponds to a survival probability Raj at some reference loading condition, denoted here 
with subscript 'o' and assumed for convenience to be the maximum loading of tH element is 

\ßo°floY/  i   \       Rai/ 

2 
m 

(11) 

°60\ being the characteristic fast fracture strength of the element at the reference loading condition in 
the absence of slow crack growth. The critical size of the same flaw at fracture (t -• tfj) is similarly 

*-(v)' (&r)!.,fl 
(12) 

Generally, the stress distributions corresponding to the maximum (reference) loading condition 
[O\Q\] and the loading condition at fracture [a\\] , = tfj will be different so that ß0\ = (0i)t = tfj- 
Substituting (11) and (12) into (6) 

f A, fii «ijdt 
(n-2) --2 

Y: 
'/&fg-r2/,.j.\^- (^A n~2 1 
V  K,Co   /i        \        R.nl WlCi    /   t.tftj 

(13) 

Normalizing both sides of (13) with the reference load parameters (0O. <>,^ and A0) and rearranging 
terms 

lo 

I ,"-,»vcU1    I Mo/  ,  \/'„,"lU,K|C,/.     t„f> /', 'h KICu,   / V       "'/ 
1.0 

(14) 

where 

H^t) 
VAo/*o   '10/   i 
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is the ratio of the instantaneous to the reference load parameters. 

2 

'»oi 
/JMCON 

\p„v%Ji 
(16) 

is the characteristic size of the strength controlling flaw in an element, associated with the reference 
load condition and having the probability of occurrence of P * 0.632 and 
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Vcoi  =   Aoi KICoi (17) 

is the critical rate (at fracture) of crack propagation at reference conditions. Vcoi can be either calcu- 
lated from equation (17) or obtained directly from the V-Ki — diagram. 

For materials such as the hot pressed Si3N4 which is being considered for the turbine disk, the crack 
propagation exponent n= 10 and the Weibull slope m = 10 to 16. Since a necessary condition for an 
element to have a practical life span is that Raj « Rfj, the unit term in the square bracket can be 
generally neglected. In such a case equation (14) simplifies to 

I       Hjtodt 
fi ..   ... . 2atfoi 

(n-2) V, 
Jo 

COl 

!2s. 
"lo 

J_ 
R«i 

n-2 

P„     JL 
Rfo, 

(18) 

or on the basis of (11) and (7) 

rtfi 
Hs (t)dt 

2«, 
t     ±- 

(n-2) Vco,   I   J-JZ 
1    "   Rfoi 

n-2 

(19) 

a0j being the size of the strength-controlling flaw in an element associated with a fast fracture reliabil- 
ity of Rfoj at maximum (reference) loading condition. 

In the special case, when both the stress distribution \ß\ and <T0J) and the stress amplitude (<xij| are 
constant with time, we have 

l«i (t)  ,   1.0 

and equation (14) is solved directly for the time to failure tfj 

fl (n-2) V coi 
- 1.0 20) 

/"  v 

Since\*c/ has a dimension of time (it is the time necessary to traverse the initial length oi crack at a 
critical crack propagation rate) we denote 

and introduce 

OI 

(n-2) V, 

lIH       'oi H) i \ - <"-2> 
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the characteristic time to failure of an element (Raj = R$\ = 36.8%). Using Weibull's notation the time 
to failure at a survival probability of Raj is then 

tfi   "   tft      (fn   j^j 
n-2 

m    -_ t 
01 (22) 

or 

R„i =  exP -m m 
1P5 (23) 

Equation (23) plotted on Weibull paper becomes a straight line with slope of V^jand intersecting 
the ordinate (tfi = 0) at Rfj. In most practical cases t0 will be small compared to tf and would be 
omitted. 

Equations 18 and 22 will be applied to turbine rotors at a later date when material data becomes 
available to assess if the calculated survival probability of rotors correlates with the results from the hot 
spin rig. 
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APPENDIX A 

FORTRAN LISTING OF MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD 
ESTIMATION PROGRAM AND DATA FILES 

»S.MLE   : 

1*#FTN S.ML£=H.MLE(0PTZ»N0G0»C0RE=24K»ULIB)LIB/FORD 
20C   PROGRAM WRITTEN BY RICHARD A. JERYANf FOR» MOTOR COMPANY 
30C   GAS TURBINE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT» DEARBORN» MI 48121 
35C    (REl": THOMAN» BAIN AND ANTLE» TECHNOMETRICSr V.U» P.455) 
40C    LAST REVISION 4/11/77 
50 DIMENSION X(200)»BN<196)»ELM<2»116)»EL0<2»116) 
60 DIMENSION AMRANK<20»20>»AMR<200)»D2CRC25) 
70 DIMENSION U05<30)»U95<30> 
75C   POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION FOR GAMMA FUNCTION. REFJ EON. 6.1.36» 
76C    'HANDBOOK OF MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS»' NBS AMS 55 
80 F<AX)=1.-0.577191652*AX+0.988205891*AX~2-0.897056937*AX~3 
?0t+0.918206857*AX~4-0.756704078*AX~5+0.482199394*AX-6 
100t-0.193527818*AX"7+0.035868343*AX"8 
120 CALL Y0PEN(02»'aK051509/BNF0RMLE$BRUCE»R»') 
130 CALL Y0PEN(03»'0K051509/INTF0RM$BRUCE»R»') 
140 CALL Y0PEN(04»'GK051509/INTF0R0»BRUCE»RJ'> 
150 REAL M0»M»LBM»LB0.LBXB10 
160 PRINT» 
170 PRINT» 
180 PRINT»'THIS PROGRAM WILL CALCULATE THE UNBIASED MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR' 
190 PRINT»'FOR THE UEIBULL SHAPE PARAMETER AND CHARACTERISTIC VALUE' 
200 READ(02»500) BN 
210 READ(03.500) <ELM(1»I>» ELM<2»I)»1=1»116) 
220 READ(04»500) (ELOd»I)»EL0<2»I). 1=1.116) 
230 8 CONTINUE 
240 READ(01»500»END=5000) N»(X(I>» 1=1,N) 
250 500 FORMAT (V) 
260 IF (N.LT.5) GO TO 4000 
270 IT«50 
280CFIRST ESTIMATE OF THE SLOPE IS CALCULATED AS THE SLOPE OF THE 
290C LINE BETWEEN THE FIRST AND THE LAST DATA POINTS. 
300 CALL SORTS(X»N»'A'»ERR) 
310 M0=(ALOG(ALOG((Nr.4)/.7))-ALOG(ALOG((N+.4)/(N-.3))))/ 
320t(ALOG(X(N))-ALOG(X(l>>) 
330 A>0. 
340 ERR0R=0.001 
350 A=X(N> 
360 DO 10 1=1rN 
370 X(I)-X<I)/A 
380 10 CONTINUE 
390 Sl-O. 
400 S2-0. 
410 S3-0. 
420 S4»0. 
430 DO 100 I-l.N 
440 S1«S1+AL0G(X<I>> 
450 S2-S2tX<I)-H0 
460 S3-S3+ALOGCX(I>)*<X(I)~MO) 
470 S4-S4+((AL0G(X(I)))-2)«<X<I)-M0) 
480 100 CONTINUE 
490 00 200 I-l.IT 
500 M-<<l./M0)*<Sl/N)-(S3/S2))/(<l./M0~2)*<(S4/S2)-((S3/82)"2))) 
510 M**+MO 
520 S2-0. 
530 S3-0. 
540 S4*0. 
550 DO 300 J-l.N 
560 E3-S3+AL0G(X(J))«(X(J)-M) 
570 S4-S4*<(AL00(X(J)))~2)»<X<J)-H) 
580 S2-S2+X<J)~H 
590 300 CONTINUE 
600 DLDH-<N/H)-N«(S3/S2)+S1 
610 MO=M 
620 IF(ABS(DLDH)-ERROR) 250»250»200 
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630 200 CONTINUE 
640 WRITE (6*2000) 
650 2000 FORMATCNO SOLUTION FOUND') 
660 GO TO 5000 
670 250 THETA=0. 
680 DO 400 1=1rN 
690 THETA=THETA + X(I)"MO 
700 400 CONTINUE 
710 URITE (6.2001) 
720 2001 FORMAT (//'SAMPLE VALUES:•//) 
730 WRITE (6.2002) (A*X(I). I=1»N) 
740 2002 FORMAT (1X.6F10.1) 
750 THETA = A*(THETA/N>~(1./MO) 
760C MULTIPLY BY UNBIASING FACTOR 
770 MO = M0*BN(N-4) 
775C   IF (N.LE.120) CALCULATE PARAMETER INTERVAL ESTIMATES 
780 IF (N.PT.120) GO TO 2005 
790 WRITE (6.2003) 
800 2003 F0RMAT(/37X."P0INT'»15X»"90 PERCENT"»/35X»"ESTIMATES"» 
810» 9X»'INTERVAL ESTIMATES") 
820 UBM = MO/ELM«l.N-4) 
830 LBi-i = M0/ELM(2.N-4> 
840 UBO = THETA/EXP(-EL0(l.N-4)/M0> 
850 LBS = THETA/EXP(EL0(2.N-4)/M0> 
860 WRITE (6.2004) MO.LBM.UBM 
870 2CJ4 FORMAT(/'WEIBULL SHAPE PARAMETER«' . 9XFF10.*; »6X» 
880» 'CfF10.5»"F".F10.5f')"> 
890 WRITE (6F2006) THETA.LBO.USO 
900 2006 FORMATCWEIBULL CHARACTERISTIC VALUE= "»FlO.2. 
910» 9X."C»F10.2.'."»F10.2»")'i 
920 GO TO 2025 
930 2005 WRITE (6.2010) MO 
940 2010 FORMAT (//'WEIBULL SHAPE PARAMETER« »F10.5) 
950 WRITE (6.2020) THETA 
960 2020 FORMAT ('WEIBULL CHARACTERISTIC VALUE« '.F10.2) 
970C   DISTRIBUTION MEAN= 
980 2025 AAX« l./MO 
990 AAF=1.0 
995C   RECURSION FORMULA FOR GAMMA FUNCTION 
1000 2026 IF (AAX.LE.1.00) GO TO 2027 
1010 AAF m   AAF*AAX 
1020 AAX = AAX - 1.00 
1030 GO TO 2026 
1040 2027 AMEAN = THETA*AAF*F(AAX> 

1050C   DISTRIBUTION VARIANCE AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
1060 AAAX=2./M0 
1070 AAAF«1.0 
1080 2028 IF (AAAX.LE.1.00) GO TO 2029 
1090 AAAF ■ AAAF*AAAX 
1100 AAAX « AAAX - 1.00 
1110 GO TO 2028 
1120 2029 VAKI« (THETA~2)*(AAAF*F(AAAX>-((AAF*F(AAX>>~2>) 
1130 STDDEV« SCJRT(VArtl) 
1140C VALUE OF X AT U(XSM.O>«0.10» ( BIO ) 
1150 XB10 - THETA»(0.10536052"(l./MO)) 
1160 URITE (6.2030) AMEAN 
1170 2030 FORMAT if/'DISTRIBUTION MEAN' '»F10.2) 
UBO WRITE (6.2040) STDDEV 
UVO 2040 FORMAT ('DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION« '.F10.2) 
1195C  IF (N.LE.30) CALCULATE BIO INTERVAL ESTIMATES 
1200 IF (N.GT.30) CO TO 2045 
1210 DATA U05/1..1..1..1..-1.422 -: 125.-1.015.-.955.-.915.-.8794.-.852. 
1220» -.826.-.802.-.78»-.7643»-,741.-.722.-.706.-.69.-.674. -.662. 
1230» -.648. -.637.-.626»-.616.-.605»-.596»-.537.-.578»-.5672/ 
1240 DATA U95/l.»l.»1..1..4.44S3.3.76.3.10.2.64.2.24.2.1304»1.95.1.82»1.7f 
1250» 1.6»1.5091»1.44»1.38.1.32.1.27.1.2262.1.18.1.14.1.1.1.07.1.04.1.01» 
1260» .99».96».94».9147/ 
1270 LBXB10 - XB10/(EXF(U9S(N)/M0>> 
1280 UBXB10 - XB10*(EXP(-U05(N)/M0>) 
1290 URITE(6»2051) XB10»LBXB10»UBXB10 
1300 2051 F0RMATCB10 VALUE«'.23X.F10.2.6X.'('.F10.2.'.'.F10.2.')'> 
1310 GO  TO 2052 
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1320 2045 WRITE(6»2050) XB10 
1330 2050 FORMAT ('BIO VALUE= '»F10.2) 
1340 2052 CONTINUE 
1350C    K-S GOODNESS OF FIT TEST 
1360C    .20 SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL (NONPARAMETRIC) 
1370 IF(N.GT.25) GO TO 2055 
1380 DATA D2CR/.900..684..585..494».446».410».381..358».339».322» 
13901 .307».295».284».274..266».258».250».244».237».231» 
14001 .227».223».218».214».21/ 
1410 D2CRIT = D2CR(N) 
1420 GO TO 2060 
1430 2055 D2CRIT = 1.07/SQRT(N) 
1440 2060 IF(N.GT.20) GO TO 3500 
1445C  READ MEDIAN RANK TABLE 
1450 CALL Y0PEN(05.'aK051509/MRDATA«BRUCE.R»'> 
1460 DO 3000 1=1»20 
1470 DO 3000 J=l»20 
1480 3000 AMRANK(I»J) ■ 0.000 
1490 DO 3010 1=1.20 
1500 READ (05»500) (AMRANK<I»K>»K=I»20) 
1510 3010 CONTINUE 
1520 DO 3020 1=1»N 
1530 AMR<I)=AMRANK(I»N) 
1540 3020 CONTINUE 
1550 GO TO 3600 
1560 3500 DO 3030 1=1»N 
1570 AMR(I)=(I-.3)/(N+.4) 
1580 3030 CONTINUE 
1590 3600 CONTINUE 
1600 D2=0.0 
1610 DO 3620 1=1»N 
1620  3610  FF   *   1 .-EXP<-( < (A*X<I> )/THiITA)~MO>) 
1630  Dl   =  ABS(FF-AMRCI)) 
1640 IFCD1.LC.D2CRIT) GO TO 3616 
1650 WRITE (6.3615) 
1660 3615 FORMAT*'****'./.'****THE DATA EXCEEDS THE GOODNESS- 
1661t OF-FIT LIMITS OF THE*./»'KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TFST AT THE 
16621 20% SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL'»/»'****') 
1663 D2-D1 
1665 GO TO 3625 
1670 3616 IF(D1.LE.D2) GO TO 3620 
1680 D2 = Dl 
1690 3620 CONTINUE 
1700 3625 WRITE (6.3630) D2 

«NFORMLE: 

70. .752» .792. .820» .842» .859, .872, .883» .893» .901».908» .914, .9185 
923,.927,.931,.9345,.938,.9405,.943,.943,.947,.949-.931,.933».955 

.958..959».960».961».962».963».964».965».966».967».968 
670..9705».971..9715».972..9725».973».9735».974..9745».975 

.9363 

.969» 

.9755 

.9805 

.984» 

.9861 

.9872 

.9887 

.9901 

.9907 

.9913 

.9919 

.9926 

.9931 

.9938 

.9944 

.9950 

.976 

.981» 
9842. 
.9862 
.9873 
.9888 
.9901 
.9908 
.9914 
.9920 
.9926 
.9932 
.9938 
.9944 

»765..97?»,9775..978..9785..979..9795..980..980..980 
981».981..9815».982».982».982,.9825».983,.983,.9C3,.9835 
9844..9846..9848..985..9852 >.9854,.9C56».9858..986 
.9863».9664..9865».9866».9867..9868».9869».987 
.9875».9876..9878..9879».9881..9882..9884».9885 
.9890».9891».9893».9894».9896».9897».9899..9900 
.9902».9903».9903..9904..9904..9905..9906..9906 
.9908..9909..9909..9910».9911..9911».9912,.9913 
.9914».9915».9916».9916».9917».9918».9918». 9919 
.9921».9921..9922».9923».9923».9924..9924..9925 
.9927..9928..9928..9929..9929..V930. .9931 
.9933..9933..9934..9934,.9935..T936..9936».9937 
.9939..9939..9940».9941».9941».9942».9943..9943 
.9945».9945».99*6..9947».9948,.9948..9949..9949 
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»INTFORM: 

.683,2 

.752.1 

.788.1 

.810 1 

.826,1 

.839,1 

.849,1 

.857,1 

.864,1 

.869,1 

.875,1 

.879,1 

.883,1 

.886,1 

.890,1 

.893,1 

.896,1 

.779t 

.682, 

.467, 

.370, 

.313, 

.273, 

.246, 

.224, 

.206, 

.192, 

.181, 

.170, 

.161, 

.154, 

.147, 

.141, 

.135, 

.697,2 

.759,1 

.791,1 

.813,1 

.828,1 

.841,1 

.850,1 

.058,1 

.P64,l 

.870,1 

.875,1 

.880,1 

.883,1 

.887,1 

.890,1 

.893,1 

.896,1 

.436, 

.636, 

.449, 

.361, 

.306, 

.269, 

.242, 

.221, 

.204, 

.190, 

.179. 

.169, 

.160, 

.153, 

.146, 

.140, 

.135, 

.709,2 

.764,1 

.795,1 

.815,1 

.830,1 

.842,1 

.851,1 

.859,1 

.865,1 

.871,1 

.876,1 

.880,1 

.884,1 

.887,1 

.891,1 

.894,1 

.897,1 

.183 

.597 

.434 

.351 

.300 

.265 

.239 

.218 

.202 

.188 

.178 

.167 

.159 

.152 

.146 

.139 

.134 

.720,2 

.770,1 

.798,1 

.818,1 

.832,1 

.844,1 

.8^2,1 

.860,1 

.066,1 

.872,1 

.876,1 

.881,1 

.884,1 

.888,1 

.891,1 

.894,1 

.897,1 

.015 

.564 

.418 

.343 

.294 

.261 

.235 

.216 

.200 

.187 

.176 

.166 

.158 

.151 

.145 

.139 

.133 

.729,1 

.775,1 

.802,1 

.820,1 

.834,1 

.845,1 

.853,1 

.861,1 

.867,1 

.872,1 

.877,1 

.881,1 

.835,1 

.888,1 

.892,1 

.895,1 

.896, 

. 535, 

.405, 

.334, 

.288, 

.256, 

.232, 

.213, 

.198, 

.185, 

.175, 

.165, 

.157, 

.150, 

.144, 

.138, 

.738, 

.779, 

.805, 

.822, 

.835, 

.846, 

.854, 

.862, 

.868, 

.873, 

.878, 

.882, 

.885, 

.889, 

.892, 

.895, 

1.807 
1.510 
1.392 
1.327 
1.283 
1.253 
1.229 
1.211 
1.196 
1.184 
1.173 
1.164 
1.156 
1.149 
1.143 
1.137 

.745, 

. 784, 

.808, 

.824, 

.837, 

.847, 

.856, 

.863, 

.869, 

.874, 

.879, 

.882, 

.886, 

.889, 

.893, 

.895, 

1.738 
1.487 
1.381 
1.319 
1.278 
1.249 
1.227 
1.208 
1.194 
1.182 
1.172 
1.162 
1.155 
1.148 
1.142 
1.136 

»INTFORO: 

1.247,1.107,1.007».939,.874,.829,.784,.7 
.587,.572,.557,.544,.532,.520,.509,.499, 
.441,.433,.428,.421,.416,.410,.404,.398, 
.367,.3<i2,.360,.355,.352,.34 7,.345,.341, 
,321».318».315»,312».310».307,.303,.302» 
.288,.285,.284,.282,.280,.278,.277,.275, 
.263».261,.260,.258,.257..256,.254,.253, 
.244.. 243». 2-12.. 241.. 239 ».238,. 237.. 236. 
.228».227».226».225..224..223..222..221, 
.215».214..213..213».211..211,.210 ..210. 
.204..204..202..202..201..201,.199,.199. 
.194».194».193..193».191».191».190».190» 
.185».186».184».185».183».184».182».183» 
.178».178».177..177».176».177».175».176, 
.171».172».170..171».170».171».169». 170» 
.165».166».164».165».164..165».163».164» 
.160».161».159».160,.159..160».158..159 

51».717».691».665,.644».6 22».60S 
.489» .480. .471» .463» .455, .447 
.394, .389, .384» .379, .376» .371 
.338, .334, .332. .329» .326, .323 
.301» .298. .296» .293, .292» .289 
.273» .271. .270, .268, .266» .264 
.252» .250. .249, .247, .247» .245 
.234» .233- .232» .231, .230» .229 
.220» .220. .218» .218. .217. .216 
.208» .208. .207, .207. .205» .205 
.198» .198. .197» .197, .196, .196 
.189. .189, .188, .188, .186, .187 
.181, .181, .180» .180. .179. .179 
.174, .175, .173» .174. .172» .173 
.168» .169, .167» .168, .166» .167 
.162» .163, .162, .163, .161» .162 

MRDATA: 

.3». 2929..2063».1591,.1294»,1091».0943».C83».0741».067..061If.0361 

.0519».0483».0452».0424».04».0378».0358».0341 

.7071».5..3864».3147».2655,-2295».2021».1806».1632».1489».1368».1266».1178 

.1101..1034..0975».092?».0874».0831 
,7937».6136».5».4218».3648».3213».2871».2594».2366».2175..2013 
.1873».1751».1644».155».1465».139».1322 
.8409..6853..5782».5».4404,.3935..3557,.3244».2982».276».2568».2401 
.2254».2125».2009».1905».1812 
.8706».7345».6352».5596».5».4519»,4122..3789».3506».3263».3051 
.2865».27».2553..2421..2302 
.8909».7705».6787».6065».5481».3*.4596».4253..3958».37».3475».3275».3097 
.2937».2793 
.9057».7979».7129..6443».5878».5404».5..4653».435».4085».385».3641 
.3453».3283 
.917».8194».7406».6756».6211r.5747».5347».5».4695».4425».4184».3968 
.3774 
.9259».8368».7634».7018».6474».6042».565».5303».5».47i8».4484».4264 
.933».8511».7825..724..6737».63».5915..5575».5272..5».4755 
.9389».8632».7987».7432».6949».6525..615».5816».5516».5245 
.9439».8734».8127».7599».7135..6725».6359..6032».5736 
.9481».8822».8249».7746».73..6903».6547..6226 
.9517».8899».8356».7875..7447..7063».6717 
.9548».8966».845».7991».7579».7207* 
.9576..9025..853? ».8095..7698 
.96».9078».861».8188 
.9622».9126».8678 
,9642».9169 
.7659 
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APPENDIX B 
EXAMPLE OF MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD 

ESTIMATION PROGRAM 
«LIST YBULDATA 

10 23 
20 17.88»28.92»33.00»41.52»42.12»45.60»48.48»51.84»51.96»54.12 
30 55.56»67.80»68.64»68.64»68.88»84.12»93.12»98.64»105.12 
40 105.84.127.92»128.04»173.40 

*MLE 
08/24/77 08 tU: 06 

THIS PROGRAM WILL CALCULATE THE UNBIASED MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR 
FOR THE UEIBULL SHAPE PARAMETER AND CHARACTERISTIC VALUE 

SAMPLE VALUESt 

17.9     28.9     33.0 41.5 42 .1 45.6 
48.5     51.8     52.0 54.1 55 .6 67.8 
68.6     68.6     68.9 84.1 93 .1 98.6 
105.1     105.8    127.9 128.0 173 .4 

POINT 90 PERCENT 
ESTIMATES INTERVAL ESTIMATES 

UEIBULL SHAPE PARAMETER« 1.97695 ( 1.40708» 2.46502) 
UEIBULL CHARACTERISTIC VALUE- 81.88 ( 67.25» 99.94) 

DISTRIBUTION MEAN- 72.58 
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION- 38.34 
BIO VALUE* 26.23 ( 15.04» 36.20) 
D2- 0.119588 
END OF DATA 
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ABSTRACT 

\ X The demonstration of uncooled brittle materials in structural applications at 2500 F is the objective 
of the "Brittle Materials Design, High Temperature Gas Turbine" program. Ford Motor Company, the 
contractor, is utilizing a small vehicular gas turbine comprising an entire ceramic hot flow path 
including the highly stressed turbine rotors. Westinghouse, the subcontractor, originally planned to 
evaluate ceramic first stage stator vanes in an actual 30 MW test turbine engine; however, this objec- 
tive was revised to demonstrate ceramic stator vanes in a static test rig. Both companies had in-house 
research programs in this area orior to this contract. 

In the stationary gas turbine project, the test of ceramic stator vanes in a static rig for 100 cycles up to 
temperatures of 2500*F has been completed. This accomplishment meets the revised objectives for the 
stationary turbine project and, therefore, this project was completed,The report of the last six months 
progress will be included in the final report for the project and published separately. 

~- Fabrication of duo-density silicon nitride turbine rotors continued during this reporting period. Due 
to persistent bonding problems between the hot pressed materials in the three-piece design, the 
fabrication concept was altered to a simplified two-piece design with the only bond being between 
hot-pressed Si3N4 and reaction bonded SißN,}. This change was also made possible by the results of a 
hot pressing parametric study, which showed that good strength and density could be achieved at 
reduced hot pressing pressures. Ten two-piece rotors were fabricated, and of these, three are being 
prepared for testing. 

The injection molding of duo-density rotor blade rings has been improved by the addition of a solid 
slate automatic control system which was installed on the injection molding machine. A problem of 
unmelted inclusions was discovered and solved by the use of material extrusion and increased nozzle 
temperature during molding. Microfocus X-ray equipment has been evaluated and found advantage- 
cms for blade ring flaw detection. 

—> Fabrication of turbine inlet nose cones and slators was resumed on a limited basis. A silicon metal 
(>owder/organic system yielding 2.7 g/cc density reaction bonded silicon nitride material was utilized 
for the first time for injection molding of these components. Two additional test fixtures were built for 
use; in pre-engine test evaluations of ceramic Stators. One of these fixtures, the stator vane mechanical 
load test fixture, serves a two-fold purpose |tj as an NDE tool to evaluate material and processing 
variations, and |2| as a screening tool to qualify stalor vanes for subsequent engine testing. The other 
rig. the stator outer shroud pressure test fixture, evaluates the stator outer shroud quality before 
subsequent engine testing. In the testing area, the primary emphasis was placed on the utilization of 
these new fixtures to enhance the qualification of stationary ceramic flow path components. The initial 
evaluation of the best quality 2.7 g/cc density S13N4 components is underway. In addition, a review of 
past weigh! gain data for 2.55 g/cc density stators. tested at 1930°F. was completed. 

-~>ln order to select the best method of processing SisN4 powder, the optimum MgO content and the 
best hot pressing parameters consistent with the; hub forming portion -if the duo-density rotor process, a 
parametric processing study was conductecUStrength at two elevated temperatures, along with the 
VV;>ibull slope, wert: obtained for a num!>eF(|Ftjot pressed SJ3N4 materials. A major concern with the 
three-piece approach to the duo-density nnw has been the degree of bonding and the resultant 
strength of the l>ond I>etween the two regions of hot pressed Si;jN4. Test bars were cut from six duo- 
cl' osity rotors such that the hot pressed to hot pressed bond could IM; positioned within the zone of 
maximum stress. Test results showed a strength variation at different locations, being higher at the 
center region and lower at the leading and trailing edges. Strength measurements were performed on 
Refel reaction silicon carbide, the material used for ceramic combuslors Statistical bend strength 
distributions were measured at room temperature and at five elevated temperatures In addition, 
tensile strength was measured at room temperature. 
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Previous results obtained from nitriding of large loads of silicon metal powder shapes, such \as 
molded stators and rotor blade rings, have shown that the nitriding reaction was not under controPÄ 
technique was developed which allows the furnace to control the nitriding dependent upon She 
nitrogen gas consumption rate, resulting in improved material structure. Jhe task on developing high 
strength, stable sintered Sialon materials was terminated as a result of funding reductiönsTthe results*^ 
of this work are summarized. Work was undertakan to evaluate the use of hot isostatic pressing to 
further densify reaction sintered Si3N4 performs, using glass encapsulation. Additives were evaluated 
and some densification and strengthening were obtained. As yet, attempts to densify complex shaped ' 
parts were not successful.   --"' 

Work on analytical codes resulted in the development of relationships for computing time-depen- 
dent reliability of ceramics in the presence of delayed fracture or static fatigue^Jhese equations are 
derived from the subcritical crack growth model and combined with Weibun strength statistics to 
determine failure probabilities. 
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